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Summary

TM-l is the first in a family of programmable multimedia processors from the TriMedia product group
of Philips Semiconductors. This "C" programmable processor has a high performance 32-bit Very
Large Instruction Word (VLIW)-DSPCPU core with video and audio peripheral units designed to
support popular multimedia applications like MPEGI and MPEG2 decoding, MPEGI encoding, 3-D
graphics, V.34 modem and H.3201H.324 videoconferencing. For some very demanding applications
like MPEG2 encoding, however, the processing power of several TM-l chips is needed.

This report describes the design of a PCI-based communication mechanism for a multi TriMedia
system based upon standard lREF boards. This communication mechanism consists of software that
uses the standard pSOS+ real time operating system on each of the TriMedia nodes to allocate system
resources and to perform local synchronisation or message passing operations. The software
implements global semaphores and global message queues, which is sufficient to support
synchronisation of and message passing between tasks running on different TriMedia boards. I used
formal methods to derive the semaphore mechanism, which ensures that it is reliable.

Because of problems with the availability of the Windows 95 drivers required to download and start
programs on several IREF boards at the same time in our PC-based reference design, we have not been
able to test the communication mechanism in a real multi TriMedia system. In stead I have written an
extensive simulation program in C++ to test the reliability of the communication mechanism. Because
of the object oriented structure of the program, it is very easy to change the architecture of the
simulated system. No deadlocks occurred during any of the simulations, which supports our assertion
that the communication mechanism is reliable. From the simulation-results I also derived a few rules of
thumb for finding a good distribution of tasks over the available CPU's. The simulation program also
enabled us to analyse the performance of the communication mechanism and determine the influence
of external sources like the protocol chosen for PCI-arbitration and wait-states on the PCI-bus.

Although the communication mechanism couldn't be tested on a multi TriMedia system, I did test it on
a single TriMedia IREF board. This test was successful, so we can conclude that all the parts of the
communication mechanism that we can already test function correctly. Because of this result and the
reliability of the communication mechanism, I estimate that the system can be up and running within a
week as soon as the required Windows 95 drivers are available.
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1. INTRODUCTION

TM-l (see Figure 1.1) is the first in a family of programmable multimedia processors from the
TriMedia product group of Philips Semiconductors. This "C" programmable processor has a high
performance 32-bit Very Large Instruction Word (VLIW)-DSPCPU core with video and audio
peripheral units designed to support popular multimedia applications like MPEG1 and MPEG2
decoding, MPEG1 encoding, 3-D graphics, V.34 modem and H.3201H.324 videoconferencing. TM-l
uses a VLIW instruction length that allows up to five simultaneous operations to be issued (see Figure
1.2). These operations can target any of the 27 functional units in the DSPCPU, with certain
restrictions as to which functional unit can be used with which issue slot. The functional units include
regular integer and floating point arithmetic units and data-parallel DSP-like units, hence the name
DSPCPU.

CCIR601/656
YUV4:2:2

I's Stereo
(4-48 kHz)

V.34or ISDN
Interface

I'c Digital
Control Bus

Figure 1.1: TM-l block diagram. Figure 1.2: The VLIW DSPCPU core.

TM-1 uses this VLIW architecture to maximise processor throughput at the lowest possible cost.
VLIW architectures have performance exceeding that of superscalar general-purpose CPU's without
the extreme complexity of a superscalar implementation. In essence, a VLIW architecture shifts a lot of
the scheduling-complexity from the CPU core to the compiler. The hardware saved by eliminating
superscalar logic reduces cost and allows the integration of multimedia-specific features that enhance
the power of the processor core. For some very demanding applications like MPEG2 encoding,
however, the processing power of several TM-l chips is needed.

Because we wanted to design a flexible multi-TriMedia platform for rapid prototyping, we did not
want to design a special printed circuit board that could accommodate several TM-l 'so At first we
wanted to use a passive PCI backplane from Galileo Technology with several TM-l IREF boards and a
Galileo 4 board (containing a lOOMHz R4700 MIPS RISC-processor) as an I/O coprocessor. Because
of major problems getting the pSOS+ Board Support Package up and running on our Galileo board,
we ultimately decided to use a PC with an Intel Pentium host processor, a PCI-bus and an ethemet
connection instead. On the PCI-bus we could insert several standard TM-l IREF boards. In this system,
the PCI-bus is used for the communication between processors. There are several interesting issues
involving such a platform:
• How to organise the communication between the various processors in such a system, taking into

account the specific system properties.
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• How to control the communication and synchronisation between the various processors and
processes.

• Which set of applications can be mapped more or less efficiently onto such a platform.
• What is a meaningful partitioning of an application over the processors of the system.

Designing a platform like the one described above requires:
1) Designing software, based on the C programming language and pSOS, to load tasks on the various

processors of the system.
2) Designing a communication model between the processors of the system.
3) Simulating this communication model, for example with a C++ program.
4) Testing the above on a multi TriMedia system by implementing a reference application.

Except for the last one, all these steps will be described in this report. The organisation of the report is
as follows:
• In chapter 2 I will first discuss some ways to categorise multiple processor systems and show where

our multi TriMedia system fits in. Then I will describe a model of the reference hardware, using
these categorisations. Guided by the model of the reference hardware, I will then derive the
communication mechanism. Finally I will present the reference-application which we have chosen
to test the system.

• In chapter 3 I will start with a detailed description of the hardware platform used for our reference
design. Then I will describe the implementation process of the communication-mechanism. This
description is followed by an in-depth description of the object oriented simulation program.

• In chapter 4 I will discuss the simulations of the reference application.
• Chapter 5 begins with a description of the experiments we have performed to try to get the Galileo

4 board up and running. Then I will explain how we have tried to get tasks running on several
TriMedia boards at the same time. Finally I will describe the successful experiment to get the
communication mechanism running on a single TriMedia board.

• In chapter 6 I will give the conclusions of the project and some recommendations on how to
continue the research on this subject.
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2. ANALYSIS

2.1 Multiple processor systems overview

Multiple processor systems can provide an appropriate solution to the demand for additional
computing power to meet new requirements and to support complex applications with existing
microprocessors. Multiple processor systems are usually characterised by the following parameters (see
[1]):

• Logical structure
• Physical structure
• Mode of interaction
• Mode of processing

2.1.1 Logical structure

The logical structure of a multiple processor system refers to the way the control responsibility is
distributed among the system elements. The two most obvious relations are vertical and horizontal. In a
vertical system, elements are hierarchically structured, implying a master-slave relation. In a horizontal
system, the elements are logically equal, implying a master-master relation.

Vertical organisation

In its simplest form, a vertical organisation has a single master with multiple slaves and has the
following main characteristics:
• Not all elements are logically equal.
• At any given time only one element can act as a master; however, several elements may have the

potential of becoming a master.
• All inter-processor communications must go through the master or be initiated by the master.
• The slaves' hardware may be identical, with customising to a special task done by software.

Systems may also contain more than one level of master-slave arrangement, thus forming a pyramid
configuration.

Horizontal organisation

Horizontally organised systems require more sophisticated co-ordination. They have the following
main characteristics:
• All elements are logically equal.
• Co-ordination can be done with or without a floating controller.
• Any element can communicate with any other element in the system.

In general, horizontal systems are more flexible than vertical systems and are capable of dynamic load
sharing. However, they are not efficient for applications having many vastly different tasks. Except in
the case of the newest high-performance microprocessors, the large processing overhead required to
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co-ordinate horizontal systems precludes their effectiveness for multiple microprocessor systems.
Vertical organisations are more appropriate.

2.1.2 Physical structure

The physical structure of a multiple processor system refers to the method of information exchange and
is a function of the interprocessor communication arrangement and the interconnection topology.

Interprocessor communication arrangement

Data transfers between processors can be carried out either via a common memory structure or via a
bus structure, often referred to as centralised and distributed structures, respectively. In the common
memory structure, all data transfers are via the common memory, and elements have no direct access to
each other. In the system bus structure, a logical link established on the bus structure creates a
communication path between elements; in the most general case, data transfers are initiated and
performed in a distributed fashion.

In systems with frequent and/or large data transfers, the above extreme arrangements are not efficient
due to increased contention for the shared resource. This problem is further aggravated in
microprocessor systems because of the memory-processor bottleneck and limited I/O capability.

Interconnection topology

Physically, there are many ways of interconnecting M elements in a system, but in establishing the
interconnection scheme, reliability and expandability are important factors. A reliable interconnection
scheme provides an alternate path in case a link, a direct path between two elements, fails. An
expandable interconnection scheme facilitates the addition of more elements without affecting the
existing structure. The four most basic interconnection schemes are common bus, star, ring and fully
connected (see Figure 2.1). Other topologies are basically combinations or variations of these schemes.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2.1: Basic interconnection topologies: (a) common bus, (b) star, (c) ring, and (d) fully connected.
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The data transfer mode and interconnection topology are the most basic elements of the
intercommunication system. But in designing multiple processor systems, we must also decide on
direct or indirect data transfer between elements, centralised or decentralised control, etc.

2.1.3 Mode of interaction

Using mode of interaction as the basis, systems can be classified by the degree of coupling and the
nature of the intercommunication between processors. Coupling refers to the ability of the various
elements to share resources, with the two extremes being loosely coupled and tightly coupled systems.

Loosely coupled systems

Loosely coupled multiple processor organisations, also known as computer networks, have the
following characteristics:
• Autonomous computers. The system contains a number of independent computer systems that can

be geographically dispersed.
• Communication interface. The various computers in the system are connected via a communication

interface.
• Communication protocol. Intercomputer communication follows rigid communication protocol.
• Serial communication. The intercomputer communication links are generally high-speed serial

lines.
• On-site computation. In general, the network is used only for communication. Actual computing is

done at a single site.
• Computer accessibility. A user at any site can use the computing facilities at all other sites.

Tightly coupled systems

Also known as multiprocessor systems, tightly coupled multiple processor systems have the following
characteristics:
• Common memory. A primary memory can be accessed by all processors in the system. In addition,

each processor may have a separate data memory.
• Common operating system. A single common operating system controls and co-ordinates all

interactions between processors and processes.
• Shared resources. I/O facilities and other system resources are generally shared among the

processors. However, some resources may be dedicated to specific processors.
• Equal processing power. General-purpose processors are symmetrically configured and exhibit

similar capabilities.
• Dynamic load sharing. Dynamically distributing the load of an overloaded processor permits

uniform load sharing across all processors.
• Processor autonomy. Each of the co-operating processors can execute significant computations

individually.
• Synchronisation. Synchronisation between co-operating processors is needed.
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2.1.4 Mode of processing

One of the earliest classifications of computer systems is based on instruction and data flow. Based on
this parameter we can define four classes:
• Single-instruction single-data stream. An SISD machine is the classical von Neumann computer

that executes instructions sequentially, once at a time.
• Multiple-instruction single-data stream. There is some argument as to the type of computer

included in the MISD class. One candidate is the variety of pipeline processor that segments
computations into consecutive stations. This type of processor is mostly theoretical, though.

• Single-instruction multiple-data stream. Vector, array, and associative processors belong in the
SIMD class. They generally have a single, central control unit that fetches and decodes the
instructions and then broadcasts control to the processing elements.

• Multiple-instruction multiple-data stream. The MIMD class, the most general one, can have
different processors - each with its own control unit.

2.2 The model of the reference hardware

When we place a number of TriMedia lREF boards in a system, they will all use a certain apperture for
their SDRAM and one for their MMIO space. Each TM-l can access the SDRAM and MMIO of each
other TM-l in the system, but it has to use the PCI bus to do this. Therefore accesses to the SDRAM or
MMIO space of other TM-l's are 'expensive' operations. For this reason, I have chosen to use a
logical organisation with one Master TM-l and a number of slave TM-l 's. Since all interprocessor
communications go through the first TriMedia node, the logical structure of our design is clearly a
vertical organisation (see Figure 2.2).

Pentium PC TM-1 IREF board
host system I--- node I

(110 coprocessor) (master)

I I
TM-1 IREF board TM-1 IREF board TM-1 IREF board

node 2 node J nodeM
(slave) (slave) (slave)

Figure 2.2: The logical structure of our reference hardware.

The Pentium processor on the host PC can be seen as an I/O coprocessor that is used by the master
TriMedia to perform file I/O. Our communication channel (the PCI-bus) determines the
interconnection topology, which is obviously common bus (see Figure 2.1-a). Our multi TriMedia
system has common memory, a common operating system, shared resources, the processors have equal
processing power and are autonomous, and the system requires synchronisation. Therefore, the mode
of interaction is tightly coupled. The mode of processing is obviously MIMD. The master of our
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system only differs from the other nodes because all global data structures are stored in its SDRAM, so
it doesn't perform any special functions. Therefore it will be called the administrator from now on.
The reference hardware setup is described in-depth in section 3.1.

2.3 The communication-mechanism

2.3.1 Requirements

• The communication mechanism will be PCI-bus based (see section 2.2), and where possible data
can be transferred between TriMedia's via the video inputs and outputs because this mechanism
allows us to transfer up to 38 MB/s without using any PCI-bandwidth. Of course the control and
synchronisation of these data transfers will have to be PCI-bus based (for example by means of
semaphores), but these control and synchronisation transfers consume only little PCI-bandwidth
compared to the bandwidth required for the data transfers.

• The communication mechanism must be reliable. Of course there may be no scenario possible that
results in a dead-lock situation.

• The communication mechanism must be efficient. In our case this means that it may not use too
much PCI bandwidth. Therefore we have to consider using burst-transfers to limit the number of
PCI-accesses.

• The communication mechanism must be flexible. It must be possible to change the number of
nodes easily up to a maximum of 31, which is determined by the maximum number of devices
allowed on a single PCI-bus (see section 3.1 for more details).

• The software API of the communication mechanism must run under a real time operating system,
for example pSOS+.

2.3.2 Unbounded semaphores

In this section, we will use the guarded command language introduced by E.W. Dijkstra to develop and
formalise algorithms. I will not formally introduce the guarded command language in this report, but I
would like to refer the interested reader to [2]. This book contains a very good explanation of the
guarded command language. Semaphores were developed in the mid 60's by E.W. Dijkstra, and are
described in his famous paper "Co-operating Sequential Processes", see [3]. Semaphores are a simple
mechanism to synchronise various processes. We will define a process as a group of sequential
actions. A process can be identified by its process id, for which we define the type procid:

type procid; left unspecified here

We have deliberately left unspecified the type procid, first, because it is irrelevant here and, second,
because its choice is an implementation detail: processes can equally well be identified by numbers as
by pointers to so-called process control blocks, which are records containing all relevant process
administration. The latter approach is used by our real time operating system: pSOS+.

Since local semaphores (semaphores that are accessed by a single processor) are implemented in
pSOS+, we are mainly interested in global semaphores (semaphores accessed by various processors).
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However, we will start with a mechanism for local semaphores, and then we'll see that this mechanism
can be extended to global semaphores very easily.

Local semaphores

A semaphore Sn (n denoting a natural number that is used as an index to identify the semaphore) is a
variable that assumes natural numbers for its value, and to which - once it has been initialised - only
two operations can be applied, namely P(Sn) and V(Sn)' These operations are defined by Dijkstra as
follows:

Definition 1. The V(Sn)-operation is an operation with one argument, which must be the identification
of a semaphore. (If"SI" and "Sz" denote semaphores we can write "V(S I)" and "V(Sz)".) Its function is
to increase the value of its argument semaphore by 1; this increase is to be regarded as an indivisible
operation.

Definition 2. The P(Sn)-operation is an operation with one argument, which must be the identification

of a semaphore. (If "S( and "S2" denote semaphores we can write "P(St)" and "P(Sz)".) Its function is
to decrease the value of its argument semaphore by 1 as soon as the resulting value would be non

negative. The completion of the P(S,J-operation - i.e. the decision that this is the appropriate moment
to effectuate the decrease and the subsequent decrease itself - is to be regarded as an indivisible
operation.

A sequence of instructions that is only correct if it can be considered as a single atomic statement is
called a critical section. In his definitions 1 and 2, Dijkstra uses the term "indivisible operation" to
indicate that the semaphore operations should be executed in critical sections. We use the brackets (
and) to indicate that the sequence embraced by the brackets is a critical section. The (operational)
specifications of the semaphore operations can then be formalised as follows (see also [4]):

P(Sn) : ( if Sn > 0 ~ Sn := Sn - 1 fi )
V(Sn) : ( Sn := Sn + 1 )

Because of the guard Sn > 0 these operations maintain Sn ~ 0 as an invariant, the so-called semaphore

invariant. P(Sn)-operations can not be executed in all states: whenever Sn = 0 we say that the process

performing P(Sn) becomes blocked, which means that completion of P(Sn) is postponed until some

other process executes a V(Sn)-operation. Processes should not be blocked unnecessarily: whenever Sn

> 0 no processes should be blocked on a P(Sn)-operation. This requirement can be formalised as an

additional invariant, traditionally called the progress axiom. For this purpose we use #P,Sm in the
following interpretation:

#P,Sn = the number of processes blocked on a P(Sn)-operation

The invariants can then be formulated as follows:
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semaphore invariant:

progress axiom:

Sn ~ 0 /\ #P.Sn ~ 0

Sn =0 v #P.Sn =0

Now that we have formalised the semaphore operations, the next step is to design an efficient
implementation. First we have to realise that an efficient implementation may under no circumstance

use busy waiting; whenever Sn =0 a process trying to perform P(Sn) will spend quite some CPU time
without exhibiting real progress, even though the CPU could be used to perform useful operations
during this period. In order to prevent this we introduce a more refined process administration. A
process now is a group of sequentially executed actions with three associated states: blocked, ready to
run and running. Processes can be either blocked on a P(Sn)-operation or runnable (either ready to run
or running), see the state diagram of Figure 2.3. In this state diagram only the scheduler events and the
semaphore events which cause state transitions are drawn. For a complete description of state
transitions in pSOS+, please refer to [5].

A ready process is runnable (not blocked), and waits only for higher priority tasks to release the CPU.
Since a process can be started only by a call from a running process, and there can be only one running
process at any given instant, a new process always starts in the ready state.

A running process is simply a ready process that has been given the use of the CPU. There is always
one and only one running process, usually called the current process. In general, the running process
has the highest priority among all ready processes; however, in pSOS+ there are a few user-selectable
exceptions.

A process becomes blocked only as the result of some deliberate action on the part of the process itself,
usually a system call that causes the calling process to wait. Thus, a process cannot go from the ready
state to blocked, because only running processes can perform system calls.

Possibly call scheduler to
guarantee that the most
appropriate task will be
scheduled first.

Figure 2.3: The state diagram of our efficient semaphore implementation.

For this refined process administration we will now introduce some new variables:

var r : set of procid;
P,Sn : set ofprocid;

cp : procid;

set containing the runnable (ready to run or running) processes
set containing the processes blocked on a P(Sn)-operation
the current process (running)
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invariant: cp E r

Variable cp ("current process") identifies the process for which the processor is currently executing
instructions. Of course, cp is always the only running process. Variable r will contain the runnable
processes only, this guarantees that the processor executes instructions for runnable processes only,

namely as a result of the invariant cp E r. With every semaphore Sn we associate a variable P.Sn, of

type set of procid, representing the processes that are blocked on a P(Sn)-operation. Notice that we

need one such set for every semaphore, because being blocked on a P(Sl) operation is not the same as

being blocked on a P(Sz) operation; so, a semaphore is now implemented as a pair <Sn, P.Sn>
consisting of a natural Sn and a set P,Sn of process identifiers. This pair can be initialised to <0, 0> by

using the guarded command language expression Sn, P,S Il =0,0. Now we have #P,Sn =(#p :: p E

P.Sn). Let N be the number of semaphores in the system, then every process identifier occurs in exactly

one of the sets r, P.S l , P.Sz, ... , P.SN. Thus set r together with the sets associated with the semaphores
form a partitioning of the collection of all processes in the system. This is an immediate consequence
of the fact that our processes are sequential, and thus a single process can never be blocked on more
than one semaphore operation.

Further, we need a dispatcher, also called short-term scheduler. The dispatcher selects a process from r
and performs a process switch:

procedure dispatch
= I[ var p:procid

;p:p E r
; switch(p)

JI

Selection criterion is left unspecified here

The statement p:p E r means: select a value from r and assign it to p. Obviously, r must be nonempty.
In pSOS+ this is guaranteed by the idle task, which is automatically created and started by the pSOS+
kernel at startup time. The sole purpose of this task, named IDLE, is to soak up CPU time when no
other task can run. The idle task, which runs at priority 0 (in pSOS+, this is the lowest priority),
executes only an infinite loop. The freedom of choice in p:p E r allows the implementation of all sorts
of scheduling strategies. In our case, the scheduling strategy - priority scheduling with optional
timeslicing - is determined by the pSOS+ operating system.

We can now derive an implementation of the P(Sn)-operation:

First we have to enter a critical section.

Then we check whether the P(Sn) operation may be performed:

If Sn > 0: Yes, P(Sn) may be performed. Execute P(Sn) and exit the critical section.
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No, P(Sn) may not be performed. Remove cp from the set of runnable processes and add
it to the set of blocked processes, then call dispatch to select a new cpo The dispatch is
necessary to restore the invariant cp E r. Exit the critical section.

Formally, this is described as:

( if Sn > 0 --7 Sn := Sn - 1 )

[] Sn = 0 --7 r, P,Sn := r - {cp}, P,Sn U {cp}

{ Note: -,(cp E r) }

; dispatch)

fi

Now we do the same for the V(Sn)-operation:

First we have to enter a critical section.

Then we check whether there are processes blocked on a P(Sn)-operation:

If P.Sn = 0: No processes are blocked on a P(Sn)-operation. Execute V(Sn) and exit the critical
section.

If P,Sn -::j; 0: Yes, there are processes blocked on a P(Sn)-operation. Select one of these processes,
remove it from the set of blocked processes and add it to the set of runnable processes,
then call dispatch to make sure that the most appropriate process will be selected as the
new cpo The selection criterion will be left unspecified here, but in the implementation
of course we have to choose one. A FIFO selection process is the most appropriate in a
Real Time Operating System (RTOS) environment, because the process that was
blocked first will also be restarted first thus guaranteeing progress for each process.
Finally, exit the critical section.

Formally, this can be described as:

( if P,Sn = 0 --7 Sn := Sn + 1 )

[] P,Sn -::j; 0 --7\[ var p:procid
;p:p E P,Sn Selection criterion is left unspecified here

; r, P,Sn := r U {p}, P,Sn - {p}

:11

; dispatch)
fi

The call of dispatch in the code for P(Sn) is logically necessary, in order to restore the invariant cp E r.

The call of dispatch in the code for V(Sn) is not logically necessary, in the sense that there is no
compelling reason to include it. Yet, it seems wise to include a call of dispatch at any place where the
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set r of runnable processes has been modified, thus enabling the scheduler to select the "most
appropriate" process.

2.3.3 Bounded semaphores

The semaphore mechanism described by Dijkstra assumes that a V(Sn)-operation can always be

executed, i.e. that Sn can be infinitely large. Of course this can't be implemented on a computer

system, but by limiting the value of SI! to limitl! we can easily solve this problem. Then we can use

variables of some unsigned integral type (for example unsigned int, unsigned long) to store Sn and

limitn:

var Sn : unsigned integral;

limitn : unsigned integral;

The (operational) specifications of the semaphore operations can now be formalised as follows:

P(Sn) : ( if Sn > 0 -7 Sn := Sn - 1 fi >
V(Sn) : ( if SI! < limitn -7 Sn := SI! + 1 fi >

Because of the guards Sn > 0 and Sn < limitn these operations maintain 0 $ Sn $ limitn as an invariant,

our new semaphore invariant. Now not only P(Sn)-operations but also V(Sn)-operations can not be

executed in all states: whenever Sn =limitn we say that the process performing V(Sn) becomes blocked,

which means that completion of V(Sn) is postponed until some other process executes a P(Sn)
operation. Once again, we have to formalise the requirement that processes should not be blocked

unnecessarily. Therefore we now define #V,Sm with the following interpretation:

#V,Sn = the number of processes blocked on a V(Sn)-operation

The invariants can then be formulated as follows:

semaphore invariant:

progress axiom:

(0 $ Sn $limitn) 1\ (#P,Sn ~ 0) 1\ (#V,Sn ~ 0)

(Sn =0 v #P,Sn =0) 1\ (Sn =limitn v #V,Sn =0)

Because now V(Sn)-operations can also block processes, we have to extend our process administration

a bit more: a process can now be blocked on a P(Sn)-operation, blocked on a V(Sn)-operation or
runnable (ready to run or running), see the state diagram of Figure 2.4. Again, only the scheduler
events and the semaphore events which cause state transitions are drawn.
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P(Sn)
: _ :>

Possibly call scheduler to
guarantee that the most
appropriate task will be
scheduled first.

Figure 2.4: The state diagram of our efficient implementation of limited semaphores.

For this extended process administration, we need one new variable:

var V.Sn : set of procid; set containing the processes blocked on a V(Sn)-operation

Variable r still contains the runnable processes only. With every semaphore Sn we associate a variable

V.Sm of type set of procid, representing the processes that are blocked on a V(SIl)-operation. Notice

that we need one such set for every semaphore, because being blocked on a V(Sl) operation is not the

same as being blocked on a V(Sz) operation; so, a semaphore is now implemented as a quartet <Sn,

limitn, P.Sm V.Sn> consisting of an unsigned integral Sm an unsigned integrallimitn and two sets (P.Sn
and V.SIl) of process identifiers. Now we also have #V.Sn = (#p :: p E V.Sn). Let N again be the
number of semaphores in the system then every process identifier occurs in exactly one of the sets r,
P.S l , P.Sz, ... , P.SN, V.St> V.Sz, ... , V.SN. Thus set r together with the sets associated with the
semaphores form a partitioning of the collection of all processes in the system. Again, this is an
immediate consequence of the fact that our processes are sequential.

We can now derive a new implementation of the P(Sn)-operation:

First we have to enter a critical section.

Then we check whether the P(Sn) operation may be performed:

If Sn > 0: Yes, P(Sn) may be performed.

Now we check whether there are any processes blocked on a V(Sn)-operation:

IfV.Sn = 0: No processes are blocked on a V(Sn)-operation. Execute P(Sn) and exit
the critical section.

If V.Sn :t 0: Yes, there are processes blocked on a V(Sn)-operation. Select one of

these processes, remove it from the set V.Sn and add it to the set of
runnable processes, then call dispatch to make sure that the most
appropriate process will be selected as the new cpo Again, the selection
criterion is not specified here, but we will use a FIFO strategy for the
implementation (see section 2.3.2). Exit the critical section.
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If Sn =0: No, P(Sn) may not be performed. Remove cp from the set of runnable processes and add

it to the set P.Sn, then call dispatch to select a new cpo Exit the critical section.

Formally, this can be described as:

( if Sn > 0 ~ if V,Sn = 0 ~ Sn := Sn - 1 )

[] V.S n :1= 0 ~ \[ var p:procid

;p:p E V.S n Selection criterion is left unspecified here

; r, V.Sn:= r U {p}, V,Sn - {p}

:I I
; dispatch)

fi
[] Sn = 0 ~ r, P,Sn := r - {cp}, P,Sn U {cp}

{ Note: -'(cp E r) }

; dispatch)
fi

Finally, we derive a new implementation of the V(Sn)-operation:

First we have to enter a critical section.

Then we check whether the V(Sn) operation may be performed:

If Sn < limitn: Yes, V(Sn) may be performed.

Now we check whether there are any processes blocked on a P(Sn)-operation:

If P,Sn = 0: No processes are blocked on a P(Sn)-operation. Execute V(Sn) and exit
the critical section.

If P,Sn :1= 0: Yes, there are processes blocked on a P(Sn)-operation. Select one of

these processes, remove it from the set P,Sn and add it to the set of
runnable processes, then call dispatch to make sure that the most
appropriate process will be selected as the new cpo Exit the critical
section.

If Sn = lirnitn: No, V(Sn) may not be performed. Remove cp from the set of runnable processes and

add it to the set V.Sn, then call dispatch to select a new cpo Exit the critical section.

Formally, this can be described as:

( if Sn < lirnitn~ if P,Sn = 0 ~ Sn := Sn + 1 )

[] P.Sn:l= 0 ~ I[ var p:procid

; p:p E P,Sn Selection criterion is left unspecified here

; r, P,Sn := r U {p}, P,Sn - {p}

JI
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; dispatch>
fi

[] Sn = limitn -7 r, V.S n := r - {cp}, V.S n U {cp}
{ Note: '(cp E r) }
; dispatch>

fi

Global semaphores

Because processes can now be blocked on various nodes, we will need a type that can store the full
identification of a process: both a (local) process id (identifying the process on a particular node) and a
node id (identifying the node on which the process is running)! The type nodeid is left unspecified
here, since its implementation is irrelevant.

type nodeid;
fullid =record

p : procid;
n: nodeid;

drocer

left unspecified here

the process id
the node id

Now, we define these global variables (variables that are stored on the administrator, and that are
accessible by all nodes):

var Sn : unsigned integral;

limitn : unsigned integral;

P,Sn : set of fullid;

V.Sn : set of fullid;

set containing the processes blocked on a global P(Sn) operation

set containing the processes blocked on a global V(Sn) operation

Sn contains the global semaphore value, limitn contains the upper limit of semaphore Sm P,Sn contains

the full identification of each process blocked on a global P(Sn)-operation and V,Sn contains the full

identification of each process blocked on a global V(Sn)-operation.

Finally, we define these local variables (variables of which an instance is stored on each node, and that
are accessible only by the local processor):

var r : set of procid;

cp : procid;

set containing the runnable (ready to run or running) processes on
this node
the current process (running) on this node

Variable cp ("current process") identifies the process for which the processor on this node (Le. the
node performing the semaphore operation) is currently executing instructions. Of course, cp is always
the only running process on a particular node. Let N again be the number of semaphores in the system,
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and let M be the number of nodes in the system. Variable r contains the runnable processes on this
node. If we use rj to denote the set of runnable processes on node i, then every full process identifier

occurs in exactly one of the sets rj, rz, ... , rM, P.S l , P.Sz, ... , P.SN, V.S}, V.Sz, ..., V,SN: the sets rj, rz,

... , rM, together with the sets associated with the semaphores form a partitioning of the collection of all
processes in the system, which is again an immediate consequence of the fact that our processes are
sequential.

When we look at the code from our local semaphore operations, we notice that a problem will occur

when we have to unblock a process (this happens when a P(Sn)-operation is executed while V,Sn '# 0
or when a V(Sn)-operation is executed while P.Sn '# 0). The problem is that the process which we have
to restart can (and probably will) be located on another node! So we need a way to signal a node that it
can restart a process and perform a dispatch. Therefore we define a procedure called "signal", which
will signal a specified node and send a process id as a parameter to that node. This node will respond to
the signal by entering a special routine (an event handler) which will add the specified process id to the
local set of runnable processes and then call dispatch. We can now derive the following

implementation of the P(Sn)-operation for node i:

First we have to enter a critical section.

Then we check whether the P(Sn) operation may be performed:

If Sn > 0:

If Sn = 0:

Yes, P(Sn) may be performed.

Now we check whether there are any processes blocked on a V(Sn)-operation:

If V.Sn = 0: No processes are blocked on a V(Sn)-operation. Execute P(Sn) and exit
the critical section.

IfV,Sn '# 0: Yes, there are processes blocked on a V(Sn)-operation. Select one of

these processes and remove it from the set V.Sn. Signal the node on
which this process was running to add this process to its set of runnable
processes and perform a dispatch to make sure that the most appropriate
process will be selected as the new cp on that node. Exit the critical
section.

No, P(Sn) may not be performed. Remove cp from the set of runnable processes on this

node and add it to the set P.Sn, then call dispatch to select a new cpo Exit the critical
section.

Formally, this can be described as:

(if Sn > 0 ---7 ifV,Sn =0 ---7 Sn:= Sn - 1 )

[] V,Sn '# 0 ---7 I[ varj:fullid

;j:fE V,S n Selection criterion is left unspecified here

; V,Sn := V,S n - {f1
; signal(Ln, Lp) { Note: Signal node Ln, pass parameter Lp (process id) }

:II
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)
fi

[] Sn =0 -7 r, P.Sn := r- {cp}, P'Sn U {cp}

{ Note: '(cp E r) }

; dispatch)

fi

Now, we derive an implementation of the V(Sn)-operation for node i:

First we have to enter a critical section.

Then we check whether the V(Sn) operation may be performed:

If Sn < limitn : Yes, V(Sn) may be performed.

Now we check whether there are any processes blocked on a P(Sn)-operation:

If P,Sn = 0: No processes are blocked on a P(Sn)-operation. Execute V(Sn) and exit
the critical section.

If P,Sn -:f. 0: Yes, there are processes blocked on a P(S,J-operation. Select one of

these processes and remove it from the set P.Sn. Signal the node on
which this process was running to add this process to its set of runnable
processes and perform a dispatch to make sure that the most appropriate
process will be selected as the new cp on that node. Exit the critical
section.

If Sn = limitn: No, V(Sn) may not be performed. Remove cp from the set of runnable processes on this

node and add it to the set V,Sm then call dispatch to select a new cpo Exit the critical
section.

Formally, this can be described as:

<if Sn < limitn -7 ifP,Sn = 0 -7 Sn := Sn + 1 )

[] P,Sn -:f. 0 -7 \[ varI:fullid

;IfE P,Sn Selection criterion is left unspecified here

; P,Sn := P,Sn - {f}
; signal(Ln, Lp) { Note: Signal node Ln, pass parameter f.p (process id) }

JI
)
fi

[] Sn = limitn -7 r, V,Sn := r - {cp}, V.Sn U {cp}

{ Note: '(cp E r) }
; dispatch)

fi
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Finally, we have to write a signal service routine for each node. This routine has to add the process id
passed to it by another node to its set of running processes, and then call dispatch to make sure that the
most appropriate process will be selected as the new cpo This can be formalised as follows:

on signal ~ r := r U {f.p}
; dispatch

no

2.3.4 Queues

Because local queues are already implemented in pSOS+, we will focus on implementing global
queues. Of course we can implement these global queues very easily using our global semaphores (see
[3], page 69-72). This straightforward implementation of global queues is based on two global
semaphores (per queue):
• numbecoCqueueing_portions: limited semaphore with semaphore limit =maximum queue size.

This semaphore represents the number of messages stored on the queue. It is initialised to 0 (no
messages on the queue). If someone tries to send a message to a queue that is full we have to return
an error-code.

• buffer_manipulation: binary semaphore indicating that the buffer is being manipulated (0) or is
available (1). This semaphore is used to create a critical section during which the queue can be
manipulated. It is initialised to 1 (queue is available).

The procedure to add a message to a queue can now be described by pseudo-code like this:

qg_send(Ulnt32 Qgid, Ulnt32 message[4]) {
smg-p(buffer_manipulation[Qgid]) ;
if (number_of_queueing-portions == limit)

smg_v(buffer_manipulation[Qgid]) ;
return ERR_QGFULL; return an error because the queue is full

}

post message at end of queue[Qgid];
smg_v(buffer_manipulation[Qgid]);
smg_v(number_of_queueing-portions[Qgid]);

The procedure to add a message to the front of a queue can now be described like this:

qg_urgent(Ulnt32 Qgid, Ulnt32 message[4]) {
smg-p(buffer_manipulation[Qgid]);
if (number_of_queueing-portions == limit)

smg_v(buffer_manipulation[Qgid);
return ERR_QGFULL; return an error because the queue is full

}

put message at head of queue[Qgid);
smg_v(buffer_manipulation[Qgid]);
smg_v(number_of_queueing-portions[Qgid);

Finally, the procedure to remove a message from a queue can be described like this:

qg_receive(Ulnt32 Qgid, Ulnt32 message[4) {
smg-p(number_of_queueing-portions[Qgid]) ;
smg-p(buffer_manipulation[Qgid);
take message from buffer[Qgid);
smg_v(buffer_manipulation[Qgid);
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2.4 The reference-application

To test the multi TriMedia system, we need some kind of reference application that uses the global
semaphore mechanism to synchronise its tasks. The choice of this reference application is very
difficult, because the distribution of the synchronisation processes is completely dependant upon the
kind of task chosen. We have chosen a reference application where the synchronisation points are
based upon fibonacci numbers, because the distribution of the synchronisation processes of such a task
is very common in natural applications. In general, this reference application can be described as
follows:

Let there be N tasks in a system: T j , 0 S i < N
Each task does a certain filtering operation but at a different pace.

Let Xi be the pace at which T j does its job. Two tasks (T j , Tj) i:;tj need to synchronise at distinct
time instances. That is Ti and Tj start simultaneous after a synchronisation point.

Synchronisation points are at: Klcm(xi, Xj)
where lcm is the least common multiplier.

Note that

lcm(a, b) == AI·a = A2-b,
where (AI, A2) are coprime, that is gcd(AI, A2) = 1.

KEN, i:;tj

Note that the distribution of synchronisation points in time is periodic with period lcm(xo, ... , XN-I).

Let: Xo= 3
XI =5
Xi = Xi-] + Xi-2

Fibonacci numbers

Let each task do a filter operation which takes a-X/Lxi part of the available processor bandwidth,

with 0 < a < 1 depending on the synchronisation overhead.

We have been looking at the case where N=4 (4 tasks). The distribution of synchronisation operations
for each of these four tasks is shown in Figure 2.5. Obviously, task 1 performs the most
synchronisation operations, because it has the shortest period. We will see later that this is very
important when we want to determine the best distribution of the tasks over the available CPU's.
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Figure 2.5: The distribution of the synchronisation operations for N=4.
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3. IMPLEMENTATION

In this chapter I will assume that the reader is familiar with:
• The basics of the PCI bus, including the function of the main signals and the arbitration scheme.

For more information about the PCI bus, please refer to [6] and [7].
• The basic pSOS+ concepts. For more information about this subject, please refer to [5].
• Some common pSOS+ function calls. For full descriptions of all pSOS+ function calls, please refer

to [8].
• The programming languages C and C++.

3.1 Description of the hardware platform used

Our initial reference hardware setup (see Figure 3.1) was based on a passive PCI backplane from
Galileo technology. This backplane provides a programmable arbiter, to control which bus master is
granted access to the bus. The PCI INT-lines on the backplane are not connected to a interrupt
redirector, as is the case in a PC environment, but they are all wire-ORed; all INTA# lines are
connected to each other, all INTB# lines are connected to each other, etc. (see Figure 3.2). The nodes
consist of TM-1 IREF boards. A network-adapter is installed to provide file I/O, which is managed by
the host TM-l. We used a Galileo-4 board as an I/O coprocessor. Since our passive PCI backplane has
only 5 PCI slots and we also used the Galileo-4 board, this reference design would be limited to 3
nodes. This setup was initially chosen because it is a stand-alone system.

GNT#O

REQ#O
GNT#1

REQ#1

arbiter

GNT#2 REQ#2

GNT#M

REQ#M

GNT#M+l

REQ#M+l

•••

PCI bus rev. 2.1 compliant, 33 MHz

Figure 3.1: The block-diagram of our initial reference design.
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INTA# INTB# INTC# INTD#

INTA# I -----I
INTB# I ----1----1

INTC# I ----1----1-----1

INTD# I ----+----+----+------1

INTA# 2 -----I
INTB# 2 ----+----1
INTC# 2 ----1----1-----1

INTD# 2 ----1----I----t-----t

INTA# 3 ----I

INTB# 3 ----+----1
INTC# 3 ----+----+------1
INTD# 3 ----+----+---+------t

INTA# 4 ----I

INTB# 4 ----1----1

INTC# 4 ----1-----+----1
INTD#4 ----+---+----+------t

Figure 3.2: PCI interrupt routing on the Gal ilea backplane.

Because of very large problems getting the Galileo board up and running (see section 5.1), we finally
decided to use a PC environment as our reference design. This reference design was based on a
Pentium PC with a PCI bus. Because at least one of the 4 PCI slots that are available on our
motherboard is used (for the videocard), this reference design also allows a maximum of 3 nodes. In
this case we can see the Pentium host PC as an I/O coprocessor (see Figure 3.3). The PCI interrupt
rerouter on the motherboard of the host PC maps all PCI interrupt signals to the Programmable
Interrupt Controller chips (see Figure 3.4).

GNT#O

REQ#O
GNT#!

REQ#!

arbiter

GNT#2 REQ#2

GNT#M

REQ#M

GNT#M+I

REQ#M+I

•••

PCI bus rev. 2.1 compliant, 33 MHz

Figure 3.3: The block-diagram of our actual reference design.
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INTD# 2
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INTB# 3

INTC#3

INTD#3

INTA#4

INTB#4

INTC#4

INTD#4

PCI Interrupt Rerouter
(perfonns a mapping)

IRQO

IRQI

IRQ2

IRQ3

IRQ4

IRQ5

IRQ6

IRQ?

IRQ8

IRQ9

IRQ10

IRQII

IRQI2

IRQ13

IRQI4

IRQI5

To PIC's

Figure 3.4: PCI interrupt rerouting on a PC system.

The PCI specification (see [6]) limits the maximum number of logical devices on a bus to 32 (however,
physical limitations currently allow for a maximum of 10 devices on a single bus). Although we can
only implement 3 nodes physically, we want our design to be easily scalable. Because of the limit
imposed by the PCI specification and the limitation set forth in the next section, we have chosen a
maximum of 31 nodes.

3.1.1 Implementation of critical sections using the TriMedia Semaphore Assist Device

As we saw in section 2.3, the communication mechanism has to be efficient and reliable. In the same
section we also saw that we need a way to implement critical sections so that we can perform atomic
operations on global semaphores. For the reasons explained in section 3.2.2, we have decided to use
the simple TM-l on-chip multi processor semaphore assist device (see [9]) to implement critical
sections. It is a 32 bits register, accessible through MMIO by either the local TM-l CPU or by any
other CPU on PCI through the aperture made available on PCI. The semaphore assist device "SEM" is
located at MMIO offset Ox 100500. The 12 LSB's consist of storage flip-flops with surrounding logic,
the 20 MSB's always return a zero when read.

31 12 11 0

Oxl00500 I 00000000000000000000 I SEM I

SEM is reset to zero by powerup reset. When SEM is written to, the register formed by the 12 storage
flip-flops behaves as follows:

if (cur_content == 0) new_content = write_value;
else if (write_value == 0) new_content = 0;
/* ELSE NO ACTION 1 */
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Thus the Semaphore Assist Device can be claimed by writing a nonzero 12 bit ID into the SEM
register at MMIO location Ox 100500 and immediately afterwards reading the same register. If the value
read is the ID written, then we have successfully claimed the Semaphore Assist Device. Otherwise we
have to try again later or loop back to the write instruction. To avoid busy-waiting, we will try again
later if an attempt to claim a Semaphore Assist Device fails. The Semaphore Assist Device can be
freed by writing the value zero to the SEM register.

The usage is as follows: each process in the system constructs a personal nonzero 12 bit ID. To obtain
a global semaphore, a process does the following action:

write ID to SEM (use 32 bits store, with ID in 12 LSB)
retrieve SEM (use 32 bit load, it returns OxOOOOOnnn)
if (SEM == ID) {

"performs a short critical section action on the global semaphore"
write 0 to SEM

}

else "try again later"

For a process to be uniquely identifiable, its full ID must contain both the node ID (identifying the
node on which the process is running) and the process ID (identifying the process on that particular
node). Because our number of nodes is limited to a maximum of 31, 5 bits are sufficient to store the
node ID. By numbering the nodes from 1 to 31 we guarantee that the node ID (and thus the full ID) is
never zero, as is required by the semaphore assist device. The node ID is stored in bits 7 to 11 of the
full ID. This leaves bits 0 to 6 for the process ID, limiting the maximum number of processes per node
to 128 (see Figure 3.5). Because pSOS+ uses 32 bits process ID's, we will have to define our own 7
bits process ID's for all processes. In our reference implementation, we will use 7 bits process id's
generated by a procedure called startyroc. This procedure must be used to create and start a task,
instead of the common pSOS+ functions to perform these tasks. The original pSOS+ task id's (which
we still need to block tasks, delete tasks etc.) are stored in an array called pSOSjDs:

UIntS proc_start(void(*start_addr) (), UIntS *procId) {
static UIntS numTasks=O;
UInt32 pSOS_ID;

*procId=numTasks;
t_create ( "none",

NORM_PRIO,
10000,
10000,
0,
&pSOS_ID

) ;

pSOS_IDs[numTasksl = pSOS_ID;
numTasks++;
printf("Started task %u, with pSOS ID %u\n", numTasks, pSOS_ID);
t_start(pSOS_ID, T_PREEMPT I T_NOTSLICE I T_NOASR I T_ISR, start_addr, 0 );

This approach allows us to keep track of the original 32 bit pSOS+ task id's while using our own 7 bits
process id's. However, as a consequence of this approach, we have to pass the current 7-bits process id
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as a parameter to the procedure performing a semaphore operation. The only alternative would be to
call the pSOS+ function Cident to determine the 32 bit pSOS+ task id of the current task and then
search the pSOSjDs array for this particular task id each time we have to determine the 7 bits id of the
current task. Unfortunately, this search would make the semaphore procedures much too slow and
(even worse) keep the Semaphore Assist Device claimed for too long.

15 12 11 7 6 0

Full ID I 0 0 0 0 INode ID (1..31) I Process ID (0.. 127) I
Figure 3.5: The layout of a 12 bit full id (stored in an UInt16).

The full ID can be calculated from the node ID and the process ID with the following C-code:

#include <tmlib/tmtypes.h>

UInt16 fullid(UInt8 NodeID, UIntS ProcID) {
return ((NodeID« 7) I ProcID); /* typecasting is performed correctly by the compiler */

The node ID and the process ID can be retrieved from the full ID with this C-code:

UInt8 nodeid(UInt16 FullID) (
return UInt8((FullID » 7) & OxlF);

UInt8 procid(UInt16 FullID) (
return UInt8(FullID & Ox7F);

3.2 The communication-mechanism

3.2.1 Initialisation

After booting, the host processor must query each PCI-device through its PCI config registers to find
out the device's requirements (see [6] and [7]). Then the host must map all available PCI devices into
the 4GB PCI memory space and the 4GB PCI 10 space. In a PC system this task is performed by the
BIOS POST routines, but in a stand-alone system the host TriMedia must perform this task.

After this, the startup-code on the host TriMedia will copy the tables with SDRAM base addresses and
MMIO base addresses of all TM-1' s to a fixed offset in the memory of every TM-1 (see also section
3.2.4). This enables each TM-l to access other TM-l 's efficiently, because the required addresses can
be retrieved from local memory (without using the PCI bus). Now the host can download and start
programs on the various TM-l boards.

3.2.2 Semaphores

Semaphores form the simplest synchronisation mechanism between the various processors in our
system. During the design of the semaphore mechanism we must focus on:
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• reliability; semaphore-operations must be guaranteed to be atomic
• efficiency; the semaphore-operations may not use too much PCI-bandwidth or cause busy-waiting,

determining which data can be stored in cacheable SDRAM without affecting the reliability

Reliability:

To properly implement semaphore operations, we must avoid race conditions. Therefore, we must have
a mechanism to implement critical sections. The PCI specification defines a LOCK# signal, which can
be used to lock the currently addressed memory target during an atomic transaction series (see [6] and
[7]). However, the LOCK# signal is optional, and unfortunately the PCI-interface of the TM-l does not
support it. Another option is to implement the mechanism in software. However, because of the speed
advantages of a hardware implementation, we have decided to implement critical sections by using the
on-chip semaphore assist device (see section 3.1.1) of the TM-1.

Further, the TM-l doesn't have hardware support for cache-coherency. Therefore we have to store the
semaphores (Sn) and the queues of processes blocked on semaphore operations (P,Sn and V.Sn) in non
cacheable SDRAM to rule out the possibility that semaphore data which we have to update is stored in
a TM-l writeback-buffer (which would result in reading a wrong value from memory). Because the
semaphore limits (limitn) are written once (during initialisation) and after that read only by the local
processor, they can be stored in the (local) cacheable SDRAM of each node to improve the
performance by avoiding unnecessary PCI accesses.

Efficiency:

The only broadcast-mechanism that is available on PCI, issuing special cycles (see [6]), is not
supported by the TM-I PCI-interface. Therefore, we have to find another way to make the semaphores
available to all nodes that use them. One way to implement this is by storing all the semaphores on the
administrator. This is possible because the SDRAM of all nodes is mapped into the 4GB PCI address
space, and thus it can be considered as shared memory. The advantages of this approach are that
storing a semaphore requires only one (= 0[1]) single PCI access and that we don't need any memory
on other nodes. The disadvantage is that every read of the semaphore from other nodes causes a single
PCI access.

The other way to implement this is by storing the semaphore on each node that uses it (updating it each
time the semaphore value changes!). The advantage of this method is that every read of a semaphore
from any node can be processed without causing any PCI access. The disadvantages are that storing a
semaphore requires M-1 (= O[M]) single PCI accesses, and that we have to allocate memory on each
node to store the semaphore values.

We will now compare these two methods by looking at their complexity, expressed in the number of
PCI cycles required for one semaphore operation. If the semaphore operation is successful, we have to
perform a read and a write of the semaphore. If the semaphore operation blocks or if it unblocks
another task then we only have to perform a read of the semaphore, because the semaphore itself is not
updated in these cases. This results in Table 3.1 (PCI read accesses are represented by 'Rd', PCI write
accesses by 'Wr').
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Table 3.1: Quantitative comparison between the two ways to store semaphores.

method 1 method 1 method 2
(administrator node) (other nodes) (all nodes)

successful ORd+OWr 1 Rd + 1 Wr oRd + (M-l) Wr

blockin2 ORd 1 Rd ORd
unblocking ORd 1 Rd ORd

Since storing a semaphore on every node has O[M] complexity in case of successful semaphore
operations, the first method is obviously preferable because we have to keep our critical sections as
short as possible. An additional advantage of this method is that it requires less memory, because the
semaphores only have to be stored on the administrator. The semaphores are stored in a table at a fixed
offset from the start of SDRAM from the administrator. A semaphore can be accessed by using its ID
as an index into this table.

When we perform a semaphore operation, we first have to enter a critical section. This can be
implemented by claiming the semaphore assist device of the administrator TM-l using a full process
ID. This guarantees that only one process can perform a critical section at a time, because all other
processes will have to 'wait' until the semaphore assist device has been released. If the attempt to
claim the semaphore assist device fails, we simply block the current process and try again later. In
pSOS+, this can be done by calling the kernel-function tm_wkafter. An additional problem is that we
have to be able to access MMIO locations on other TriMedia boards, and the hardware abstraction
layer from the TriMedia Software Development Kit version 1.1 only provides functions to access local
MMIO devices. Therefore we have to define a function called XMMIO which uses some pointer
calculations and a table with MMIO base addresses from all TriMedia boards in the system to access
external MMIO devices. Thus, the pseudo C-code to enter a critical section looks like this:

#define DISPATCH tm_wkafter(O)
#define n_adm 1 /* Define which node is the administrator */
#define XMMIO(NODE_ID, OFFS) *(MMIOBase[NODE_ID-ll+(OFFS » 2»)

#define CRIT_ENTER(FULL_ID)
XMMIO(n_adm, SEM) = FULL_ID;
while (XMMIO(n_adm, SEM) != FULL_ID)

DISPATCH;
XMMIO(n_adm, SEM) = FULL_ID;

} ;

\
/* Try to claim SEMAD using fullid */ \

/* Attempt successful??? */ \
/* Dispatch until SEMAD claimed */ \

/* Try again ... */ \

Note that I have used macro's because version 1.1 of the TriMedia Compiler System (TCS) does not
support function inlining. Since version 2.0 of the TCS will support function inlining, I recommend
changing this macro to an inline function once this new TCS is available, because inline functions are
much more reliable than macro's. Of course, the code to exit a critical section consists of a single
statement, writing a zero into the semaphore assist device:

#define CRIT_RETURN XMMIO(n_adm, SEM) = 0; /* Release SEMAD */

Now that we have solved the problem of implementing global critical sections, we have to find a
solution to an even more challenging problem: how do we restart a blocked task on another node? The
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mechanism I have developed to solve this problem is easiest explained by giving an example (see also
Figure 3.6). Let there be a multi TriMedia system with at least two nodes, node i and node j, each of

which may be the administrator node. Node i wants to perform a smg_p-operation on semaphore Sn

with value O. No other tasks are blocked on Sm so that P,Sn =0. The steps below correspond to the
numbers in the figure:

1) A task on node i performs the P(Sn)-operation (smg-p) , causing it to block. This means that it will

put its full ID on the P,Sn queue, and after that it will execute an ev_receive pSOS+ call to block
itself on a EV_SEM event.

2) A task on node j performs a V(Sn) -operation (smg_v). Because #P,Sn > 0, the task running on node

j will perform a get-operation on the P,Sn queue to retreive the full ID of the task that has to be
restarted. From this full ID it calculates the node ID part (which is stored in n_id) and the process
ID part (which is stored in p_id). In this example n_id of course contains the node ID of node i.

3) The task running on node j writes p_id to a fixed offset in the SDRAM of node i. This memory
location is called PROCID.

4) Finally, the task running on node j generates a software interrupt on node i. The interrupt service
routine on node i will read the p_id value from PROCID, and calculate the corresponding pSOS+
task ID. It then calls ev_send to generate an EV_SEM event for the corresponding task, which will
then be added to the Ready queue and ultimately continue execution.

1 )
fullid Adm. : put(P.Sn. fuHid)

Node; : ev_receive(EV_SEM)

2 ) .. fuHid ~
~

Adm. : P.Sn := P.Sn • ( procid )

Node j : get(P.Sn)

Node j : write(n_id + PROCID, p_id)
Node i : PROCID := p_id

Software INT

__--!:.:P::.;:..id__+.@
~ Node j : "generate INT on node i"

~ e; Node; : ev_send(lask_id.EV_SEM)

Figure 3.6: Explanation of the global unblocking mechanism.

4 )

3 )

Of course we have to extend this mechanism, because we have to guarantee that no other node will
write a new value in the PROCID memory location between steps 3 and 4, which would result in task
p_id being blocked forever. Therefore we have to implement some mechanism to grant access to the
PROCID location. For this problem we have come up with two solutions:
1) After step 2, free the semaphore assist device on the administrator. Then use the full ID of the task

that has to be restarted to reclaim the semaphore assist device on the administrator. Keep trying
until this attempt is successful, but perform a DISPATCH each time the attempt fails to avoid busy
waiting. If the attempt was successful, we can write the p_id value to PROCID. The task on node j
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can now continue execution. Since we have claimed the semaphore assist device, no other task will
now be able to write to PROCID until the semaphore assist device has been freed again. This is
done by the interrupt service routine on node i, after it has read the value from PROCID.

2) For entering critical sections while accessing semaphores, we always have to use the semaphore
assist device of the administrator TM-I to guarantee unambiguousness. In this case however, we
can use the semaphore assist device on node i to grant access to PROCID on node i. The
advantages of this approach are that we can now unblock tasks at different nodes simultaneously,
and that the semaphore assist device on the administrator is used less frequently. Now we have to
perform the following actions: After step 2, free the semaphore assist device on the administrator.
Then use the full ID of the task that has to be restarted to claim the semaphore assist device on
node i. Keep trying until this attempt is successful, but perform a DISPATCH each time the attempt
fails to avoid busy-waiting. If the attempt was successful, we can write the p_id value to PROCID.
The task on node j can now continue execution. Since we have claimed the semaphore assist
device, no other task will now be able to write to PROCID until the semaphore assist device has
been freed again. This is done by the interrupt service routine on node i, after it has read the value
from PROCID. Because of the advantages mentioned earlier, this solution has been implemented in
the final sema4s module using the macro's PCRIT_ENTER and PCRIT_RETURN (see Appendix
A6 and A7).

Because we start by freeing the semaphore assist device on the administrator, this implementation no
longer satisfies the formal description from section 2.3.3 since the critical section is now split-up into
two critical sections. This means that we have to prove that this implementation can not cause
deadlock. This is easier than it seems though, because the retrieval of the full ID from the P,Sn or V,Sn

queue is still performed within the first critical section. Whatever happens after this, we know for sure
that eventually the task on node j will continue and enter the second critical section, which guarantees
that eventually the task on node i will be restarted. This means that the implementation is still
deadlock-free. The C-sources of this global semaphore implementation are included in Appendix A6
and A7. The C-sources of the process ID queue implementation are included in Appendix A8 and
A9.

3.2.3 Queues

The global queue mechanism from section 2.3.4 can be implemented very easily in C using the global
semaphores. For transferring of the messages we could use the TriMedia DMA controller, but we have
to ask ourselves whether this is really the best solution. Of course, one DMA transfer of four
doublewords requires less PCI bandwidth than four single doubleword transfers (for some examples of
the bandwidth advantages that PCI Bus Master DMA transfers can have, please refer to [10] and [11]).
But unfortunately there are also some disadvantages in our case. First of all, such a DMA transfer
would require relatively a lot of initialisation, because we would have to setup a DMA transfer for only
four 32 bit values. Second, we would have to use the TriMedia DMA API to guarantee that the DMA
controller is not used by another process. This means that our DMA transfer can take quite long to
execute, because there can be more DMA transfers pending. To avoid these problems, we have decided
to use four single transfers instead of one DMA transfer to perform a message transfer. The C-sources
of the global queue implementation are included in Appendix AlO and All.
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3.2.4 The memory layout on the TriMedia boards

Because the TM-l has no hardware support for cache-coherency, we have to make sure that global
variables are stored in a non-cacheable memory area on the administrator. These global variables are:
• PROCID: contains the process ID of the process that should be unblocked on this node.
• qg: contains the global queues.
• q_P: contains the process ID queues for processes that are blocked on a P(Sn)-operation.

• q_V : contains the process ID queues for processes that are blocked on a V(Sn)-operation.
• sema4: contains the current semaphore values.

There are also some global variables that are assigned a value during initialisation, and afterwards
don't change any more. These variables could be placed in cacheable SDRAM if we let each node
perform a cache INVALIDATE operation on the memory area where these variables are stored after
the rest of the initialisation has finished. This has the advantage that all read accesses that are
performed on these variables afterwards can be as fast as read operations on local variables. These
'constant' global variables are:
• sema4limit: contains the limits of the global semaphores.
• MMIOBase: contains the MMIO base addresses of all TM-l 's in the system.
• SDRAMBase: contains the SDRAM base addresses of all TM-I 's in the system.

Of course all global variables have to be located at a fixed offset from the start of SDRAM so that we
can access them from each node. This would lead to the ideal memory maps in Figure 3.7:

Administrator: Other nodes:

semaphore limits

MMIO base addresses

SDRAM base addresses

stack

available

heap

static

Non caeheable SDRAM

Cacheable SDRAM

PRoem ii,"~',

semaphore limits

MMIO base addresses

SDRAM base addresses

stack

+

available

t
heap

static

Non eacheable SDRAM

Caeheahle SDRAM

Figure 3.7: The ideal memory maps of the nodes.

Unfortunately, we can't locate variables at fixed offsets without some really dirty tricks that include
hacking in the pSOS+ board support package. The 'clean' way to locate variables in the uncached
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memory area (which is always located at the end of SDRAM) is by using the tmld utility. This TCS
utility enables us to change the properties of resolved sections in objectfiles. Relocating variables with
this utility involves the following steps:
1) Place all the global variables in one c-file. I have called this file "uncached.c" (see Appendix A.4).
2) Initialise the variables, so that they will be placed in the data-segment. Otherwise the variables will

remain unresolved, and hence the sectionproperties can not be changed with tmld.
3) Rename the data-section of the objectfile to "uncached" and set the properties of the data-section to

uncached. This can be done by issuing the command:

tmld uncached.o -0 uncached.o -sectionrename data=uncached -sectionproperty data=uncached

The tmld command is automatically executed by the Makefile (see Appendix A.I). Because all global
variables are relocated to the uncached memory, they will all be mapped at the same offsets from the
start of SDRAM on each node (assuming that each TriMedia board has an equal amount of SDRAM
installed). This means that we can access them by calculating the address of the variable we want to
access, subtracting the SDRAM base from the current node and add the SDRAM base from the node
we want to access. The resulting pointer can be used to access the global variable. This mechanism to
access SDRAM on any TriMedia board has been implemented with the XSDRAMI6 and XSDRAM32
(see Appendix A.6) macro's (to access 16 bit and 32 bit data, respectively). The memory maps
resulting from this implementation are shown in Figure 3.8. Of course, this method has some
disadvantages:
• All global variables, including the 'constant' variables, are mapped in the uncached memory area.

This means that we will incur a performance penalty due to this approach, because accesses to an
uncached memory region cause about 30 stall cycles.

• All global variables are stored on all nodes, even though they will only be accessed on the
administrator. This means that our memory is not used efficiently, because the uncached memory
area marked 'not used' in Figure 3.8 is no longer usable for heap or stack allocation.

Administrator:

stack

available

heap

static

Non cacheable SDRAM

Cacheable SDRAM

Other nodes:

stack

available

heap

static

Non cacheable SDRAM

Cacheable SDRAM

Figure 3.8: The implemented memory maps of the nodes.
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3.3 The simulation program

3.3.1 Objectives

Because we first didn't have the required hardware, and then we couldn't get the software to support
multiple TriMedia IREF boards in one PC, I decided to write a very extensive simulation program.
This simulation program can give us some insight into how tasks have to be distributed over the
various CPU's in a multi-TriMedia system and also enables us to test the reliability of the
communication mechanism. Of course the main objective is to make the simulation as accurate as
possible by simulating as many elements of the real system as possible. Because of the accuracy of the
simulation, we can already get an indication of the overhead of the communication mechanism. I will
now give a full description of the system properties that the simulation program supports:
• The time that is necessary to perform PCI transfers. These timings are determined by the values

PCCWr and PCCRd in the "config.h" file. In most simulations, the minimum values of 3 (for a
Write transfer) and 4 (for a Read transfer) are used.

• The allocation of the Semaphore Assist Devices. There are two methods of allocation
implemented:
- Use the Semaphore Assist Device of the node on which a process has to be restarted when

writing the process ID to that node. Use the Semaphore Assist Device of the administrator for
all other atomic operations. This is the default method.

- Use only the Semaphore Assist Device of the administrator, even when writing a process ID to
a node on which a process has to be restarted. This option is enabled by the "-A" command line
option.

• Processes will access all local MMIO registers directly in stead of via the PCI bus. This means that
these accesses don't require any PCI bandwidth, and take only 3 TriMedia cycles (which is about 1
PCI cycle) to execute.

• The interrupt latency is also simulated. In a typical TriMedia application this latency has been
determined to be less than 2.5J..Ls (which is about 83 PCI cycles) in 99% of all cases. The simulated
latency is always equal to a user definable (constant) value. There is however one exception: if the
simulated processor is executing a critical section (for example a semaphore operation) and the
interrupt latency has already expired, then the latency will be extended until the end of the critical
section. In my implementation, the constant value is set in the "config.h" file by defining the
INT_Latency macro.

• The PCI bus arbiter, for which two protocols can be chosen:
- Roundrobin (default)
- Fixed, with node 1 having the highest priority, then node 2, etc. This protocol can be chosen by

using the "-F" command-line option.
• The pSOS+ task scheduling mechanism. The program assumes that all tasks (except the idle task of

course) have the same priority, with one exception: tasks that are restarted are always placed at the
front of the Ready queue. This simulates a task giving itself a higher priority before it blocks itself,
and resetting its priority to the default value as soon as it is restarted. This way we assure that the
Semaphore Assist Device that is claimed will be released as soon as possible. The program also
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supports pSOS+ timeslicing. The KC_TICKS2SEC value in the "config.h" file determines the
number of pSOS+ timer interrupts that occur per second. The KC_TICKS2SLICE value in the
"config.h" file determines the timeslice quantum (see [5], page 2-10 and 2-11). Timeslicing can be
disabled by setting the KC_TICKS2SLICE value to zero.

• Task switching with the TriMedia pSOS+ implementation takes 200-400 TM cycles (depending on
cache behaviour), so on average this takes 300 TM cycles (which is about 100 PCI cycles). This is
also simulated by the program, and the simulated task switch time can be set with the variable
pSOS_tstime in the "config.h" file (the default value is 100 PCI cycles).

• The program simulates the time that a (local) pSOS+ semaphore operation requires. This time is
determined by the pSOS_sem value in the "config.h" file (the default value is 10 PCI cycles).

The program does not support:
• Delays that would occur if the Semaphore Assist Device on the administrator is accessed both via

MMIO (by the local processor) and via the PCI bus (by a processor on another node). In practice,
one of the operations would be postponed in such a situation.

• Waitstates on the PCI bus (which can cause PCI transfers to last longer). If many waitstates occur,
this can however be simulated by increasing the PCCWr and PCCRd values in the "config.h" file.

• PCI transfers caused by other devices then the TriMedia boards (for example the videocard).
Because we don't know the distribution of such transfers, we cannot simulate these.

• The distribution of the interrupt latency is not predictable unless we simulate the entire TriMedia
processor, so the program assumes that this latency is constant (except when the simulated
processor is executing a critical section).

• The program only simulates the time that the PCI-bus is used for global semaphore operations. The
time that is needed to execute the VLIW instructions that are necessary for these global semaphore
operations is ignored.

• In practice, the roundrobin protocol of a PCI-bus arbiter is often implemented hierarchically (see
Figure 3.9). This can result in 'unfair' arbitration (see also [12]). For example in the setup from
Figure 3.9, Device 3 will be given twice as much bandwidth as Device 1 and Device 2. The
simulation program assumes a real roundrobin arbiter, i.e. all connected devices will be given an
equal amount of PCI bandwidth.

round- 1 round-
robin 1---" robin

round
robin

round
robin

not used

not used

Device 3

Device 2

not used

Figure 3.9: An example of hierarchical roundrobin.

Device 1
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Another objective was to make the simulation program in such away, that even someone with very
little knowledge of my project can easily change the architecture of the system (for example add a
CPU) and then run a new simulation. This was possible by using the object oriented capabilities of the
C++ programming language, and resulted in the structure described in the next section.

3.3.2 The global structure of the simulation program

The file-level structure of the program is shown in Figure 3.10. The files that are shown grey are not
meant to be changed by normal users, the files shown white are. The arrows indicate which files are
included by other files, for example "sim.h" is included by "sim.cc" (because it contains the type
definitions, class definitions and (member)function prototypes that are needed by "sim.cc"). The basis
of the program is formed by a module called sim that defines System-, CPU-, Task- and sema4-objects.
The implementation of these objects is completely hidden in the "sim.cc" file; the "sim.h" file only
defines all the public datatypes, the class definitions and the (member)function prototypes. All the
private data structures are hidden for the user (not accessible). This way the user cannot destroy any
data structures without being aware of it. It also means that the main program is very simple, and can
even be changed by someone who doesn't understand how the "sim"-module works.

config.h

T
sim.h

/ ~
snn.cc main3.cc I

main2.cc I
main1.cc

-
'--

Figure 3.10: The file-level structure of the simulation program.

The "config.h" file contains the definitions of many PCI, pSOS+ and TriMedia relat~d parameters.
Putting these definitions in a separate file makes it very easy for the end-user to change the parameters
he or she is interested in, and then recompile the program and run a new simulation. This setup was
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chosen because it is very impractical to make the program ask for all these parameters each time it is
run, and making a parser for this file would be a bit overkill and a deviation from the main subject.

Some program settings will change very frequently though, and it would be very impractical to
recompile the entire program each time one of these settings has to be changed. Therefore these
settings can be selected by using the following commandline parameters:
• "-I": Prints system information like the number of CPU's, tasks and semaphores.
• "-V": Enables Verbose mode output. If verbose mode is enabled, the program will print very

extensive information about all PCI transfers, Semaphore Assist Device claiming etc. etc. I highly
recommend redirecting output to a file if this switch is enabled!

• "-A": Use only the Semaphore Assist Device on the administrator.
• "-F": Use fixed priority arbitration for the PCI bus. The default protocol is roundrobin.
• "-0": Output additional information to files. When this switch is enabled, the program will

generate a file called "Arbiter.output" which contains busowner-information. Each number in this
(ASCII) file represents the busowner during the corresponding simulation cycle. If the number is°
the bus was not used, otherwise the number represents the CPU ID of the CPU that was the
busowner. The program will also generate a file called "<CPUname>.output" for each CPU object
simulated, where <CPUname> represents the pSOS name of the corresponding CPU object. These
files contain (ASCII) numbers representing the running Task during each simulation cycle. If the
number is -1, the CPU was performing a dispatch operation. If it is 0, the idle task was running on
the CPU. Otherwise the number represents the task ID of the running task. All this information can
be used to create graphics, for example with Matlab.

Basically, the main program only has to perform these tasks:
1) Include the header file of the simulation module, called "sim.h".
2) Define lists of synchronisation points for each task.
3) Begin the main function.
4) Declare one System object (more than one System objects are not allowed).
5) Declare a number of semaphore objects equal to the number of semaphores that are used by the real

system and add them to the System object. Semaphore objects used for inter-CPU communication
must be declared global, semaphores used for inter-Task communication on a single CPU must be
declared local.

6) Declare a number of CPU objects equal to the number of CPU's that are in the real system. As in
the real system, a maximum of 31 CPU's is allowed.

7) Declare a number of Task objects equal to the number of Tasks that are executed by the real
system, and add them to the previously declared CPU objects. As in the real system, a maximum of
128 Tasks per CPU is allowed. The distribution of the Task objects over the CPU objects can be
chosen freely. Each Task object must be given a list of synchronisation times and semaphore
objects used for these synchronisations at the time of its declaration.

8) Add the CPU objects to the System object.
9) Start the simulation by calling the System.run() memberfunction, then end the main function.
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Example

To illustrate each of the above steps, I will now give a simple example of how a multi-TriMedia
architecture can be translated into a simulation program. The example is based upon the architecture
with three CPU's shown in Figure 3.11. For didactic reasons the system contains both local and global
semaphores. For simplicity, we will assume that all five tasks perform their filter-operations with a
period of 1, and that all serna hore operations have to be performed with a eriod of 10.

CPU 1 CPU 2 CPU 3
~su

PCI

D :CPU 0 :Task f> :semaphore

Figure 3.11: An example of a multi-TriMedia architecture.

Step 1 is very simple:

#include "sim.h"

In step 2 we have to define the lists of synchronisation points. Each synchronisation point consists of a
semaphore name and the period with which the semaphore operation on that particular semaphore has
to be performed. The end of a list is indicated by a {NULL, O} pair:

SyncPoint SemVl[) {{ "Sl_2" , 10}, {NULL, O} } ;
SyncPoint SemV2[) {{"S2_1", 10}, {"S2_3", IO}, {NULL, O} } ;
SyncPoint SemV3[] {{"S3_4", 10}, {NULL, O} } ;
SyncPoint SemV4 [) {{"S4_3", 10 }, {"S4_S", 10}, {NULL, O} } ;
SyncPoint SemVS [] { {NULL, O} } ;

SyncPoint SemPl [) {{ "S2_1" , 10}, {NULL, O} } ;
SyncPoint SemP2 [l {{"Sl_2", 10 }, {NULL, O} } ;
SyncPoint SemP3 [l {{"S2_3", 10 }, {"S4_3", 10 }, {NULL, O} } ;
SyncPoint SemP4 [] {{"S3_4", 10}, {NULL, O} } ;
SyncPoint SemPS [] ({"S4_S", 10}, {NULL, O} } ;

Step 3 is very simple again:

void main(int argc, char *argv[])

In step 4 we use the constructor of a System object to declare our multi TriMedia system. The first
parameter contains the name of the system, and the other two are used to pass the commandline
parameters to the constructor:

System MuItiTM("M-TM", argc, argv);
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In step 5 we add all the semaphores (in this case 6) to the System object. The first parameter passed to
the semaphore constructor is of course the semaphore name, and the second parameter is used to
indicate whether the semaphore is local or global. In our system, semaphores S L2, S2_1 and S4_5 are
local. Semaphores S2_3, S3_4 and S4_3 are global:

MultiTM
+ *new serna4("Sl_2", local)
+ *new serna4("S2_1", local)
+ *new serna4("S2_3", global)
+ *new serna4("S3_4", global)
+ *new serna4 ("S4_3", global)
+ *new serna4("S4_5", local};

Step 6 consists only of declaring new CPU objects and giving them a name. In step 7 new tasks are
declared and added to the CPU objects. The parameters passed to the Task object constructor are the

name of the task, the period of the task and the lists of synchronisation points for V(Sn) and P(Sn)
operations declared in step 2. Finally, in step 8, we add the CPU objects with their associated Task
objects to the System object. These three steps can be combined as follows:

MultiTM
+ (*new CPU ("CPU1")

+ *new Task ( "T1 " , 1, SernV1, SernP1 )
+ *new Task ( "T2" , 1, SernV2, SernP2) )

+ (*new CPU ("CPU2")
+ *new Task ("T3" , 1, SernV3. SernP3) )

+ (*new CPU ( "CPU3" )
+ *new Task ( "T4" , 1 , SernV4, SernP4 )
+ *new Task ("T5" • 1, SernV5, SernP5) } ;

Step 9 is very simple again:

Mu1 tiTM. run () ;

We see that the architecture, which is determined by the parts drawn black in Figure 3.11, is
completely defined by a few simple statements in the main program. The behaviour of all underlying
objects is hidden in the sim.cc file. Some parameters that define the behaviour of the PCI-bus, the
pSOS+ operating system and the TriMedia boards can be set in the config.h file (see section 3.3.3).
That is the idea behind the file-level structure from Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.12 shows the objects from the sim module that are used to store the architecture defined in the
main program. The basis is formed by the System object, which is accessible to all other objects via the
global pSystem pointer. It contains lists of references to sema4 objects and to CPU objects. The sema4
objects of course represent the semaphores in our system. The CPU objects contain lists (called
Running, Ready and Blocked) of references to Task objects. These lists are used to simulate the pSOS+
scheduling mechanism. The difference with pSOS+ is that no idle task occurs in any of these lists. In
stead, we simply say that the idle task is running when there is no task in the Running or in the Ready
list (i.e. all tasks are blocked). For efficiency reasons, each Task object contains a pointer to its
corresponding CPU object.

We see that List objects are used to store references to different kinds of objects (sema4 objects, CPU
objects and Task objects). Therefore List has been declared as a template class, which makes it useable
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as a 'container' for any kind of object. All the classes to which the objects in Figure 3.12 belong are
described in-depth in sections 3.3.4 through 3.3.10. Although I think that it is very useful to understand
how the sim module is implemented, the reader that is not interested in changing the sim module can
skip these sections without missing information that is important for the main story line.

System *pSystem (global!)

System

System(char *sName, int numParams, char *params[])
-SystemO
void runO
void printO const

List<sema4> f-----t---.I
sema4s

List<CPU> CPUs

CPU #1 CPU#M

CPU(char *cName)
-CPUO

CPU(char *cName)
-CPUO

Figure 3.13 shows the main flow diagram of the System.runO memberfunction, which performs the
actual simulation. First it determines which of the CPU's that want access to the PCI bus actually gets
this access. Then it simulates one PCI cycle on each CPU by calling the CPU.runO memberfunction of
each CPU object. This memberfunction in tum calls the runO memberfunction of the Task object that
is currently in the Running List (if there is none, the idle task is running). After that it checks whether
interrupts have occurred and changes the state of the CPU objects accordingly. Finally, it checks
whether the end of the simulation has been reached. If this is the case it will print the results of the
simulation, otherwise the simulation continues.
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start the
simulation

Bus arbitration:
arbiterO

next cycle

00

Simulate one cycle:
Vi: CPUs.peek(i).ruoO

Check for interrupts:
Vi: CPUs.peek(i).checklotO

End of simulation
reached?

yes

print the results

Figure 3.13: The flow-chart of the simulation program.

I will now give a description of the results that are printed at the end of the simulation. For some of the
results I will refer to the example in Figure 3.14. This picture shows the owner of the PCI bus and the
running Task on each CPU. The example system consists of two CPU's, on which four tasks are
running (two per CPU). The PCCscale factor (see section 3.3.3) is 10. Task 4 performs a semaphore
operation with period 1, task 1 performs a semaphore operation with period 2.

The following results are printed at the end of the simulation:
• The number of blockings on global semaphores.
• The number of blockings on local semaphores.
• The number of PCI cycles simulated.
• The number of PCI cycles that the PCI bus was accessed (in the example 35-10+60-45 = 40 cycles).
• The number of PCI bus cycles spent on retries.
• The bus usage (as a percentage). In the example, the bus usage is 40/60·100% = 67%.
• The percentage of the PCI bus cycles used that was wasted on retries.

Plus for each CPU object:
• The percentage of time used for synchronisation on that CPU object. This is the sum of all the grey

parts, as a percentage of the total simulation time. The synchronisation time is the total simulation
time minus the sum of all local end-times multiplied by PCCscale and the number of cycles that the
idle task was running on the CPU object. Note that this means that dispatches are also included in
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CPUl

the synchronisation time, because dispatches are caused by semaphore blockings. For example, CPU
2 has a synchronisation percentage of (35-10+60-45)/60·100% =67%.

• The number of cycles that the idle task was running on that CPU object.
• The CPU usage (as a percentage). This is the percentage of cycles that the idle task was not running

on the CPU object.

Plus for each Task object how far it came with its filter-operation, expressed in its local time-domain.
The local time domain is expressed in units of PCCscale cycles. In the example, task 4 is running until
local time = 1 (PCI time = 10) when it has to perform a semaphore operation. During the semaphore
operation, the local time stops counting. Only at PCI time = 35 does the local time continue again, until
local time =2 (PCI time =45) when task 4 has to perform the next semaphore operation. So at the end
of the example, the local time of task 4 is 2, and the global PCI time is 60. This information can be
used to calculate a speedup factor, which is defined as the average speedup of all the tasks on the
system compared to a system consisting of one CPU with ideal synchronisation (i.e. the
synchronisation costs no CPU bandwidth). This means that on a simulated system with one CPU we
will always find a speedup < 1, because synchronisation does use CPU bandwidth in reality. The
speedup factor can be calculated with the formula:

PCI_ scale· I I local endtime
speedup = -----'a=ll..::.CP:....:U:....:'s..::.al::...;1t=as=ks _

global end_ time

PCl bus owner:

CPU 2.. . ' r---r-~_.__~r-___'_-~c__r____,'" r---.--:--r-~---f

• • I • • ••. . . . .. . - - -0'·· _. - _. .. _. . _ ',' - .. , - - _. - - - - __ _. r - - • • ••• •••• •• -.- - - _ - _ •• _ ••

CPU 2:

Task 4.......... "I--~----:--

Task 3

Idle task
...................:( .......

.. ~i~p.~t.c.~. . .

CPU I:

.......... -------

·· ....40~ .. ·....

Task 2

Idle task

· . . . . . . . . . .· . . . . . . . . . ........... _- _ __ __ -----0' _-_· ·····_-- ·······.. "..· .. .· . .· . .Task 1 . . .
........... . I--....;.....----.;..-~--.;""",. : ; : : ; : , ; .. ., . .· . .. .. .
................. ,'5~""" iot···· ·it······ .·ist· .. ··3it···· '3'5~"'" '40~'" "4~t···· '50~'" "'sst··· .. ;;.

o • " ••••

.. ~i~p.~t.c,~. ., ~ ~ ; :- .•L-~:...,.-~:...,.-_-:--_~:_...,.--:-:_~:_---:--:-:--1· . .
Figure 3.14: An example of a very short simulation.
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3.3.3 The config.h file

In this section I will give a description of the parameters that can be set in the config.h file:
• PCCTICKS2SEC: The number of PCI ticks until a pSOS+ timer interrupt, which is derived from

KC_TICKS2SEC. Should always be set to 3333333/KC_TICKS2SEC.
• PCCWr: The number of PCI cycles required for a single PCI write transfer. The minimum is 3, as

defined by the PCI specification (see [6]). It can be set to higher values to simulate waitstates on
the PCI bus.

• PCCRd: The number of PCI cycles required for a single PCI read transfer. The minimum is 4, as
defined by the PCI specification (see [6]). It can be set to higher values to simulate waitstates on
the PCI bus.

• Retry: The number of PCI cycles that the program will wait before retrying to claim a semaphore
assist device if the previous attempt has failed. Because the retry mechanism is actually busy
waiting, it is only performed if no other tasks are in the Ready queue of the current CPU object.
The minimum value is 1.

• INT_Latency: The number of PCI cycles that the interrupt latency should last. In a typical
application it has been determined that 99% of all interrupts are serviced within 2.5Ils, which is
about 83 PCI cycles.

• PCCscale: This number defines the ratio between a cycle in the global time domain and a cycle in a
local time domain. For an explanation of these different time domains, see section 3.3.8.

• end_sim: Determines the end-time of the simulation (in PCI cycles).
• MAX_ID_Q: Determines the size of the ID queues. If a semaphore operation causes a task to be

blocked, and the corresponding ID queue is already full then the program will generate an error
message.

• KC_TICKS2SEC: Determines the number of PCI clock interrupts per second.
• KC_TICKS2SLICE: Determines the pSOS+ timeslice quantum. Set to 0 to disable timeslicing.
• pSOS_sem: The number of PCI cycles it takes to execute a (local) pSOS+ semaphore operation.
• pSOS_tstime: The number of cycles it takes to perform a pSOS+ task switch. It has been

determined that for the TriMedia implementation this takes 200-400 TM-l cycles depending on
cache behaviour, which is about 100 PCI cycles on average.

3.3.4 The container class List (base class)

To store the structure of the simulated system we need some container classes. For example, we have
to store which CPU objects are available on a System object. But we also have to store which Task
objects are available on a CPU object. So we need container classes that can store all kinds of objects.
That is why the container classes have been implemented as templates. This means that we can allocate
a storage class for any type of object that we want. The actual type is substituted at compile time.

In the example of the Task objects that have to be stored in a container class of the corresponding CPU
object, we actually need three container classes: the Running, Ready and Blocked containers. At
runtime, tasks will switch dynamically from one container to the other. For example, when a
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semaphore operation blocks, the running task will become blocked, and a task that is ready to run (or,
if none is available, the idle task) will become running. Therefore our container must implement
member functions to remove and add objects to itself.

The most common form of container that suits our needs is the linked list. The implementation uses an
encapsulated class called ListElem to store the objects. Each ListElem objects contains a reference to
an object stored in the List and a pointer to the next ListElem object. In the last ListElem, the pointer to
the next ListElem object is NULL (see Figure 3.15). Each time an object is added to the List, a new
ListElem is created to store the reference to this object and the pointers are updated. When an element
is removed from the List, its corresponding ListElem object is automatically deleted. The object itself
has to be deleted by the user of the class!

( numElems=N I

Figure 3.15: The layout of a List object.

Sub class:

• Queue inheritance: private, see section 3.3.5

Memberfunctions (public):

• List(): This is the default constructor of the List object. Because List is a template class, the type of
objects that will be stored in the List must also be specified. For example, if we want to allocate a
List of integers with the name intList, we have to allocate it with the code "List<int> intList;".

• -List(); This is the destructor of the List object, which is automatically called when the object runs
out of scope or when it is deleted. The destructor is used to delete all ListElem elements that are
still in the list. Note that only the ListElem objects will be deleted by the destructor, not the
referenced objects. The actual objects have to be deleted by the user of the List!

• void addFront(T& e): This memberfunction adds an object to the front of the List. A new ListElem
object is created to store the reference to the object, and the relevant datamembers will be updated.

• void add(T& e): This memberfunction adds an object to the back of the List. A new ListElem
object is created to store the reference to the object, and the relevant datamembers will be updated.

• T& removerunsigned i=1): This memberfunction returns the element stored at position i of the List,
and also removes it from the List. Note that the first element of the List is called element 1, not
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element O. This memberfunction assumes that there are at least i elements in the List! The default
value for i is 1, i.e. removeO returns the element at the front of the List.

• T& peek(unsigned i=l) const: This memberfunction returns the element stored at position i of the
List, without removing it from the List. In fact, no datamembers are modified by this
memberfunction at all, as is guaranteed by the const suffix. Note that the first element of the List is
called element 1, not element O. This memberfunction assumes that there are at least i elements in
the List! The default value for i is 1, i.e. peekO returns the element at the front of the List.

• unsigned size() const: This memberfunction returns the number of elements stored in the List. Of
course it doesn't change any of the datamembers.

Datamembers (private):

• unsigned numElems: This datamember contains the number of elements stored in the List.
• ListElem *front: This datamember contains a pointer to the first element of the List.
• ListElem *back: This datamember contains a pointer to the last element of the List.

3.3.5 The container class Queue (derived from List)

For some applications we need objects with less functionality than the complete List class. For
example, we need (FIFO) queue objects to store the full process ID's of tasks that are blocked on a
semaphore operation. For this application we only need put and get memberfunctions (to store and
retrieve objects, respectively) and the size memberfunction of the List class. For these cases, C++
provides private inheritance. The mechanism of private inheritance is typically used to create classes
that merely provide a new interface for the datamembers of a base class.

When a class is derived from a base class using private inheritance, normally none of the
memberfunctions of the base-class are available to the user of the derived class. However, in the class
declaration of the derived class we can declare which memberfunctions of the base class we want to be
available to users of the class. This mechanism has been used in the Queue class to make the size
memberfunction of the List class available. For the get and put memberfunctions we simply call the
remove and add memberfunctions of the List class, respectively.

Base class:

• List inheritance: private, see section 3.3.4

Membeifunctions (public):

• void put(T& e): This memberfunction adds an object to the back of the List. It simply calls the add
memberfunction from List.

• T& get(): This memberfunction returns the element stored at the front of the List, and also removes
it from the List. It simply calls the remove memberfunction from List.
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• unsigned size() const: This memberfunction is inherited from List.

3.3.6 Base class: pSOSname

Because we want to be able to reference all objects by their pSOS name (a 4-character string, which is
internally stored as an unsigned 32 bit value for efficiency reasons) the base class pSOSname has been
declared. All simulated objects (System, CPU, Task and sema4 objects) inherit the datamembers and
the memberfunctions from this class.

Sub classes:

• sema4
• Task
• CPU
• System

inheritance: public, see section 3.3.7
inheritance: public, see section 3.3.8
inheritance: public, see section 3.3.9
inheritance: public, see section 3.3.10

Membeifunctions (public):

• pSOSname(char pName[4]): This is the constructor of the pSOSname object. The 4 character name
will be translated to a 32 bit unsigned value and then stored in the numName datamember. If the
name is longer than 4 characters, it will be truncated to 4 characters.

• char *getStrName() const: This memberfunction returns the object's name in (zero terminated)
string format. As guaranteed by the const suffix, this function does not change any of the non-static
datamembers. Therefore, the string is returned using the static datamember returnString.

• uns32 getNumName() const: This memberfunction returns the object's name in 32 bit unsigned
format. As guaranteed by the const suffix, this function does not change any of the non-static
datamembers.

Datamembers (private):

• uns32 numName: Contains the 32 bit value representing the object's name.
• char strName: Is used for easy translation from the string format to the 32 bit unsigned format and

vice versa. This is possible because numName and strName are both declared within a union,
which means that they occupy the same memory area. So when we write the 4 consecutive char
values into strName, numName has automatically been assigned the right value.

• static char returnString[5): This static datamember is used to return the name in string format
without changing the other datamembers or returning a pointer to them (which would enable the
main program to change them). Its length is 5 because we also have to store the terminating zero.
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3.3.7 The sema4 class

As the name already suggests, these objects are used to simulate semaphores. Because all datamembers
are accessed directly by the Task class, the constructor is the only memberfunction of this class.

Base class:

• pSOSname

Friend:

• class Task

inheritance: public, see section 3.3.6

Memberfunction (public):

• sema4(char *name, semType type, unsigned limit=l, unsigned value=O): This is the constructor of
the sema4 object. The name will be translated to a 32 bit unsigned value and then stored in the
numName datamember inherited from pSOSname. If the name is longer than 4 characters, it will
be truncated to 4 characters. The type argument specifies whether the semaphore is global or local.
The limit argument specifies the upper limit that the semaphore may reach. The default value is one
(indicating a binary semaphore). The value argument specifies the initial value of the semaphore.
The default value is zero.

Datamembers (private):

• semType type: Contains the semaphore type; either global or local. Global semaphores are used for
inter-CPU synchronisation, whereas local semaphores are used for inter-Task synchronisation on a
single CPU. The type semType is defined with a typedef statement, and is actually an enumeration
value.

• uns32 limit: Contains the upper limit of the semaphore value.
• uns32 value: Contains the current semaphore value.
• Queue<uns16> q_V: This is the queue of processes blocked on a sem_v operation on this

semaphore. The values stored in this queue are actual full ID's as they occur in the real system (see
section 3.1.1).

• Queue<uns16> q_P: This is the queue of processes blocked on a sem_p operation on this
semaphore. The values stored in this queue are of course also real full ID's.

3.3.8 The Task class

These objects are used to simulate tasks. Task objects use two different time domains:
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1) A global time domain expressed in PCI cycles. The global variable pciTime is used to keep track of
the time in this global time domain. The current value of pciTime is the real simulation time, i.e.
the actual number of PCI-cycles simulated thus far.

2) A local time domain expressed in filter-cycles. The datamember pciCount is used to generate filter
cycles after PCCscale PCI-cycles, and the datamember syncCount contains the current time in the
local time domain. The value of syncCount represents the number of filter-cycles that have been
simulated thus far. The period of a Task object's filter operation is expressed in filter-cycles. The
local time domain can be used to determine the overhead of the synchronisation mechanism,
because the local time is not updated during semaphore operations. The value of PCCscale is
defined in the "config.h" file and determines the ratio between PCI-cycles and filter-cycles, i.e. if
PCCscale PCI-cycles have elapsed, one filter-cycle will be generated.

Because we have to simulate a parallel system with a sequential program, we have to simulate
everything one PCI-cycle at a time. This means that we have to be able to store the entire state of the
Task object until the next PCI-cycle will be simulated. Therefore, the Task object has relatively many
datamembers.

Base class:

• pSOSname

Friends:

inheritance: public, see section 3.3.6

• class System& operator+(class System& s, class CPU& c)
• class CPU& operator+(class CPU& c, class Task& t)

• class CPU

Membeifunctions (public):

• Task(char *tName, uns16 period, SyncPoint *SemVlist, SyncPoint *SemPlist): This is the
constructor of the Task object. TM tName argument will be translated to a 32 bit unsigned value
and then stored in the numName datamember inherited from pSOSname. If the name is longer than
4 characters, it will be truncated to 4 characters. The period argument specifies the time that is
required to execute the filter-operation of this task once, and is expressed in filter-cycles (i.e.
multiples of PCCscale PCI-cycles). The PCCscale value is defined in the "config.h" file and
determines the ratio between PCI-cycles and filter-cycles, i.e. if PCCscale PCI-cycles have elapsed,
one filter-cycle will be generated, and if period filter-cycles have elapsed the task has completed
one filter-operation. The SemVlist contains the list of semaphores on which this task has to
perform (periodical) sem_v operations, and the periods with which these operations have to be
performed. The SemPlist specifies the list of semaphores on which this task has to perform sem_p
operations. Its structure is identical to that of the SemVlist.
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• - Task(): This is the destructor of the Task object, which is automatically called when the object
runs out of scope or when it is deleted. The destructor is used to print information about the
number of filter-cycles that have been executed by the task. We will see later why this information
is very useful.

Membeifunctions (private):

• int wantsBus() const: This memberfunction is called by the arbiter to determine whether the task
wants to access the PCI bus during the next PCI cycle. Of course this memberfunction is called
only for the running task. As the const suffix indicates, this memberfunction doesn't change any of
the datamembers of the Task object.

• void run(): This memberfunction is used to simulate a single PCI cycle on the running task. It uses
the filterCount datamember to determine whether the task is performing a filter-operation. If the
task has just finished a filter-operation, this memberfunction checks if semaphore operations have
to be performed by traversing the lists referenced by the SemV and SemP datamembers. During
these semaphore operations, the SyncList datamember is used to keep track of the current position
in the current semaphore list. The exact state of the semaphore operation can be determined by
inspecting the semAction, pciAction, pciCycles and retryCounter datamembers. This is necessary
because we can simulate only one PCI-cycle at a time.

• void print() const: This memberfunction is only available when debugging is enabled (i.e., when
NDEBUG is not defined). When called, this function displays all relevant datamembers to give the
programmer information about what may be going wrong. Of course, this function doesn't change
any of the datamembers and can be declared const. This memberfunction is only meant to be used
by people who want to change the "sim" module, not by normal users of the module.

Datamembers (private):

• SyncPoint *Sem V: This datamember references the list of semaphores on which this task has to
perform (periodical) sem_v operations, and the periods with which these operations have to be
performed. The semaphores are specified by their pSOS-names. The periods are specified as
multiples of PCCscale PCI-cycles. The end of the list is indicated by a NULL-name and a period of
zero.

• SyncPoint *SemP: This datamember references the list of semaphores on which this task has to
perform (periodical) sem_p operations, and the periods with which these operations have to be
performed. The semaphores are specified by their pSOS-names. The periods are specified as
multiples of PCCscale PCI-cycles. The end of the list is indicated by a NULL-name and a period of
zero.

• uns32 pciCount: This counter is used to generate filter-cycles with a period of PCCscale PCI
cycles. It continuously counts backwards from PCCscale to zero. A count is generated each PCI
cycle.

• uns32 syncCount: This datamember contains the number of filter-cycles that have elapsed since the
beginning of the simulation. During the traversing of the SemV and SemP lists, this datamember
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can be used to determine whether a particular semaphore operation has to be performed by
checking whether the modulo of the period of the semaphore operation and syncCount is zero.

• uns16 period: Determines how many filter-cycles the filter-operation of this Task object lasts.
• uns16 filterCount: This counter is used to determine whether a filter-operation has completed. It

continuously counts backwards from period to zero. A count is generated each filter-cycle.
• uns16 fullId: Contains the real full ID of this task (i.e. both the CPU ID and the Task ID). It uses

the same layout as the full ID's in the real system (see section 3.1.1).
• uns8 ID: This is the normal ID of this Task object (it doesn't include the CPU ID). Its value can

range from 0 to 127.
• uns8 q_cpuId, q_taskId: During global semaphore operations it can occur that we have to restart a

task on another CPU. The full ID of this task will then be retrieved from the queue of the
semaphore involved. Because this value will be used in another state of the semaphore operation,
we need a variable that is 'alive' in between states to store this value. Therefore the CPU ID part of
the full ID is stored in q_cpuld, and the Task ID part is stored in q_taskld.

• SyncPoint *SyncList: This datamember is used as a pointer to the current location in the SemV or
SemP list during semaphore operations,so that we can keep track of which semaphore operation
has to be executed next.

• SemAction semAction: This datamember indicates whether we are executing a sem_v, a sem_p, a
10calSem_v or a 10calSem_p operation. If no semaphore operation is being executed, this
datamember contains none. (The values none, sem_v, sem_p, 10calSem_v and 10calSem_p are
defined with a typedef statement. The enum type created thus is called SemAction.)

• PCIAction pciAction: The pciAction datamember indicates which PCI operation we are
performing. PCIAction is an enum type that is defined by a typedef and can assume the values
WriteSEMadm1, ReadSEMadm, ReadSema4, ReadSizel, ReadSize2, WriteSema4,
WriteSEMadm2, ReadPut, WritePutl, WritePut2, WriteSEMadm3, WaitUnblock, ReadGetl,
ReadGet2, WriteGet, WriteSEMadm4, WriteSEMnid, ReadSEMnid, WritePID and WritelNT.

• uns16 pciCycles: Is used to keep track of the remaining number of PCI cycles of the current PCI
transfer.

• uns16 retryCounter: Is used to time retry events.
• class CPU *pCPU: This pointer is used for fast access to the CPU on which this task is running.
• sema4 *curSem: This pointer is used to access the current semaphore during semaphore operations.

3.3.9 The CPU class

These objects are used to simulate CPU's.

Base class:

• pSOSname inheritance: public, see section 3.3.6
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Friends:

• class System& operator+(class System& s, class CPU& c)
• class CPU& operator+(class CPU& c, class Task& t)
• class System
• class Task

Memberfunctions (public):

• CPU(char *cName): This is the constructor of the CPU object. The cName argument will be
translated to a 32 bit unsigned value and then stored in the numName datamember inherited from
pSOSname. If the name is longer than 4 characters, it will be truncated to 4 characters. The
constructor also initialises all datamembers that require initialisation.

• -CPU(): This is the destructor of the CPU object, which is automatically called when the object
runs out of scope or when it is deleted. Its task is to clean up all Task objects in the CPU object's
Running, Ready and Blocked queues, and to print some results of the simulation like the
percentage of time used for synchronisation on this CPU, CPU usage etc.

Memberfunctions (private):

• int wantsBus() const: This memberfunction determines whether this CPU wants to access the PCI
bus during the next PCI-cycle. It simply calls the wantsBus memberfunction of the Task object in
the Running queue.

• void run(): This memberfunction is used to simulate a single PCI cycle on this CPU object. This
function first checks whether a dispatch is in progress, and if this is the case it decrements the
dispatchCount datamember, and if the counter reaches zero (i.e. the dispatch has finished) it
reinitialises the timeSliceCount datamember to KC_TICKS2SLICE. If no dispatch was in progress,
the function simply has to simulate the running task. This means that if there is a Task object in the
Running queue, that object's run memberfunction is called. If the Running queue is empty, the idle
task is currently running on this CPU and therefore the idleCycles datamember is incremented.

• int criticalSection(): This memberfunction can be called to determine whether the CPU object will
be executing a critical section during the next PCI cycle. It uses the datamembers that determine the
next state to calculate the result. It is required because we have to guarantee that no interrupts or
taskswitches can occur during critical sections.

• void checklnt(): The System object calls this memberfunction for each CPU object after it has
called the run memberfunction of all the CPU objects to determine whether an interrupt has
occurred and take appropriate action. It first checks whether an external interrupt has occurred by
looking at the pendinglnt datamember. Then it simulates the pSOS+ timer interrupts and the
pSOS+ timeslicing mechanism. Finally it clears the Semaphore Assist Device if the freeSem
datamember is TRUE.

• void dispatch(): This memberfunction simulates a dispatch on the CPU object. First it checks
whether there is a Task object in the running queue (recall that this queue is empty when the idle
task is running!) and if this is the case, this Task object is removed from the Running queue and
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placed in the Ready queue. Then it checks whether there is at least one Task object in the Ready
queue. If this is the case, the Task object at the front of the Ready queue is placed in the Running
queue. Finally, the dispatchCount datamember is set to pSOS_tstime to simulate the time it takes to
perform a pSOS+ task switch on the actual TriMedia hardware.

• void blockCurrent(): This memberfunction blocks the current task, i.e. the Task object in the
Running queue is moved to the Blocked queue. After this the dispatch memberfunction is called to
select the new Running Task object and perform a taskswitch.

• void unblock(uns8 task/d): This memberfunction unblocks the Task object with the specified task
ID. First the Task object is removed from the Blocked queue and added to the front of the Ready
queue to simulate that it (temporarily) has a higher priority than the other tasks in the Ready queue.
Then the dispatch memberfunction is called to select the new Running Task object and perform a
taskswitch. If the task with the specified ID does not occur in the Blocked queue an error message
is generated.

• void SEM(unsJ6 semVal): This memberfunction is used to claim the Semaphore Assist Device on
this CPU object. The value of the semVal argument is only written to the Semaphore Assist Device
if it is zero or if the Semaphore Assist Device contains zero (see section 3.1.1).

• unsJ6 SEM() const: This memberfunction is used to return the current value of the Semaphore
Assist Device on this CPU object. No datamembers are modified by this memberfunction, as is
guaranteed by the const suffix.

• void print() const: This memberfunction is only available when debugging is enabled (i.e., when
NDEBUG is not defined). When called, this function displays all relevant datamembers to give the
programmer information about what may be going wrong. It also calls the print memberfunction of
all Task objects added to this CPU object. Of course, this function doesn't change any of the
datamembers and can be declared const. This memberfunction is only meant to be used by people
who want to change the "sim" module, not by normal users of the module.

Datamembers (private):

• List<Task> Running: The list of running tasks. Of course, no more than one task can be in this
queue at a given time. If no task is in this queue, then the idle task would be running on the real
system.

• List<Task> Ready: The list of tasks that are ready to run.
• List<Task> Blocked: The list of tasks that are blocked.
• intSignal *pending/nt: This datamember is used to notify the CPU object of pending interrupts. It

contains a latency counter, which is used to simulate the TriMedia interrupt latency, and the task ID
of the task that has to be restarted.

• uns32 idleCycles: This counter is used to keep track of the number of cycles that the idle task has
been 'running' on this CPU object. Each time that the run memberfunction is called and the
Running queue is empty, this counter is incremented.

• uns32 dispatchCount: This counter is used to simulate the task switching delay. It counts
backwards from pSOS_tstime to zero.

• uns32 timer/ntCount: This counter is used to time the pSOS+ timer events. It counts backwards
from PCeTICKS2SEC to zero.
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• uns32 timeSliceCount: This counter is used to simulate time slicing. It counts backwards from
KC_TICKS2SLICE to zero.

• unsigned nTasks: This datamember contains the number of Task objects that have been added to
this CPU object.

• unsigned semValue: This datamember contains the current value of the Semaphore Assist Device
on this CPU object.

• uns8 ID: This datamember contains the ID of this CPU object. The CPU object with ID=1 will be
the administrator.

• int freeSem: This datamember is used to determine whether the Semaphore Assist Device should be
cleared when checklnt is called. This mechanism is necessary because the run memberfunctions of
the various CPU objects are called sequentially, so if the administrator frees its Semaphore Assist
Device, another CPU object would otherwise be able to claim the Semaphore Assist Device during
the same cycle.

• fstream fOutput: This output file stream is used when additional output to files is enabled (using
the "-0" commandline option).

3.3.10 The System class

This object is used to simulate a System and to store references to the sema4 and CPU objects.

Base class:

• pSOSname inheritance: public, see section 3.3.6

Friends:

• class System& operator+(class System& s, class sema4& sem)
• class System& operator+(class System& s, class CPU& c)

• class Task

Member/unctions (public):

• System(char *sName, int numParams, char *params[J): This is the constructor of the System
object. The sName argument will be translated to a 32 bit unsigned value and then stored in the
numName datamember inherited from pSOSname. If the name is longer than 4 characters, it will
be truncated to 4 characters. The arguments numParams and params contain the argc and argv
parameters passed to main, respectively. These command line parameters are parsed by the
constructor to determine which options should be enabled. The following options are available:
- "-I" Prints system information like the number of CPU's, tasks and semaphores.
- "-V" Enables Verbose mode output.
- "-A" Use only the Semaphore Assist Device on the administrator.
- "-F" Use fixed priority arbitration. The default protocol is roundrobin.
- "-0" Output additional information to files. This information can be used to create graphics.
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• -System(): This is the destructor of the System object, which is automatically called when the
object runs out of scope or when it is deleted. Its task is to clean up all CPU objects in the System
object's CPUs queue and all sema4 objects in the System object's sema4s queue.

• void run(): This memberfunction is used to simulate a single PCI cycle on this System object. As
we already saw in Figure 3.13, this memberfunction first calls the arbiter memberfunction to
determine which CPU object is granted access to the PCI bus. Then it calls the run memberfunction
of all CPU objects stored in the CPUs datamember to simulate a PCI cycle on each CPU. Finally it
calls the checklnt memberfunction of each CPU object to determine whether an interrupt has
occurred.

• void print() const: This memberfunction is only available when debugging is enabled (i.e., when
NDEBUG is not defined). When called, this function displays all relevant datamembers to give the
programmer information about what may be going wrong. It also calls the print memberfunction of
all sema4 and CPU objects added to this System object. Of course, this function doesn't change any
of the datamembers and can be declared const. This memberfunction is only meant to be used by
people who want to change the "sim" module, not by normal users of the module.

Membeifunctions (private):

• void arbiter(): This memberfunction determines which CPU is granted access to the PCI bus. A
CPU object has access to the bus if its ID is stored in the global variable busOwner. If busowner
contains 0, the bus is available. After the CPU has finished its PCI transfer, it must free the bus.
This memberfunction will only allow a new busOwner if busOwner contains 0. The policy
datamember (which is set by the System constructor) determines whether this function uses a round
robin arbitration scheme or a fixed priority arbitration scheme. It checks whether a particular CPU
object wants access to the PCI bus by calling this CPU object's wantsBus memberfunction. If no
CPU object wants access to the bus, the bus will of course not be claimed.

• void SEM(uns8 Cpu/d, uns16 semVal): This memberfunction calls the SEM memberfunction of the
CPU object with ID Cpuld, with the argument semVal.

• uns16 SEM(uns8 CpuId) const: This memberfunction returns the result from the SEM
memberfunction on the CPU object with ID Cpuld. This function doesn't change any of the
datamembers and therefore it can be declared const.

• sema4 *findSema4(char sName[4]) const: This memberfunction searches the sema4s datamember
for a semaphore with the name sName. If this semaphore exists, it returns a pointer to it. Otherwise
an errormessage will be generated.

Datamembers (private):

• List<sema4> sema4s: This List contains all the sema4 objects that have been added to the System
object.

• List<CPU> CPUs: This List contains all the CPU objects that have been added to the System
object.
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• arbPolicy policy: This datamember contains the arbitration policy selected by the user. The System
constructor first parses the commandline parameters and then sets this datamember to the selected
value.

• static int nSystems: This static datamember contains the number of System objects that have been
created. It is only used to check that no more than one System object is created by the user.
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4. SIMULATIONS

4.1 The reference application

The reference application has been simulated on two different systems:
• A system with 4 CPU's, with one task per CPU. Task 1 is mapped on CPU 1, Task 2 is mapped on

CPU 2, Task 3 is mapped on CPU 3 and Task 4 is mapped on CPU 4.
• A system with 2 CPU's, with two tasks per CPU. Task 1 and Task 2 are mapped on CPU 1, Task 3

and Task 4 are mapped on CPU 2.
• A system with 1 CPU, running all 4 tasks.

I have tested the first two systems with 10 different configurations. Because the third system uses only
(local) pSOS+ semaphores, it has only been tested with the following default configuration:
PCCWr =3, PCCRd =4, Retry =25, INT_Latency =83, PCCscale =100, end_sim =1560000,
MAX_ID_Q =4, KC_TICKS2SEC =100, KC_TICKS2SLICE =0, pSOS_sem = 10, pSOS_tstime =
100, no command-line parameters.

I will now describe each of the 10 configurations by giving the differences from the default
configuration:
1) The default configuration without any differences.
2) The command line parameter -A has been used.
3) The command line parameter -F has been used.
4) The command line parameters -A and -F have been used.
5) PCCWr =4, PCCRd =5.
6) Retry = 20.
7) Retry =83.
8) PCCscale = 10.
9) PCCscale =1000, end_sim =15600000.
10) KC_TICKS2SEC =1000000, KC_TICKS2SLICE =10.

4.1.1 The reference application distributed over 4 nodes

The architecture of the system with 4 CPU's is shown in Figure 4.1. Of course, all the semaphores are
global in this case (because, apart from the idle task, there is only one task running on each CPU). The
source code of the main program simulating this architecture is included in Appendix B.3. The
simulation results are shown in Table 4.1.

We see that the default configuration obtains a speedup factor of 3.23, which means that about 80% of
our total CPU bandwidth is used effectively. We see that configuration 3 (fixed arbitration) performs
slightly better, which can be explained by the fact that task 1 performs the most semaphore operations.
(Task 1 gets the highest priority from the fixed arbitration scheme). As expected, the configurations
that always use the semaphore assist device on the administrator (configuration 2 and 4) perform
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significantly worse. Configuration 5 (that simulates a waitstate for each PCI access) performs only a
little bit worse than configuration 1; the difference is less than a percent! Configuration 6 performs
slightly better than configuration 1, but at the cost of a higher bus utilisation and a higher percentage of
bus cycles wasted on retries. Configuration 7 performs slightly worse than configuration 1, but at a
lower bus utilisation and a lower percentage of bus cycles wasted on retries. Configuration 8 obviously
performs very bad. This is caused by the extremely high rate of semaphore operations, which
fortunately does not occur in real systems. Configuration 9 shows that a very low rate of semaphore
operations results in a speedup factor of almost 4, which is obviously because the fewer semaphore
operations we perform, the more CPU bandwidth remains for the actual tasks. Finally, configuration 10
shows that timeslicing (with a very high rate because of simulation time considerations) has hardly any
effect on this system. This is of course because we have only one task running on each CPU.

CPUl CPU 2 CPU 3 CPU 4

PCl
Figure 4.1: The architecture resulting from the reference task being distributed over 4 nodes.

Table 4.1: The simulation results from the reference task distributed over 4 nodes.

confi2uration: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PCI bus:
Bus usage: 14.56% 12.59% 14.43% 12.38% 18.09% 14.84% 12.98% 52.38% 1.74% 14.56%
% retries: 18.58% 22.26% 17.76% 21.09% 18.00% 21.28% 11.24% 29.57% 17.73% 18.58%
CPU 1:
% sync: 12.19% 23.92% 12.24% 23.97% 12.43% 11.26% 13.16% 48.81% 1.47% 12.19%
CPU usage: 93.06% 96.90% 93.20% 96.97% 92.36% 92.82% 91.34% 74.15% 99.21% 93.06%
CPU 2:
% sync: 17.98% 20.39% 17.45% 20.12% 18.60% 16.69% 20.91% 67.95% 2.13% 17.98%
CPU usage: 98.84% 93.37% 98.41% 93.14% 98.53% 98.23% 99.09% 93.29% 99.87% 98.84%
CPU 3:
% sync: 15.07% 13.45% 15.00% 13.24% 15.36% 14.43% 15.12% 55.53% 1.73% 15.07%
CPU usage: 95.94% 86.44% 95.96% 86.27% 95.29% 95.96% 93.31% 80.86% 99.46% 95.95%
CPU 4:
% sync: 9.74% 9.70% 9.74% 9.61% 10.34% 10.03% 10.83% 44.07% 1.20% 9.74%
CPU usage: 90.60% 82.70% 90.71% 82.61% 90.30% 91.60% 89.03% 69.41% 98.93% 90.60%
avg. speedup: 3.23 2.92 3.24 2.92 3.20 3.26 3.13 1.01 3.91 3.23
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4.1.2 The reference application distributed over 2 nodes

The architecture of the system with 2 CPU's is shown in Figure 4.2. Now we have 4 local semaphores
(SI_2, S2_1, S3_4 and S4_3) and 8 global semaphores (all the other semaphores). The source code of
the main program simulating this architecture is included in Appendix BA. The simulation results are
shown in Table 4.2.

We see that the default configuration obtains a speedup factor of 1.61, which means that again about
80% of our total CPU bandwidth is used effectively. We see that configuration 3 (fixed arbitration)
performs equally well in this case. Apparently, the arbitration protocol has only a very little effect on
the performance of the communication mechanism. This is fortunate, because the arbitration protocol
can not be changed in our reference design. Again, the configurations that always use the semaphore
assist device on the administrator (configuration 2 and 4) perform worse but this time the difference is
smaller. Configuration 5 (that simulates a waitstate for each PCI access) performs only a little bit worse
than configuration 1; the difference is again less than a percent! Therefore we can conclude that
waitstates on the PCI bus also have very little effect on the performance of our system. Configuration 6
achieves the same speedup as configuration 1, but at a higher bus utilisation and a higher percentage of
bus cycles wasted on retries. Configuration 7 performs slightly worse than configuration 1, but again at
a lower bus utilisation and a lower percentage of bus cycles wasted on retries. Configuration 8
performs very bad. Of course this is caused by the extremely high rate of semaphore operations again.
Configuration 9 shows that a very low rate of semaphore operations results in a speedup factor of 1.80;
less impressive than in the system with 4 CPU's but still very nice. Finally, configuration 10 shows
that timeslicing (with a very high rate) has a negative effect on this system. If the rate of timeslicing
would be normal (10 taskswitches per second) the effect would be unnoticeable. Therefore we can
conclude that disabling timeslicing achieves better performance.

PCI
Figure 4.2: The architecture resulting from the reference task being distributed over 2 nodes.
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Table 4.2: The simulation results from the reference task distributed over 2 nodes.

confie:uration: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PCI bus:
Bus usage: 3.18% 2.74% 3.18% 2.74% 4.07% 3.25% 3.01% 13.81% 0.36% 2.68%
% retries: 14.10% 11.87% 14.10% 11.87% 14.33% 15.97% 9.23% 11.52% 14.93% 6.24%
CPU 1:
% sync: 13.88% 15.53% 13.88% 15.53% 14.03% 13.88% 13.93% 61.11% 1.59% 26.10%
CPU usage: 94.36% 94.34% 94.36% 94.34% 93.55% 94.36% 94.03% 97.46% 91.27% 98.27%
CPU 2:
% sync: 10.25% 10.47% 10.25% 10.47% 10.95% 10.26% 11.27% 47.34% 1.15% 27.08%
CPU usage: 90.78% 89.29% 90.78% 89.29% 90.51% 90.80% 91.27% 83.69% 91.02% 99.26%
avg. speedup: 1.61 1.58 1.61 1.58 1.59 1.61 1.60 0.73 1.80 1.44

4.1.3 The reference application running on 1 node

The purpose of this simulation is to determine the degradation in performance caused by the global
semaphore mechanism, compared to the (local) pSOS+ semaphore mechanism. The speedup factor of
this system is of course less than 1, because we use only one CPU and the semaphore operations are
not ideal.

The single CPU system achieved an average speedup factor of 0.88, which means that 88% of the CPU
is used effectively. If we compare this number to the speedups achieved by the multi-TriMedia
architectures from the previous sections (in the default configuration), we see that the speedup factor is
about 8% better if we only use pSOS+ semaphores.

4.1.4 Finding a good mapping of the tasks

I have used the architecture from Figure 4.2 with different task mappings to derive some rules of
thumb on how to map tasks on the available CPU's. The task mappings used during these simulations
are shown in Table 4.3:

Table 4.3: The task mappings used.

CPUl CPU 2
mappine:l: Task 1, Task 2 Task 3, Task 4
mappine: 2: Task 3, Task 4 Task 1, Task 2
mappine: 3: Task 1, Task 3 Task 2, Task 4
mappine:4: Task 2, Task 4 Task 1, Task 3
mappine: 5: Task 1, Task 4 Task 2, Task 3
mapping 6: Task 2, Task 3 Task 1, Task 4

The results from the simulation are shown in Table 4.4:
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Table 4.4: The results from the task-mapping simulations.

task mapping: 1 2 3 4 5 6
PCI bus:
Bus usage: 3.18% 3.46% 3.70% 4.19% 4.14% 4.14%
% retries: 14.10% 18.44% 18.95% 24.98% 21.36% 22.71%
CPU 1:
% sync: 13.88% 7.66% 10.02% 8.54% 9.42% 8.48%
CPU usage: 94.36% 85.91% 82.20% 81.64% 82.27% 80.69%
CPU 2:
% sync: 10.25% 16.94% 12.02% 15.57% 13.49% 13.96%
CPU usage: 90.78% 95.13% 84.21% 88.74% 86.18% 86.20%
avg. speedup: 1.61 1.56 1.44 1.46 1.46 1.44

We see that the first mapping performs the best, which can be explained by the fact that the two tasks
that perform the most semaphore operations (task I and task 2) are mapped on the administrator node.
Therefore they don't have to use PCI transfers to access the semaphore assist device on the
administrator, which saves a lot of time. If we look at mapping 2, we see that this mapping performs
worse because task 1 and task 2 are now mapped onto node 2. Thus they now have to use PCI transfers
to access the semaphore assist device on the host. If we compare the average speedup factor of
mapping 1 and 2 to the other mappings, we see that mapping 1 and 2 perform significantly better. This
can be explained by the fact that the tasks that perform the most semaphore operations with each other
(task 1 and task 2) are mapped on one node in mapping 1 and 2. Obviously, this results in a better
performance because when these tasks are mapped onto one node they can perform semaphore
operations without accessing the PCI bus (by using the pSOS+ local semaphore mechanism).

We will now derive some rules of thumb for mapping tasks on the available nodes, based on the
simulation results and common sense:
1) The total bandwidth consumed by all the tasks on a CPU must be (almost) equal for each CPU in

the system; peiform load balancing. This rule is not a result from the simulations, but of the
common sense mentioned earlier.

2) Tasks that perform a lot of semaphore operations with each other should be mapped onto the same
node; map tightly coupled tasks on the same node. As we saw earlier, this means that these tasks
can perform their semaphore operations without accessing the PCI bus, which is of course more
efficient. This rule is derived from the simulation result that mappings 1 and 2 perform
significantly better than all the other mappings.

3) Tasks that perform a lot of semaphore operations with a lot of other tasks must be mapped onto the
administrator node; synchronisation-intensive tasks must be mapped on the administrator. The
semaphore assist device of the administrator can then be accessed by these tasks without using the
PCI bus. This rule is derived from the simulation result that mapping 1 performs better than
mapping 2.
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Verification ofthe rules:

To verify the three rules of thumb, I have applied them to a more complex application consisting of 15
tasks. This application is a variation on the reference application described in section 2.4. In this case
we have taken 5 layers of tasks, see Figure 4.3. All tasks within a layer synchronise with each other at

K-lcm(xi, Xj), KEN, i:tj. All tasks within a column have the same period. For these periods I have again
used Fibonacci numbers (starting at 3). To maintain synchronisation between the layers, all tasks in the
last column additionally synchronise with each other with period 210.

Period 3 Period 5 Period 8 Period 13 Period 21

Sync. at .

lcm(xj, Xj) :

'--_./. .

Sync. at

lcm(xj, Xj) ;

'----" .

Sync. at

lcm(xj, Xj) ;

'----< .

Sync. at

lcm(xj, Xj) ;

'----" .

Sync. at

lcm(xj, Xj) ;

.. ~ -. ---.. . -. ~ ..

Sync.
at 210

Figure 4.3: The application consisting of 15 tasks.

Now I will map these 15 tasks on a system consisting of 3 CPU's using the rules of thumb. The first
rule tells us to map 15/3 = 5 tasks on each CPU. The second rule tells us to map tightly coupled tasks

on the same node. This means that task T1_1 to T1_5 must be mapped on one node, task T2_2 to T2_5

must be mapped on one node, T3_3 to T3_5 must be mapped on one node and finally that T4_4 to T4_5

must be mapped on one node. This can be achieved by mapping TIl to T1 5 on one node, T2 2 to T2 5- - --
and T5_5 on one node, and T3_3 to T3_5 and T4_4 to T4_5 on one node. Rule 3 tells us to map

synchronisation-intensive tasks on the administrator. Because the group of T1_1 to T1_5 is the most
synchronisation-intensive, this group is mapped on the administrator. The mapping of the other two
groups is of course irrelevant, because the other two nodes are equal. This results in the mapping
shown in Figure 4.4.
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CPU 1 CPU 2 CPU 3

Figure 4.4: The mapping found with the rules of thumb.

This mapping resulted in an average speedup-factor of 2.59, which means that 86% of the CPU's is
used effectively. This is almost as good as the reference application using only local semaphores! This
result can be explained by two facts:
• Our mapping results in only 16 global semaphores; all other semaphore operations are local.
• The average frequency of semaphore operations in this application is lower than the average

frequency of semaphore operations in the reference application.

In spite of the lower average frequency of semaphore operations, the result is still astonishing. It clearly
indicates that the rules of thumb have resulted in a very good mapping.
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5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1 The experiments with the Galileo 4 board

As I already mentioned in section 1, we first wanted to use a stand-alone system based upon a passive
PCI backplane and a Galileo 4 board from Galileo Technology (see Figure 5.1). A passive PCI
backplane provides several PCI-slots and a (in the case of the Galileo system programmable) PC1
arbiter. It is called passive because it doesn't contain a host CPU, which must therefore be provided on
a board in one of the PCI slots. Of course this board also has to contain a host-to-PCI bridge. Both the
Galileo 4 and the TriMedia lREF board meet these requirements. This means that we could eventually
eliminate the Galileo 4 board, and use only the passive PCI backplane and a number of lREF boards.
The reason for choosing such a setup was that it would not only prove that the TriMedia can be used in
a multi-processor system, but also that such a multi-TriMedia system can even be stand-alone. The
Galileo 4 board was chosen because a pSOS+ board support package for this board was already
available within Philips, which led us to believe that we could make a fast start with this setup.

Figure 5.1: The passive PCI-backplane (lower left) and the Galileo 4 board (upper right).

To download programs and data to the board, we first had to get the pSOS+ board support package up
and running, so that we could use the existing pNA+ drivers to communicate via the network. We
initially used the Galileo 4 board for this task because no network drivers were available yet for the
TriMedia. Unfortunately however, the pSOS+ ROM that we had created from the board support
package didn't function correctly. Therefore we began searching for the cause of this problem, which
initiated a chain of experiments:

1) We started off by stripping out all the pNA+ drivers and disabling the FLASH routines and the PCI
setup routines. Then we made a new ROM, containing this stripped pSOS+/pROBE+ version.
Because the pNA+ interface had been stripped, we now had to use the serial interface on the
Galileo 4 board to enter commands in the pROBE shell. Equipped with this stripped version of the
pSOS+ ROM, the board did come up.
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2) After checking the FLASH and PCI routines of the pSOS+ kernel code, we tried a ROM version
with only pNA+ disabled and all other pSOS+ components enabled again. With this new ROM
version the board didn't come up though.

3) Because we couldn't find the cause of the problem, we contacted the developer of the pSOS+ board
support package for the Galileo 4 board (Antonie van Woerdekom from Philips Consumer
Electronics, Eindhoven) and went there with our board. As it turned out, our board was identical to
theirs, with only one exception: our board contained a newer version of the Galileo GT-640 I 0
controller chip, the GT-64010A. After requesting information about the differences between the
two chip versions from Galileo Technology, we received a document which stated that the only
difference between the chips that was relevant to software was the bug-fix of the internal PCI
Configuration register (the original version of the chip shifted values written to this register two
places to the right, so the software had to shift the values written to this register two places to the
left to work around the bug). Removing the software work around for this bug did not solve the
problem either.

4) Because we had heard about some Galileo 4 boards crashing with particular sorts of SIMMs we
then tried using different SIMMs and different amounts of memory.

In spite of all this effort, we didn't succeed in solving the problem. The problem during our debugging
process was of course that the code which caused the failure was ROM code, so that we couldn't use a
debugger to trace the code until the problem occurred. To make things even harder, we couldn't let the
board generate messages to let us know how far it came, because as soon as we added the required
code, the ROM would crash immediately (before any message could have been displayed). We also
noticed that when we included some additional code that was not even called, the board would crash.
This made us suspect that there was some kind of memory mapping problem on the board.

Because ultimately we had no more ideas about the possible solution to the problem and we didn't
want to spend any more time on it, we decided to abandon the Galileo system entirely and use a PC for
our reference design instead.

5.2 Running tasks on multiple IREF boards

To test whether our Software Developers Kit (SDK) already supports multiple IREF boards in one
system, I have written a program that is based on the SDK example program tipc (see Appendix C.l).
This program uses the TriMedia Manager (tmman) API to download and start programs on a TriMedia
lREF board from a program that is running on the host Pc. To test whether two programs can be
running on two different IREF boards at the same time, I wrote two simple TriMedia programs (see
Appendix C.2). One of these programs fills the upper half of the PC screen black by writing into the
videomemory of the SVGA card, and the other one fills the lower half of the PC screen black. On the

-host I wrote a program to download these two programs on two different lREF boards and then start
them. If it would work, the entire screen would of course be painted black.

At our first attempt, only the upper half of the screen was painted black. In the console window of the
second board a CRTC I/O initialisation error appeared. (A console window is generated by the tmcons
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API to show output from printf statements on the TriMedia board). Apparently the current drivers
support only one console window at the same time. Therefore I set a flag in the TMCons structure to
suppress the console windows (this version of the source is listed in Appendix C.l). Unfortunately, this
attempt also failed; now none of the programs were started anymore. Thus it seems that a console
window is required to start a program on a TriMedia board, but only one console window may be open
at the same time. Therefore we have concluded that the current version of the TriMedia SDK does not
support programs running on more than one TriMedia board at the same time.

5.3 Testing the communication scheme on one IREF board

Since we still do not have the right host software to run programs on multiple TriMedia boards
simultaneously (see previous section), I decided to make a test-program that would test the
communication scheme on a single lREF board. Of course this experiment can not prove that the
communication mechanism will work on a real multi TriMedia system, but at least it can prove that a
lot of things work correctly. For example, the interrupt scheme that is used to restart a blocked task, the
7 bit process ID administration, the global queue mechanism and the XMMIO macro used to access
MMIO locations on any lREF board can already be tested.

To test the communication scheme thoroughly, it is important that we also
test the 'difficult' cases:
• semaphore blockings,
• sending messages to a queue that is already full.

The testprogram (see Appendix A.2) is based on two tasks, that will be
started with the proc_start procedure (see section 3.1.l). First, these two
tasks will perform 10 synchronisation operations using two binary
semaphores (see Figure 5.2). During every synchronisation, task 1 will
perform a smg_v operation on seml_2 and a smgy operation on sem2_1.
Task 2 will do the opposite: performing a smg_v on sem2_1 and a smgy on
seml_2.

Figure 5.2: Synchronising
Task 1 and Task 2.

Next, task 1 will perform 6 smg_v operations on sem3 and task 2 will perform 6 smg_p operations on
sem3. The limit of sem3 is set to 2, so these 'bursts' of semaphore operations will definitely cause
blockings.

Finally, task 1 will send 4 normal messages and one urgent message to task 2 using a global message
queue of size 3. Each time when the send procedure returns a ERR_QGFULL error, task 1 performs a
DISPATCH and tries to send the message again when it is rescheduled. Task 2 will receive 5
messages, and print the result to the console window. After this task 1 and task 2 will delete
themselves, so the program has to be stopped by the user.

The result of this experiment was that (after some debugging) the testprogram ran without problems;
none of the semaphore operations caused a deadlock and all messages were received correctly and in
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the right order. Thus we can conclude that the parts of the communication mechanism that we can
already test work correctly!
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6. CONCLUSIONSIRECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

The semaphore mechanism has been derived using formal methods, which ensures that it is reliable.
The fact that no deadlocks occurred during any of the simulations supports this assertion. I have also
used the simulation program to get an indication of the overhead caused by the communication
mechanism. Using global semaphores decreases the performance by about 8% compared to a system
with only local pSOS+ semaphores. The simulation-results also indicate that the arbitration protocol
and waitstates on the PCI bus have only a very small effect on the performance of the system, which is
fortunate because these are parameters that we can't control in our reference design. We also saw that
disabling timeslicing increases the performance. The simulation program has also been used to derive
and verify some rules of thumb for finding a good distribution of tasks over the available CPU's:
1) Perform load balancing.
2) Map tightly coupled tasks on the same node.
3) Synchronisation-intensive tasks must be mapped on the administrator.

From the experiment where we let a testprogram for the communication mechanism run on one
TriMedia IREF board, we can conclude that the most important components of this mechanism
function correctly. Only a very few minor modifications have to be made to the sources to test the
communication mechanism on multiple TriMedia IREF boards. Unfortunately, we didn't get the
chance to perform this test though, because we still don't have the Windows 95 drivers required to run
tasks on several TriMedia IREF boards at the same time. I estimate that as soon as these drivers are
available, the system can be up and running within a week.

6.2 Recommendations

If a next version of the TriMedia chip implements the PCI LOCK#-signal, we can improve the
performance of the mechanism because then we would no longer need to access the PCI-bus to claim
the Semaphore Assist Device; in stead we could lock the administrator during semaphore operations.

Before any more progress can be made with the current hardware, we have to be able to run tasks on
several IREF boards at the same time. If the Windows 95 drivers required for this become available,
then the first thing to do is split up the test-program in two root programs so that the two tasks will run
on different lREF boards. The host program will have to be updated so that it determines the SDRAM
base addresses and MMIO base addresses of each lREF board and writes these addresses in the
corresponding tables of each IREF board (so that each lREF board can access global variables on each
other IREF board) before starting the programs on the lREF boards. If the test-program runs correctly
on a multi TriMedia system, we can start creating a real life application that requires more than one
TriMedia, like an MPEG2 encoder. Unfortunately I didn't get the chance to do this during my
graduation project, and was forced to run simulations instead.
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APPENDIX A: THE TESTPROGRAM

A.I: Makefile

####################################################################
# This makefile is based upon the standard pSOS+ makefile skeleton
# included with the TCS1.lf release. It has been edited to create
# the target multi-tm.out, which is a test program for the multi-
# TriMedia communication mechanism.
#
# (c) 1997, Philips Semiconductors Systems Laboratory Eindhoven
# Author: Patrick Meuwissen, Eindhoven University of Technology
####################################################################

####################################################################
# Application objects
####################################################################

OBJECTS= \
$(OBJDIR)/root.o \
$(OBJDIR)/drv_conf.o \
$(OBJDIR}/id_queues.o \
$(OBJDIR)/sema4s.o \
$(OBJDIR)/global_queues.o \
$(OBJDIR)/uncached.o

####################################################################
# Endianness
####################################################################

ENDIAN el
#ENDIAN = eb

####################################################################
# Targets which are supported:
####################################################################

#TARGET = tmsim
TARGET = Win95

####################################################################
# Dynamic linking enabled:
####################################################################

DYNAMIC = nodynamic
#DYNAMIC = dynamic

####################################################################
# installation directory
####################################################################

PSOS_SYSTEM = $(TCS)/OS/pSOS/pSOSystem

####################################################################
# desired name of application
####################################################################

APPLICATION = multi-tm.out

APPLICATION_sun $ (APPLICATION)
APPLICATION_target = $ (APPLICATION)

#APPLICATION_sun $ (APPLICATION)_sun
#APPLICATION_target = $ (APPLICATION)_$(TARGET)_$(ENDIAN)
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####################################################################
# Machines which are supported. This option allows
# selection between native TM1- and native SunOS code
# generation. Only useful when there is a native SunOS
# version of pSOS available:
####################################################################

#MACHINE sun
MACHINE target

####################################################################
# Used C compiler
####################################################################

CC = $ (CC_$ (MACHINE)

CC_sun acc -DACC
CC_target = tmcc -$(ENDIAN) -target $ (TARGET)

####################################################################
# kernel object to be linked:
####################################################################

PSOS_OBJECT_sun = $(PSOS_SYSTEM)/sys/os/psos_sun.o/*.o
PSOS_OBJECT_target = $(PSOS_OBJECT_target_$(DYNAMIC»

PSOS_OBJECT_target_nodynamic= $(PSOS_SYSTEM)/sys/os/psos_tm_$(ENDIAN).o
PSOS_OBJECT_target_dynamic = $ (PSOS_SYSTEM)/sys/os/psos_tm_$(ENDIAN) .dll

PSOS_LINK_sun = $ (PSOS_OBJECT)
PSOS_LINK_target = $(PSOS_LINK_target_$(DYNAMIC»

PSOS_LINK_target_nodynamic $ (PSOS_OBJECT)
PSOS_LINK_target_dynamic = -bembed $ (PSOS_OBJECT)

####################################################################
# PSOS_CONFIG
####################################################################

PSOS_CONFIG_sun PSOS_CONFIG_sun
PSOS_CONFIG_target = PSOS_CONFIG_$(TARGET)_$(ENDIAN)

.$(PSOS_CONFIG): sys_conf.h
@ rm -rf $ (PSOS_CONFIG)
@ touch .$(PSOS_CONFIG)
@ mkdir $ (PSOS_CONFIG)
@ cd $(PSOS_CONFIG); \

make -f $(PSOS_SYSTEM)/configs/Makefile \
PSOS_SYSTEM="$(PSOS_SYSTEM)" \
CC="$(CC)" \
APPDIR=" 'pwd' / .. " CFLAGS=" $ (CFLAGS) " ;

####################################################################
# OBJDIR
####################################################################

OBJDIR= $(OBJDIR_${MACHINE»

OBJDIR_sun OBJDIR_sun
OBJDIR_target = OBJDIR_${TARGET)_$(ENDIAN)
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· $ (OBJDIR) :
@ rm -rf $ (OBJDIR)
@ touch .$ (OBJDIR)
@ mkdir $ (OBJDIR)

####################################################################
# C compilation
####################################################################

CINCS -1. \
-I$(PSOS_SYSTEM}/include \
-I$(PSOS_SYSTEM)/configs

$ (OBJDIR)/%o: %c
@ echo "Compiling $(*)c"
@ $(CC) $ (CFLAGS) $ (CINCS) -c $(*)c -0 $@

default: $(APPLICATION_$(MACHINE))

####################################################################
# Multi TriMedia specific C compilation
####################################################################

$ (OBJDIR)/uncached.o: uncached.c
@ echo "Compiling uncached.c"
@ $(CCl -c $ (CFLAGS) $ (CINCS) uncached.c -0 $(OBJDIR)/uncached.o
@ echo "Relocating to uncached memory region ... "
@ tmld $ (OBJDIR)/uncached.o -0 $(OBJDIR)/uncached.o \

-sectionrename data=uncached -sectionproperty data=uncached

$ (OBJDIR)/global_queues.o: $ (OBJDIR)/sema4s.0 global_queues.c global_queues.h
@ echo "Compiling global_queues.c"
@ $(CC) -c $ (CFLAGS) $ (CINCS) global_queues.c \

-0 $(OBJDIR)/global_queues.o

$ (OBJDIR)/sema4s.0: $(OBJDIR)/id_queues.o ids.h sema4s.c sema4s.h
@ echo "Compiling sema4s.c"
@ $(CC) -c $ (CFLAGS) $ (CINCS) sema4s.c \

-0 $ (OBJDIR)/sema4s.0

$ (OBJDIR)/id_queues.o: id_queues.c id_queues.h
@ echo "Compiling id_queues.c"
@ $(CC) $ (CFLAGS) $ (CINCS) -c id_queues.c -0 $(OBJDIR)/id_queues.o

####################################################################
# Application building
####################################################################

$(APPLICATION_$(MACHINE) : .$ (PSOS_CONFIG) .$ (OBJDIR) $ (OBJECTS) \
Makefile

@ echo "Linking $(APPLICATION_$(MACHINE)"
@ $(CC) $ (LDFLAGS) $ (CFLAGS) \

$ (OBJECTS) $ (PSOS_LINK) $(PSOS_CONFIG)/*.o \
-0 $(APPLICATION_$(MACHINE))

####################################################################
# default target, and cleanup
####################################################################

clean :; rm -rf *.0 *.a *% *- *.out \
$ (APPLICATION) * \
.PSOS_CONFIG* PSOS CONFIG* \
.OBJDIR* OBJDIR*
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A.2: root.c

#include "sema4s.h"
#include "global_queues.h"

#include "sys_conf.h"
#include "stdio.h"
lIinclude "HAL.h"
#include <tmlib/dprintf.h>
#include <tmlib/tmtypes.h>
lIinclude <tml/mmio.h>
#include <psos.h>
#include <probe.h>

/* Global variables: */
UIntS thisnode = I,
UIntS taskl, task2,

enum
enum

seml_2, sem2_1, sem3 };
queue1 },

/* Semaphore ID's */
/* Queue ID */

void task_l() {
unsigned i;
UInt32 Messagel[4]
UInt32 Message2[4]
UInt32 Message3[4]
UInt32 Message4[4]
UInt32 Message5[4]

Oxllllllll, Oxllllllll, Oxllllllll, Oxlllllill },
Ox22222222, Ox22222222, Ox22222222, Ox22222222 },
Ox33333333, Ox33333333, Ox33333333, Ox33333333 };
Ox44444444, Ox44444444, Ox44444444, Ox44444444 },
Ox55555555, Ox55555555, Ox55555555, Ox55555555 },

for (i=l, i<=10, i++) {
smg_v(seml_2, taskl),
smg-p(sem2_1, taskl),
printf("Task 1 performed set %u of semaphore operations!\n" , i),

tm_wkafter (10) ,
printf("Task 1 starting smg_v's on sem3\n"),
smg_v(sem3, taskl),
smg_v(sem3, taskl),
smg_v(sem3, taskl),
smg_v(sem3, taskl),
smg_v(sem3, taskl),
smg_v(sem3, taskl),
printf("Task 1 finished smg_v's on sem3\n"),

/*tm_wkafter(lO),*/
printf("Task 1 starting to send messages!\n"),

DP ( ("Task 1 sending message 1 to task 2. \n") ),
while (qg_send (queuel , Messagel, taskl)) DISPATCH;
DP ( ("Message 1 sent by task 1 \n") ),

DP ( ("Task 1 sending message 2 to task 2. \n") };
while (qg_send(queuel, Message2, taskl) DISPATCH,
DP ( ("Message 2 sent by task 1 \n") ),

DP ( ("Task 1 sending message 3 to task 2. \n") ),
while (qg_send (queuel , Message3, taskl}) DISPATCH,
DP ( ("Message 3 sent by task 1 \n") ),

DP ( (" Task 1 sending message 4 to task 2. \n") ),
while (qg_send(queuel, Message4, taskl)} DISPATCH,
DP ( ("Message 4 sent by task 1 \n") ),

DP ( ("Task 1 sending message 5 urgently to task 2. \n") ),
while (qg_urgent(queuel, Message5, taskl)} DISPATCH,
DP ( ("Message 5 sent urgently by task 1 \n") },

printf("Task 1 self-destruct\n"},
t_delete(O) ,
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void task_2() [
unsigned i, j;
UInt32 Message[4];

for (i=l; i<=lO; i++) [
smg_v{sem2_1, task2);
smg-p{seml_2, task2};
printf {"Task 2 performed set %u of semaphore operations! \n", i};

tm_wkafter(lO) ;
printf("Task 2 starting smg-p's on sem3\n"};
smg-p(sem3, task2};
smg-p{sem3, task2};
smg-p{sem3, task2);
smg-p(sem3, task2);
smg-p(sem3, task2);
smg-p{sem3, task2};
printf("Task 2 finished smg-p's on sem3\n"};

tm_wkafter(lO) ;
for (i=O; i<5; i++) [

qg_receive(queuel, Message, task2};
printf ("Message from taskl received by task 2: \n") ;
for (j=O; j<4; j++) printf("%.8Xh ", Message[j]);
printf (" \n") ;

}
printf("Task 2 self-destruct\n");
t_delete(O);

void root (void) [
void *dummy;
ULONG ioretval;

DPmode(DP_PERSIST);
DPsize(8192};

/*
* Start the pSOS system timer. This is almost
* always necessary, since otherwise it is not
* possible to use timed events and timeslicing,
* or the system clock:
*/
de_init(DEV_TIMER, 0, &ioretval, &dummy);

/*
* Install the Interrupt handler required for
* the global semaphore mechanism:
*/
install_handler() ;

MMIOBase[0]=(UInt32 *)MMIO(MMIO_BASE};
SDRAMBase[0]=(UInt32 *)MMIO(DRAM_BASE};

printf ("Hello, world\n");

smg_init(seml_2, 0, l};
smg_init(sem2_1, 0, 1);
smg_init(sem3, 0, 2);
qg_init(queuel, 3);

proc_start(task_l, &taskl};
proc_start{task_2, &task2);

printf{"Goodbye, world\n");
t_suspend (OL) ;
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A.3: conflg.h

#ifndef _CONFIG_H
#define _CONFIG_H

#include "HAL.h"
#include <tml/mmio.h>
#include <tmlib/tmtypes.h>
#include <psos.h>

#define MAX_NUM_NODES 31
#define MAX_NUM_TASKS 128
#define n_adm 1

#define NORM_PRIO 100
#define HIGH_PRIO 150

#define sema4s_num 1024
#define SEMA4_INT HAL_INT_29
#define EV_SEM 1«15
#define ID_QUEUE_SIZE 256

#define ERR_QGFULL Ox35
#define qg_num 256
#define qg_size 64

#endif

A.4: uncached.c

#include "config.h'
#include "sema4s.h'
#include "id_queues.h"
#include "global_queues.h"

/*

/* Headerfile of the Hardware Abstraction Layer */
/* This file contains the offsets of the TMl MMIO regs */
/* This file contains some common TriMedia typedefs */
/* pSOS+ header file */

/* Determines the maximum number of nodes in our system */
/* Determines the maximum number of tasks in our system */
/* Define which node is the administrator */

/* Defines the normal priority of a process */
/* Defines the high priority used during blocking */

/* The number of global semaphores */
/* Use software INT 29 for semaphore operations */
/* Use the last user definable event flag for semaphores */
/* Define the size of the id queues */

/* Global queue full error code */
/* The number of global message queues */
/* The size of the global message queues */

This file contains all the variables that must
be located in the uncached memory region:

*/

UInt32 *MMIOBase[MAX_NUM_NODES] = {NULL};
UInt32 *SDRAMBase[MAX_NUM_NODES] = {NULL};
struct _queue qg[qg_num] = {O, 0, {OJ};
struct _id_queue cr-V[total_sems] {O, 0, {OJ};
struct _id_queue cr-P[total_semsl = {O, 0, {OJ};
UInt32 PROCID = 0;
UInt32 sema4[total_semsl = {OJ;
UInt32 sema41imit[total_sems] = {OJ;

A.5: ids.h

#ifndef
#define

#include <stdio.h>
#include <tmlib/tmtypes.h>

UInt8 proc_start(void(*start_addr) (), UInt8 *procId) {
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static UIntS numTasks=O,
UInt32 pSOS_ID;

*procId=numTasks,
t_create( "none",

NORM_PRIO,
10000,
10000,
0,
&pSOS_ID

) ,
pSOS_IDs[numTasks] = pSOS_ID,
numTasks++,
printf("Started task %u, with pSOS ID %u\n", numTasks, pSOS_ID),
t_start(pSOS_ID, T_PREEMPT T_NOTSLICE I T_NOASR I T_ISR, start_addr, a ),

UInt16 fullid(UIntS NodeID, UIntS ProcID)
return ((NodeID « 7) I ProcID);

UIntS nodeid(UInt16 FullID) {
return ((FullID» 7) & OxlF);

UIntS procid(UInt16 FullID)
return (FullID & Ox7F);

#endif

A.6: sema4s.h

#include "config.h"
#include "id_queues.h"
#include <tml/mmio.h>

#include <tmlib/tmtypes.h>
extern UIntS thisnode;

extern UInt32 *MMIOBaselMAX_NUM_NODES],
extern UInt32 *SDRAMBase[MAX_NUM_NODES],

/* Must be declared in root.c! */

#define DISPATCH tm_wkafter(O)
#define total_sems sema4s_num+2*qg_num
#define XMMIO(NODE_ID, OFFS) *(MMIOBase[NODE_ID-l]+(OFFS»2»
#define XSDRAM32 (NODE_ID, Ptr) *(Ptr+(((UInt32)SDRAMBase[NODE_ID-l]-(UInt32)SDRAMBase[thisnode-1]»>2))
#define XSDRAM16(NODE_ID, Ptr) *(Ptr+(((UInt32)SDRAMBase[NODE_ID-1]-(UInt32)SDRAMBase[thisnode-1]»>1))

void install_handler();
void smg_init(UInt32 SMgid, UInt32 value, UInt32 limit),
void smg-p(UInt32 SMgid, UIntS processId),
void smg_v(UInt32 SMgid, UIntS processId),

A.7: sema4s.c

#include "sema4s.h"
#include "ids.h"
#include <tmlib/dprintf.h>

extern struct _id_queue ~V[total_sems];

extern struct _id_queue ~P[total_sems];

extern UInt32 PROCID,
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extern UInt32 sema4[total_sems];
extern UInt32 sema41imitltotal_sems];

#define CRIT_ENTER(FULL_ID)
XMMIO(n_adm, SEM) = FULL_ID;
while (XMMIO(n_adm, SEM) != FULL_ID)

DISPATCH;
XMMIO(n_adm, SEM) = FULL_ID;

} ;

#define CRIT RETURN \
XMMIO(n_adm, SEM) 0;

#define PCRIT_ENTER(NODE_ID, FULL_ID)
XMMIO(NODE_ID, SEM) = FULL_ID;
while (XMMIO(NODE_ID, SEM) != FULL_ID)

DISPATCH;
XMMIO(NODE_ID, SEM) = FULL_ID;

#define PCRIT_RETURN(NODE_ID) \
XMMIO(NODE_ID, SEM) = 0;

#define SIGNAL (NODE_ID, PROC_ID) \
XSDRAM32 (NODE_ID, &PROCID) = PROC_ID;
XMMIO(NODE_ID, IPENDING) = (1 « SEMA4_INT);

/* INT routine: */

void ISR_Handler(void)
#pragma TCS_handler

ienter();
DP ( (" ISR handler called!!! \n") );
ev_send(pSOSid(PROCID), EV_SEM);
PCRIT_RETURN(thisnode);
ireturn();

void install_handler() {
static int installed=FALSE;

/* !!! Must become local !!! */

\
/* Try to claim SEMAD using fullid */ \

/* Attempt successful??? */ \
/* Dispatch until SEMAD claimed */ \

/* Try again ... */ \

/* Release SEMAD */

\
\
\
\
\

/* write process ID */ \
/* Generate software interrupt on node n_id */

/* PROCID is always local in this case */

if (! installed) {
if (HAL_alloc_interrupt(SEMA4_INT) != HAL_No_Error) {

printf("Error: could not allocate INT_%d vector!\n", SEMA4_INT);
-psos_exi t (1) ;

}

/* Install handler for SEMA4_INT, priority=l, edge triggered */
HAL_instal I_handler (SEMA4_INT, HAL_PRIO_l, 0, ISR_Handler);
installed=True;

void smg_init(UInt32 SMgid, UInt32 value, UInt32 limit) {
XSDRAM32 (n_adm, &sema4[SMgid]) = value;
XSDRAM32 (n_adm, &sema41imit[SMgid]) = limit;
id~init(~V+SMgid);

id~init(~P+SMgid);

void smg-p(UInt32 SMgid, UInt8 processId)
UInt32 semaphore, events_r, OLD_PRIO;
UInt32 p_id;
UIntl6 f_id;
UInt8 n_id;

CRIT_ENTER(fullid(thisnode, processId»;
semaphore = XSDRAM32 (n_adm, &sema4[SMgid]);
if (semaphore == 0) {
put(~P+SMgid, fullid(thisnode,processId»;
CRIT_RETURN;
DP ( ("Blocking on a sem-p, task ID: ") );
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semaphore;

if (processId == 0) DP ( ("O\n") );
else if (processId == 1) DP ( ("l\n") );
else DP ( ("UNK\n") );
t_setpri(O, HIGH_PRIO, &OLD_PRIO);
ev_receive(EV_SEM, EV_WAIT, 0, &events_r);
t_setpri(O, NORM_PRIO, &OLD_PRIO);
return;

}
else {

if (size(~V+SMgid) == 0) {
semaphore-- ;
XSDRAM32 (n_adrn, &sema4[SMgid])
CRIT_RETURN;
DP ( ("Successful sem.-1J performed by task
if (processId == 0) DP ( ("O\n") );
else if (processId == 1) DP ( (" 1 \n") );
else DP ( ("UNK\n") );
return;

/* Give this task temporarily a higher priority */
/* Block the process until SEM event received ... */

/* Restore the normal priority */

/* Yes, smg.-1J operation may be performed! */
/* Are any smg_v operations blocked on this sema4? */

/* Update sema4 */

with ID ") );

}
else {

f_id get(~V+SMgid);

n_id nodeid(f_id);
p_id procid(f_id);
CRIT RETURN;
PCRIT_ENTER(n_id, f_id);
SIGNAL (n_id, p_id);
DP ( ("Unblocked task with ID ") );
if (p_id == 0) DP ( ("0") );
else if (p_id == 1) DP ( ("1") );
else DP ( ("UNK") );
DP ( (" using sem_p\n") );
return;

void smg_v(UInt32 SMgid, UIntS processId)
UInt32 semaphore, events_r, OLD_PRIO;
UInt32 p_id;
UInt16 f_id;
UIntS n_id;

/* Give this task temporarily a higher priority */
/* Block the process until SEM event received ... */

CRIT_ENTER(fullid{thisnode, processId»;
semaphore = XSDRAM32 (n_adrn, &sema4[SMgid]);
if (semaphore == XSDRAM32 (n_adrn, &sema4limit[SMgid]» {
put(~V+SMgid, fullid(thisnode,processId»; /* Add
CRIT_RETURN;
DP ( ("Blocking on a sem_v, task ID: ") );
if (processId == 0) DP ( ("O\n") );
else if (processId == 1) DP ( (" 1 \n") );
else DP ( ("UNK\n") );
t_setpri(O, HIGH_PRIO, &OLD_PRIO);
ev_receive(EV_SEM, EV_WAIT, 0, &events_r);
t_setpri(O, NORM_PRIO, &OLD_PRIO);
return;

/* May smg_v operation be performed? */
full ID of the current process to queue */

semaphore;

}

else {
if (size(~P+SMgid) == 0) {

semaphore++;
XSDRAM32 (n_adrn, &sema4[SMgid})
CRIT_RETURN;
DP ( ("Successful sem_v performed by task
if (processId == 0) DP ( ("O\n") );
else if (processId == 1) DP ( ("l\n") );
else DP ( ("UNK\n") );
return;

}
else {

f_id get(~P+SMgid);

n_id nodeid{f_id) ;
p_id procid(f_id);
CRIT_RETURN;
PCRIT_ENTER(n_id, f_id);
SIGNAL (n_id, p_id);
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DP ( ("Unblocked task with ID ") );
if (p_id== 0) DP «"0"»;
else if (p_id == 1) DP ( (" 1 ") );
else DP ( ("UNK") );
DP ( (" using sem_v\n") );
return;

A.8: id_queues.h

#ifndef _lD_QUEUES_H
#define _lD_QUEUES_H

#include "config.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <tmlib/tmtypes.h>

typedef struct _id_queue
Ulnt16 head;
Ulnt16 tail;
Ulnt16 buffer [lD_QUEUE_SlZE] ;
*lD_Queue;

void put (lD_Queue iq, Ulnt16 value);
Ulnt16 get(lD_Queue iq);
Ulnt16 size(lD_Queue iq);

#endif

A.9: id_queues.c

#include "id_queues.h"
#include "sema4s.h"

void id~init(lD_Queue iq) (
XSDRAM16(n_adm, &iq->head) = XSDRAM16(n_adm, &iq->tail) 0;

inline void put (lD_Queue iq, Ulnt16 value)
Ulnt16 head;

head = XS DRAM1 6 (n_adm, &iq->head);
XSDRAM16(n_adm, &iq->buffer[head++])
if (head >= lD_QUEUE_SlZE) head = 0;
XSDRAM16(n_adm, &iq->head) = head;

inline Ulnt16 get(lD_Queue iq) (
Ulnt16 temp, tail;

value;
/* 1 PCl Read */
/* 1 PCl Write */

/* 1 PCl Write */

tail = XSDRAM16 (n_adm, &iq->tail);
temp=XSDRAM16 (n_adm, &iq->buffer[tail++]);
if (tail >= lD_QUEUE_SlZE) tail = 0;
XSDRAM16 (n_adm, &iq->tail) = tail;
return temp;

inline Ulnt16 size(lD_Queue iq) (
lnt temp;

/* 1 PCl Read */
/* 1 PCl Read */

/* 1 PCl Write */

temp = XSDRAM16(n_adm, &iq->head) - XSDRAM16 (n_adm, &iq->tail); /* 2 PCl Reads */
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if (temp < 0) temp += ID_QUEUE_SIZE;
return (UInt16) temp;

A.10: globaCqueues.h

#ifndef _GLOBAL_QUEUES_H
#define _GLOBAL_QUEUES_H

#include "config.h"
#include "sema4s.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <tm1/mmio.h>
#include <ops/custom_defs.h>
#include <tmlib/tmtypes.h>

extern UInt32 *MMIOBase[MAX_NUM_NODES];
extern UInt32 *SDRAMBase[MAX_NUM_NODES];
extern void smg_init(UInt32 SMgid, UInt32 value, UInt32 limit);
extern void smg-p(UInt32 SMgid, UInt8 processId);
extern void smg_v(UInt32 SMgid, UInt8 processId);

typedef struct _queue {
UInt32 head;
UInt32 tail;
UInt32 buffer [qg_size] [4];
*Queue;

extern struct _queue qg[qg_num];

void qg_init(UInt32 Qgid, UInt32 qgSize);
unsigned long qg_send(UInt32 Qgid, UInt32 message[4] , UInt8 processId);
unsigned long qg_urgent(UInt32 Qgid, UInt32 message[4] , UIntS processId);
void qg_receive(UInt32 Qgid, UInt32 message[4l, UIntS processId);

#endif

A.ll: global_queues.c

#include "global_queues.h"

#define number_of_queueing-portions(Qgid) sema4s_num+Qgid
#define buffer_manipulation(Qgid} sema4s_num+qg_num+Qgid

extern struct _queue qg[qg_num];
extern UInt32 sema4[total_sems];
extern UInt32 sema4limit[total_sems];

void qg_init(UInt32 Qgid, UInt32 qgSize}
Queue q;

if (qgSize > qg_size) {
printf("Error: increase qg_size to %ul!!!\n", qgSize);
-psos_exit(l) ;

}

q = &XSDRAM32 (n_adm, &qg[Qgid]);
q->head = q->tail = 0;
smg_init(number_of_queueing-portions(Qgid), 0, qgSize);
smg_init(buffer_manipulation(Qgid), 1, I};

unsigned long qg_send(UInt32 Qgid, UInt32 message[4] , UInt8 processId) {
Queue q;
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Int index;
unsigned long returnValue;

q = &XSDRAM32 (n_adm, &qg[Qgid]);
smg-p(buffer_manipulation(Qgid), processId);
if (XSDRAM32 (n_adm, &sema4[number_of_queueing-portions(Qgid)])

XSDRAM32 (n_adm, &sema4limit[number_of_queueing-portions(Qgid)]»
smg_v (buffer_manipulation (Qgid) , processId);
returnValue = ERR_QGFULL;
return returnValue;

}
index = q->head++;
q->buffer[index] [0] message[O];
q->buffer[index] [1) message[l];
q->buffer[index] [2] message[2];
q->buffer[index] [3] message[3];
if (q->head >= qg_size) q->head = 0;
smg_v(buffer_manipu1ation(Qgid), processId);
smg_v(number_of_queueing-portions(Qgid), processId);
return 0;

unsigned long qg_urgent(UInt32 Qgid, UInt32 message[4] , UInt8 processId} {
Queue q;
Int index;
unsigned long returnValue;

q = &XSDRAM32 (n_adm, &qg[Qgid]l;
smg-p(buffer_manipu1ation(Qgid), processId);
if (sema4[number_of_queueing-portions(Qgid)]

sema41imit[number_of_queueing-portions(Qgid)])
smg_v(buffer_manipulation(Qgid), processId);
returnVa1ue = ERR_QGFULL;
return returnValue;

}

if (((Int)--q->tai1) < 0) q->tai1 qg_size-1;
index = q->tai1;
q->buffer[index] [0] message[O];
q->buffer[index] [1] message[l];
q->buffer[index] [2J message[2];
q->buffer[index] [3] message[3];
smg_v(buffer_manipu1ation(Qgid), processId);
smg_v(number_of_queueing-portions(Qgid), processId);
return 0;

void qg_receive(UInt32 Qgid, UInt32 message[4] , UInt8 processId) {
Queue q;
Int index;

q = &XSDRAM32 (n_adm, &qg[Qgid]);
smg-p(number_of_queueing-portions(Qgid), processId);
smg-p (buffer_manipulation (Qgidl , processId);
index = q->tail++;
message[O] q->buffer[index] [0];
message[ll q->buffer[index] [1];
message [2] q->buffer[index] [2];
message [3] q->buffer[index] [3];
if (q->tai1 >= qg_size) q->tai1 = 0;
smg_v(buffer_manipulation (Qgid), processId);
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APPENDIX B: THE SIMULATION PROGRAM

B.1: sim.h

#ifndef SIM_H
#define SIM_H

#de fine NDEBUG

#include <iostream.h>
#include <assert.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include "config.h"

typedef unsigned long uns32;
typedef unsigned int uns16;
typedef unsigned char uns8;

#define FALSE 0
#define TRUE !FALSE

II Used to disable assert tests and debug code

typedef enum roundrobin, fixed } arbPolicy;

typedef struct {
char *semName;
uns16 period;
SyncPoint;

template <class T>
class List {

private:
class ListElem {

T *Elem;
ListElem *next;

II contains the semaphore identification name
II Must be a multiple of the task period!

ListElem(T& Elem, ListElem *next=NULL) {
ListElem::Elem=&Elem;
ListElem::next=next;

friend class List;
} ;

public:
List ();
1* The default constructor *1

-List ();
1* The destructor *1

void addFront(T& e);
1* Adds element e to the front of the list. *1

void add(T& e);
1* Adds element e to the back of the list. *1

T& remove(unsigned i=l);
1* Returns the element i (the first element being 1, not 0) of the

list, and also removes it from the list. Assumes that there are
at least i elements in the list! The default value for i is 1.

*1

T& peek(unsigned i=l) const;
1* Returns element i (the first element being element 1, not 0) of

the list, without removing it from the list. Assumes that there
are at least i elements in the list! The default value for i is
1.

*1
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unsigned size() const { return numElems; }
/* Returns the size of the list (ie. the number of objects in the

list) .
*/

private:
unsigned numElems;
ListElem *front, *back;

} ;

template <class T>
List<T>: : List () {

numElems=O;
front=back=NULL;

template <class T>
List<T>: : -List () {

while(size(») remove();

template <class T>
void List<T>::addFront(T& e) {

front=new ListElem(e,front);
if(lnumElems) back=front;
numElems++;

template <class T>
void List<T>::add(T& e) {

if (!numElems) addFront(e);
else {

back=back->next=new ListElem(e);
numElems++;

template <class T>
T& List<T>::remove(unsigned i=l)

ListElem *elem_i, *pred=front;
T *e;
unsigned j;

assert(i>O && i<=numElems);
numElems--;
if (i==l) {

elem_i=front;
front=front->next;
if (!numElems) front=back=NULL;

}
else {

for (j=l; j<i-l; j++) pred=pred->next;
elem_i=pred->next;
pred->next=elem_i->next;
if (pred->next==NULL) back=pred;

}
e=elem_i->Elem;
delete (elem_i);
return *e;

template <class T>
T& List<T>::peek(unsigned i=l) const {

ListElem *temp=front;
unsigned j;

assert(i>O && i<=numElems);
for (j=l; j<i; j++) temp=temp->next;
return *temp->Elem;

template <class T>
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class Queue: private List<T> {

public:
void put(T& e) {

addle) ;

T& get() {
return(remove());

List<T>::size;
};

class pSOSname II base-class for System, CPU, Task and sema4

public:
pSOSname(char pName[4]);
char *getStrName() const;
uns32 getNUmName() const { return nUmName; }

char returnString[5l;

private:
union {

uns32
char

};
static

} ;

numName;
strName[4];

typedef enum { global, local

class sema4: public pSOSname

semType;

public:
sema4(char *name, semType type, unsigned limit=l, unsigned value=O);

private:
semType type;
uns32 limit, value;
Queue<unsl6> ~V, ~P;

friend class Task;
} ;

class intSignal {
uns32 latCounter;
uns8 taskld;

intSignal(uns8 iTaskld, uns32 iLatCounter=INT_Latency) {
taskld = iTaskld;
latCounter = iLatCounter;

friend class CPU;
friend class Task;

} ;

typedef enum { WriteSEMadml, ReadSEMadm, ReadSema4, ReadSizel, ReadSize2,
WriteSema4, WriteSEMadm2, ReadPut, WritePutl, WritePut2,
WriteSEMadm3, WaitUnblock, ReadGetl, ReadGet2, WriteGet,
WriteSEMadm4, WriteSEMnid, ReadSEMnid, WritePID, WriteINT

} PCIAction;

typedef enum none, sem_v, sem-p, localSem_v, localSem-p } SemAction;

class Task: public pSOSname {

public:
Task(char *tName, unsl6 period, SyncPoint *SemVlist, SyncPoint *SemPlist);
-Task ( );
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private:
int wantsBus() const;
void run();
#ifndef NDEBUG

void print() const;
#endif

SyncPoint *SemV, *SemP;
uns32 pciCount,

syncCount;
uns16 period,

fi1terCount,
fullld;

uns8 ID,
<L.cpuld,
<L.taskld;

II Lists with SYNC points and corresponding semaphores
II Is used for the PCI timing
II Is used for the synchronisation
II Determines how long the filter operation lasts
II Counter for timing of the filter operation
II Contains both the Task ID and the CPU ID
II Task identification code (0 .. 127)
II CPU ID retrieved from semaphore queue (<L.V or <L.P)
II Task ID retrieved from semaphore queue (<L.V or <L.P)

II Used to keep track of where we are in the SemV or SemP list
II Indicates whether we are performing a sem_v, sem_p, loca1Sem_v
II or a loca1Sem_p operation
II Indicates which PCI operation we are performing
II Contains the number of remaining PCI cycles of the current
II transfer
II Indicates how long we still have to wait for a retryretryCounter;

II The following variables are used to determine what state we are in during semaphore
II operations:
SyncPoint *SyncList;
SemAction semAction;

PCIAction pciAction;
uns16 pciCyc1es,

II This pointer is used for fast access to the CPU on which this task is running:
class CPU *pCPU;

II This pointer is used to access the current semaphore during semaphore operations:
sema4 *curSem;

friend
friend
friend

} ;

class System& operator+(c1ass System& s, class CPU& c);
class CPU& operator+(c1ass CPU& c, Task& t);
class CPU;

class CPU: public pSOSname {

public:
CPU(char *cName);
-CPU() ;

private:
int wantsBus() const;
void run ( );
int critica1Section();
void checklnt();
void dispatch();
void b1ockCurrent();
void unb1ock(uns8 taskld);
void SEM(uns16 semVa1);
uns16 SEM() const;
#ifndef NDEBUG

void print() const;
#endif

List<Task> Running, /I The running task
Ready, /I The list of ready tasks
Blocked; /I The list of blocked tasks

intSigna1 *pendinglnt; /I Pending interrupt pointer
uns32 id1eCyc1es, /I Number of cycles that the Idle task was

dispatchCount, II Used to time taskswitches
timerlntCount, II Used to time the pSOS+ timer events
timeS1iceCount; II Used for timeslicing

uns16 nTasks, II The number of tasks running on this node
semVa1ue; II The value currently stored in this CPUs

uns8 ID; II CPU identification code (1..31)
int freeSem; II Used to indicate that the SEMAD must be

running on this CPU

SEM assist device

freed during checklnt
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fstream fOutput; II Used when additional output to files is enabled

friend
friend
friend
friend

} ;

System& operator+(System& s, CPU& c);
CPU& operator+(CPU& c, Task& t);
class System;
class Task;

CPU& operator+(CPU& c, Task& t);

class System: public pSOSname {

public:
System(char *sName, int nurnParams, char *params[J);
-System();
void run ( );
#ifndef NDEBUG

void print() const;
#endif

private:
void arbiter();
void SEM(uns8 cpuld, uns16 semVal);
uns16 SEM(uns8 cpuld) const;
sema4 *findSema4(char sName[4]) const;

List<sema4>
List<CPU>
arbPolicy
static int

friend
friend
friend

} ;

sema4s;
CPUs;
policy;
nSystems;

System& operator+(System& s, sema4& sem);
System& operator+(System& s, CPU& c};
class Task;

System& operator+(System& s, sema4& sem};
System& operator+(System& s, CPU& c);

#endif

B.2: sim.cc

#include <string.h>
#include "sim.h"

const uns8 Adm = 1;
#define SEMnode (ONLY_SEMadm

II The first CPU added to the system is the administrator
? Adm : CLCpuld)

static int SYSINFO_MODE=FALSE,
static System *pSystem;
static uns16 busOwner;
static uns32 pciTime,

pciUsed,
nurnRetries,
nurnGloBlockings,
nurnLocBlockings;

VERBOS E_MODE= FALSE , ONLY_SEMadm=FALSE, ADD_OUTPUT=FALSE;
II Pointer to the system (for fast access by all objects)
II Indicates which CPU has access to the bus
II Contains the real simulation time in PCI cycles
II Contains the number of PCI cycles that the bus was used
II Contains the number of retries on nodes> 0
II Contains the number of blockings on global semaphores
II Contains the number of blockings on local semaphores

static uns32 string2nurn(char stringNarne[4J) {
unsigned i;
union {

uns32 result;
char inStr[41;

} ;

result=O;
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for (i:O; stringName[il && i<4; i++) inStr[il
return result;

pSosname: :pSOSname(char pName[4])
numName: string2num{pName);

stringName[il;

char pSOSname::returnString[5l="

char *pSOSname::getStrName() const
unsigned i;

" .,

for (i:O; i<4; i++) returnString[i]:strName[i];
returnString[4]:0;
return returnString;

sema4::sema4(char *name, semType type, unsigned limit:l, unsigned value=O): pSOSname(name) {
sema4::type=type;
sema4::1imit:limit;
sema4::value=value;
if (SYSINFO_MODE) {

if (type :: global) cout «" Global";
else cout «" Local";
cout « " semaphore" « getStrName(} « " created. \n";

static uns16 Fullld(uns8 cpuld, uns8 taskld) {
return (cpuld« 7 I taskld);

static uns8 Taskld(uns16 fullld) {
return (fullld & 127);

static uns8 Cpuld(uns16 fullld)
return «fullld » 7) & 31);

Task::Task(char *tName, uns16 period, syncPoint *SemVlist, SyncPoint *SemPlist): pSOSname(tName) (
pciCount : PCI_scale;
syncCount = 0;
Task::period = filterCount period;
SemV : SemVlist;
SemP = SemPlist;
retryCounter = 0;
if (SYSINFO_MODE) cout «" Task object" « getStrName() « " created.\n";

Task: :-Task() (
cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " got to time" « syncCount « endl;

int Task::wantsBus() const {
/*

A task on node 0 only has to access the PCl bus for WriteSEMnid, ReadSEMnid WritePID
and WriteINT actions to a task on another node. The other tasks can be performed in
its local MMIO space, with a latency of 3 TM-cycles (which is about 1 PCI cycle).
Exception: when ONLY_SEMadm is enabled, the WriteSEMnid and ReadSEMnid actions are
also performed local and thus require no PCI accesses.

Tasks on nodes >0 have to access the PCI bus for every action of a semaphore operation
to a task on another node except WaitUnblock. If the other task is running on the same
node, we use pSOS+ semaphore operations (which don't access the PCl bus, of course).

*/

if «!filterCount && !retryCounter && (semAction == sem_v I I semAction == sem-p) &&
(pciAction !: WaitUnblock») && (pCPU->lD !: Adm I I pciAction := WriteSEMnid I I
pciAction == ReadSEMnid I I pciAction :: WritePID I I pciAction :: WriteINT) &&
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! ((pCPU->ID == Adm) && ONLY_SEMadm && (pciAction
return TRUE;

else
return FALSE;

WriteSEMnid I I pciAction ReadSEMnid) ) )

void Task::run() {
uns16 ~fullld;

if (filterCount > 0)
pciCount--;
if (! pciCount) {

pciCount = PCI_scale;
filterCount--;
syncCount++;

II Used to determine ~cpuld and ~taskld in state WriteGet

II Still performing a task (not synchronising)?

}

if (!filterCount) ( II Has filterCount become O???
SyncList = SemV;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) (
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

semAction sem_v;
pciAction WriteSEMadml;11 Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles PCI_Wr; II We are performing a PCI write operation
return;

}
else {

semAction
pciCycles
return;

localSem_v;
pSOS_sem;

}
} ;

SyncList++;
};

SyncList = SemP;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) (
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

semAction sem-p;
pciAction WriteSEMadml;11 Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles PCI_Wr; II We are performing a PCI write operation
return;

}

else {
semAction
pciCycles
return;

}
} ;
SyncList++;

} ;

II If we have come
semAction = none;

}
else (

switch (semAction)

case none:

localSem-p;
pSOS_sem;

this far, no SYNC had to be performed!

II Perform the SYNC

filterCount = period;
pciCount--;
if (pciCount == 0) {

pciCount = PCI_scale;
filterCount--;

}

break;

switch{pciAction)
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case WriteSEMadml:
if (retryCounter)

retryCounter--;
}
else if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write SEM[adm] 1 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction = ReadSEMadm;
pciCycles = PCI_Rd;
pSystem->SEM(Adm, fullId); II Claim SEM if possible

} ;
} ;
break;

case ReadSEMadm:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read SEM[adm] at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}
if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID =O' Adm) {

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
if (pSystem->SEM(Adm) == fullId) {

pciAction ReadSema4;
pciCycles = PCI_Rd;

}
else {

if (pCPU->ID !O' Adm) numRetries++;
pciAction = WriteSEMadml;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " failed to claim SEM[adml at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pCPU->Ready.size(») II If there are no other tasks Ready, use busy waiting
retryCounter = Retry;
if (VERBOSE_MODE) cout « "Retrying after" « retryCounter « " cycles ... \n";
retryCounter--;

}
} ;

break;

}
else {

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
pCPU->dispatch();

II Otherwise call dispatch()
cout « "Calling dispatch()\n";

case ReadSema4:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID !O' Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read sema4 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID O'O' Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID !O' Adm) busOwner = 0;
if (curSem->value < curSem->limit)

pciAction = ReadSizel;
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pciCycles
}
else (

if (curSem->~V.size() >= MAX_lD_Q) {
cout« "Error: lD Queue not large enough!\n";
exit (I);

}
else {

pciAction
pciCycles

}
} ;

} ;

break;

ReadPut;
PCl_Rd;

case Readsizel:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID ! = Adm) (
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read size I at pci time
« pciTime « endl;

}
if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction ReadSize2;
pciCycles = PCl_Rd;

} ;
} ;
break;

case ReadSize2:
if {busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) (
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read size 2 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}
if (lpciCycles I r pCPU->ID == Adm) {

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
if (curSem->~p.size())

pciAction ReadGetl;
pciCycles = PCl_Rd;

}

else {
pciAction
pciCycles

}
} ;

} ;

break;

WriteSema4;
PCl_Wr;

case WriteSema4:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) (
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write sema4 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
curSem->value++;
pciAction WriteSEMadm2;
pciCycles = PCl_Wr;

} ;
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} ;

break;

case WriteSEMadm2:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID II pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write SEM[adm] 2 at pci time"

« pciTime « endl;
}

if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performed successful sem_v on "
« curSem->getStrName() « " at time" « syncCount
« " pci time: " « pciTime « endl;

}

pSystem->SEM(Adm, 0);
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner

II Release SEM
0; II Release the bus

SyncList++;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) {
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

II semAction = sem_v;
pciAction WriteSEMadml; II Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;
return;

}

else {
semAction
pciCycles
return;

localSem_v;
pSOS_sem;

}
} ;

SyncList++;
} ;

SyncList = SemP;
while(SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) {
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

semAction sem-p;
pciAction WriteSEMadml; II Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles PCI_Wr;
return;

}

else {
semAction
pciCycles
return;

localSem-p;
pSOS_sem;

}

} ;

SyncList++;
} ;

II If we have come
semAction = none;

this far, no SYNC had to be performed!

}
break;

case ReadPut:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read Put at pci time"

« pciTime « endl;
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if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction writePut1;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

} ;

} ;

break;

case WritePut1:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm} {

}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
cout « "Task" « getStrName(} « " performing write Put 1 at pci time"

« pciTime « endl;
}

if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction WritePut2;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

} ;
} ;

break;

case WritePut2:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) (
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write Put 2 at pci time "

« pciTime « end1;
}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction = WriteSEMadm3;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;
numGloBlockings++;
curSem->~V.put(fullld};

} ;
} ;

break;

case WriteSEMadm3:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID ! = Adm) (
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write SEM[adm] 3 at pci time"

« pciTime « endl;
}

if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « getStrName(} «
« curSem->getStrName(} « " at
« ". pci time: " « pciTime «

blocked on sem_v on "
time " « syncCount
endl;

}

pSystem->SEM(Adm. 0);
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner
pciAction = WaitUnblock;
pciCycles = INT_Latency;
pCPU->blockCurrent();

}

break;

0;
II Release SEM
II Release the bus

II Block this task and call dispatch(}

case WaitUnblock:
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " unblocked at pci time" « pciTime « endl;
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}
pSystem->SEM(ONLY_SEMadm ? Adm pCPU->ID, 0);
SyncList++;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) (
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

II semAction = sem_v;
pciAction WriteSEMadml; II Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;
return;

}
else {

semAction
pciCycles
return;

localSem_v;
pSOS_sem;

}
} ;
SyncList++;

} ;
SyncList = SemP;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) (
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

semAction sem-p;
pciAction WriteSEMadml; II Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles PCI_Wr;
return;

}

else {
semAction
pciCycles
return;

localSem-p;
pSOS_sem;

}
} ;
SyncList++;

} ;

II If we have come this far, no SYNC had to be performed!
semAction = none;
break;

case ReadGetl:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) (
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read Get 1 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction ReadGet2;
pciCycles = PCI_Rd;

} ;
} ;

break;

case ReadGet2:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) (
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read Get 2 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction WriteGet;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;
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} ;

} ;

break;

case WriteGet:
if (busOwner == pCPU->lD I I pCPU->lD

if (pCPU->lD != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
cout « "Task " « getStrName () « " performing write Get at pci time "

« pciTime « endl;
}

if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->lD == Adm)
~fullld = curSem->~P.get();

~cpuld = Cpuld(~fullld);

~taskld = Taskld(~fullld);

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner 0;
pciAction WriteSEMadm4;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

} ;
} ;

break;

case WriteSEMadm4:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write SEM[adml 4 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->ID == Adm) {
pSystem->SEM(Adm, 0);
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction WriteSEMnid;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

} ;
} ;

break;

case WriteSEMnid:
if (retryCounter)

retryCounter--;
}

else if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I (ONLY_SEMadm && pCPU->lD
if (!ONLY_SEMadm II pCPU->ID != Adm) {

pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm» {

}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
cout « "Task" « getStrName(} « " performing write SEM[nid] at pci time"

« pciTime « endl;
}
if (!pciCycles I I (ONLY_SEMadm && pCPU->ID == Adm)} {

if (!ONLY_SEMadm I I pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction = ReadSEMnid;
pciCycles = PCl_Rd;
II Claim SEM[n_idl if possible:
pSystem->SEM(SEMnode, Fullld(~cpuld, ~taskld});

} ;

} ;

break;

case ReadSEMnid:
if (busOwner == pCPU->lD I I (ONLY_SEMadm && pCPU->ID

if (! ONLY_SEMadm II pCPU-> lD ! = Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
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cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read SEM[nidl at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}
if (!pciCycles I I {ONLY_SEMadm

if (!ONLY_SEMadm I I pCPU->ID
if (pSystem->SEM{SEMnode)

pciAction WritePID;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

&& pCPU->ID == Adm» {
!= Adm) busOwner = 0;
FuIIId(~cpuId, ~taskId»

1
else {

if (!ONLY_SEMadm I I pCPU->ID != Adm) numRetries++;
pciAction = WriteSEMnid;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " failed to claim SEM["
« (unsI6)SEMnode « "1 at pci time" « pciTime « endl;

}
if (!pCPU->Ready.size(» { II If there are no other tasks Ready, use busy waiting

retryCounter = Retry;
if (VERBOSE_MODE) cout « "Retrying after" « retryCounter « " cycles ... \n";
retryCounter--;

}

else {
if (VERBOSE_MODE)
pCPU->dispatch();

}
} ;
break;

II Otherwise call dispatch()
cout« "Calling dispatch{)\n";

case WritePID:
if (busOwner pCPU->ID) {

pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write PID at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}
if (!pciCycles) {

busOwner = 0;
pciAction WriteINT;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

} ;
} ;

break;

case WriteINT:
if (busOwner pCPU->ID) {

pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write INT at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}
if (!pciCycles) (

busOwner = 0; II Release the bus
pSystem->CPUs.peek(~cpuId).pendingInt=newintSignal(~taskId);

if (VERBOSE_MODE) {
cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " unblocked a task using sem_v on "

« curSem->getStrName{) « " at time" « syncCount
« ", pci time: " « pciTime « endl;

}
SyncList++;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) {
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

II semAction = sem_v;
pciAction WriteSEMadml; II Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;
return;

}
else {
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semAction
pciCycles
return;

localSem_v;
pSOS_sem;

}
} ;

SyncList++;
};
SyncList = SemP;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) {
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName};
if (curSem->type == global) {

semAction sem-p;
pciAction WriteSEMadml; II Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles PCI_Wr;
return;

}

else {
semAction
pciCycles
return;

localSem-p;
pSOS_sem;

}

} ;

SyncList++;
} ;

II If we have come this far, no SYNC had to be performed!
semAction = none;

} ;
} ;

break;

} ;

return;

case sem-p:

switch(pciAction)

case WriteSEMadml:
if (retryCounter)

retryCounter--;
}

else if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {

pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write SEM[adm] 1 at pci time

« pciTime « endl;
}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction = ReadSEMadm;
pciCycles = PCI_Rd;
pSystem->SEM(Adm, fullId); II Claim SEM if possible

} ;
} ;

break;

case ReadSEMadm:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
cout « "Task" « getStrName(} « " performing read SEM[adm] at pci time"

« pciTime « endl;
}

if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
if (pSystem->SEM(Adm) == fullId) {
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pciAction
pciCycles

ReadSema4:
PCI_Rd:

}
else {

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) numRetries++:
pciAction = WriteSEMadml:
pcicycles = PCI_Wr:
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " failed to claim SEM[adm] at pci time"
« pciTime « endl:

}
if (!pCPU->Ready.size()) II If there are no other tasks Ready, use busy waiting

retryCounter = Retry:
if (VERBOSE_MODE) cout « "Retrying after" « retryCounter « " cycles ... \n":
retryCounter--:

}

else {
if (VERBOSE_MODE)
pCPU->dispatch():

}
} :
break:

II Otherwise call dispatch()
cout « "Calling dispatch()\n";

case ReadSema4:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--:
pciUsed++:

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read sema4 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0:
if (curSem->value > 0) {

pciAction ReadSizel:
pciCycles = PCI_Rd;

}
else {

if (curSem->~P.size() >= MAX_ID_Q) {
cout « "Error: ID Queue not large enough! \n":
exit(l) :

}

else {
pciAction
pciCycles

}

} :
} :
break:

ReadPut:
PCI_Rd:

case ReadSizel:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--:
pciUsed++:

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read size 1 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl:

}

if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0:
pciAction ReadSize2:
pciCycles = PCI_Rd:

} :
} :
break:

case ReadSize2:
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if (busOwner == pCPU->lD I I pCPU->lD
if (pCPU->ID ! = Adm) {

pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read size 2 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}
if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->lD == Adm) {

if (pCPU->lD != Adm) busOwner = 0;
if (curSem->~V.size(»

pciAction ReadGetl;
pciCycles = PCl_Rd;

}
else {

pciAction
pciCycles

WriteSema4;
PCl_Wr;

}
} ;

} ;

break;

case WriteSema4:
if (busOwner == pCPU->lD I I pCPU->lD

if (pCPU->lD != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write sema4 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}
if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->lD == Adm) {

if (pCPU->lD != Adm) busOwner = 0;
curSem->value--;
pciAction WriteSEMadm2;
pciCycles = PCl_Wr;

} ;

} ;
break;

case WriteSEMadm2:
if (busOwner == pCPU->lD I I pCPU->lD

if (pCPU->ID ! = Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write SEM[adm] 2 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « getStrName() «
« curSem->getStrName() « " at
« II, pci time: 'I « pciTime «

performed successful sem-p on "
time " « syncCount
endl;

II Release SEM
II Release the bus

II Start claiming the Master SEM device

0;

}

pSystem->SEM(Adm, 0);
if (pCPU->lD != Adm) busOwner
SyncList++;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) {
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

II semAction = sem-p;
pciAction WriteSEMadml;
pciCycles = PCl_Wr;
return;

}
else {

semAction
pciCycles
return;

localSem-p;
pSOS_sem;
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}
} ;

SyncList++;
} ;
II If we have come this far, no SYNC had to be performed!
semAction = none;

}

break;

case ReadPut:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read Put at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction WritePutl;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

} ;

} ;

break;

case WritePutl:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write Put 1 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction WritePut2;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

} ;
} ;
break;

case WritePut2:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write Put 2 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles I I pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction = WriteSEMadm3;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;
numGloBlockings++;
curSem->~P.put(fullId);

} ;
} ;
break;

case WriteSEMadm3:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write SEM[admj 3 at pci time"
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« pciTime « endl;
}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « getStrName() «
« curSem->getStrName() « " at
« II, pci time: II « pciTime «

blocked on sem-p on
time " « syncCount
endl;

}
psystem->SEM(Adm, 0);
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner
pciAction = WaitUnblock;
pciCycles = INT_Latency;
pCPU->blockCurrent();

}
break;

0;
II Release SEM
II Release the bus

II Block this task and call dispatch()

case WaitUnblock:
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " unblocked at pci time" « pciTime « endl;
}
pSystem->SEM(ONLY_SEMadm ? Adm : pCPU->ID, 0);
SyncList++;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) {
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

II semAction = sem_p;
pciAction WriteSEMadml; II Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;
return;

}
else {

semAction
pciCycles
return;

localSem-p;
pSOS_sem;

}
} ;
SyncList++;

} ;

II If we have come
semAction = none;
break;

this far, no SYNC had to be performed!

case ReadGetl:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read Get 1 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction ReadGet2;
pciCycles = PCI_Rd;

} ;
} ;

break;

case ReadGet2:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) {
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read Get 2 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) {
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
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pciAction
pciCycles

} ;
} ;

break;

WriteGet;
PCI_Wr;

case WriteGet:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) (
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write Get at pci time"

« pciTime « endl;
}
if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm)
~fullld = curSem->~V.get();

~cpuld = Cpuld(~fullld);

~taskld = Taskld(~fullld);

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner 0;
pciAction WriteSEMadm4;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

} ;
} ;

break;

case WriteSEMadm4:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID II pCPU->ID

if (pCPU->ID != Adm) (
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm) {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write SEM[adm] 4 at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles II pCPU->ID == Adm) (
pSystem->SEM(Adm, 0);
if (pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction WriteSEMnid;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

} ;
} ;
break;

case WriteSEMnid:
if (retryCounter)

retryCounter--;
}
else if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I (ONLY_SEMadm && pCPU->ID

if (! ONLY_SEMadm II pCPU->ID ! = Adm) (
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;

Adm» {

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write SEM[nidl at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}
if (!pciCycles II (ONLY_SEMadm && pCPU->ID == Adm» {

if (!ONLY_SEMadm I I pCPU->ID != Adm) busOwner = 0;
pciAction = ReadSEMnid;
pciCycles = PCI_Rd;
II Claim SEM[n_id] if possible:
pSystem->SEM{SEMnode, Fullld{~cpuld, ~taskld»;

} ;
} ;

break;

case ReadSEMnid:
if (busOwner == pCPU->ID I I {ONLY_SEMadm && pCPU->ID

if (lONLY_SEMadm I I pCPU->ID != Adm) (
pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;
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}

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing read SEM[nidl at pci time"

« pciTime « endl;
}

if (!pciCycles I I (ONLY_SEMadm
if (!ONLY_SEMadm II pCPU->ID
if (pSystem->SEM(SEMnode)

pciAction WritePID;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

&& pCPU->ID == Adm» {
!= Adm) busOwner = 0;
FullId(~cpuId, ~taskId)}

}

else {
if (!ONLY_SEMadm I I pCPU->ID != Adm) numRetries++;
pciAction = WriteSEMnid;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « getStrName(} « " failed to claim SEM["
« (uns16}SEMnode « "J at pci time" « pciTime « endl;

)
if (lpCPU->Ready.size(}) { II If there are no other tasks Ready, use busy waiting

retryCounter = Retry;
if (VERBOSE_MODE) cout « "Retrying after" « retryCounter « " cycles ... \n";
retryCounter--;

}
else {

if (VERBOSE_MODE)
pCPU->dispatch() ;

}

};
break;

II Otherwise call dispatch()
cout « "Calling dispatch(}\n";

case WritePID:
if (busOwner pCPU->ID) {

pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write PID at pci time
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (lpciCycles) {
busOwner = 0;
pciAction WriteINT;
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;

};
} ;

break;

case WriteINT:
if (busOwner pCPU->ID) {

pciCycles--;
pciUsed++;
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performing write INT at pci time"
« pciTime « endl;

}

if (!pciCycles) {
busOwner = 0; II Release the bus
pSystem->CPUs.peek(~cpuId}.pendingInt=newintSignal(~taskId);

if (VERBOSE_MODE) {
cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " unblocked a task using sem-p on "

« curSem->getStrName() « " at time" « syncCount
« pci time: " « pciTime « endl;

}

SyncList++;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) {
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName};
if (curSem->type == global) {

II semAction = sem-p;
pciAction WriteSEMadml; II Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles = PCI_Wr;
return;
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..

}
else {

semAction
pciCycles
return;

localSem--p;
pSOS_sem;

}
} ;
SyncList++;

} ;
II If we have come this far, no SYNC had to be performed!
semAction = none;

} ;
} ;

break;

} ;

return;

case localSem_v:
II Handle local sem_voperation:
if (pciCycles == pSOS_sem && VERBOSE_MODE) (

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " starting local sem v on "
« curSem->getStrName() « " at time" « syncCount
« pci time: " « pciTime « endl;

}
pciCycles--;
if (!pciCycles) {

if (curSem->value == curSem->limit)
if (vERBOSE_MODE) (

cout « "Task" « getStrName() «
« curSem->getStrName()« at
« II, pci time: II « pciTime «

}
curSem->~V.put(fullId);

numLocBlockings++;
pCPU->blockCurrent();

blocked on local sem_v on "
time " « syncCount
endl;

}
else if (curSem->~P.size() == 0) {

if (VERBOSE_MODE) (
cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performed succesful local sem_v on "

« curSem->getStrName()« at time" « syncCount
« ", pci time: " « pciTime « endl;

}
curSem->value++;

}
else (
~fullId = curSem->~P.get();

if (CpuId(~ful1Id) != pCPU->ID) (
cout « "Error: semaphore" « curSem->getStrName() « " is not local!\n";
exit (1) ;

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " unblocked a task using local sem_v on "
« curSem->getStrName() « " at time" « synccount
« ", pci time: " « pciTime « endl;

}
pCPU->unblock(TaskId(~fullId));

}
SyncList++;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) (
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

semAction sem_v;
pciAction WriteSEMadml; II Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles PCI_Wr;
return;

}

else {
II semAction = localSem_v;
pciCycles = pSOS_sem;
return;
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} ;
SyncList++;

} ;

SyncList = SemP;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) {
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

semAction sem-p;
pciAction WriteSEMadml; II Start claiming the Master SEM device
pciCycles PCI_Wr;
return;

}
else {

semAction
pciCycles
return;

localSem-p;
pSOS_sem;

}
} ;
SyncList++;

} ;
II If we have come this far, no SYNC had to be performed!
semAction = none;

}

return;

case localSem-p:
II Handle local sem-p operation:
if (pciCycles == pSOS_sem && VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " starting local seffi-P on "
« curSem->getStrName() « " at time" « syncCount
« pci time: " « pciTime « endl;

}

pciCycles--;
if (!pciCycles) {

if (curSem->value == 0) {
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " blocked on local sem-p on "
« curSem->getStrName()« at time" « syncCount
« ", pci time: " « pciTime « endl;

}
curSem->~p.put(fullId);

numLocBlockings++;
pCPU->blockCurrent();

}

else if (curSem->~V.size() == 0) {
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " performed succesful local sem-p on "
« curSem->getStrName()« at time" « synccount
« ", pci time: " « pciTime « end1 ;

)

curSem->value--;
}

else {
~fullId = curSem->~V.get();

if (CpuId(~fullId) != pCPU->ID) {
cout « "Error: semaphore" « curSem->getStrName() « " is not local!\n";
exit (1) ;

}
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Task" « getStrName() « " unblocked a task using local sem-p on "
« curSem->getStrName() « " at time" « syncCount
« II, pci time: " « pciTime « endl;

}

pCPU->unblock(TaskId(~fullId);

}
SyncList++;
while (SyncList->period) {

if (syncCount % SyncList->period == 0) {
curSem=pSystem->findSema4(SyncList->semName);
if (curSem->type == global) {

semAction sem-p;
pciAction = WriteSEMadml; II Start claiming the Master SEM device
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pciCycles
return;

}

else {
II sernAction = localSem-p;
pciCycles = pSOS_sem;
return;

}
} ;

SyncList++;
} ;

II If we have come this far, no SYNC had to be performed!
sernAction = none;

}

return;

default:

cout « "Some serious bug has been detected! Please check the program!! !\n";
exit (1);
} ;

#ifndef NDEBUG
void Task::print() const {

cout « Task" « getStrName() « ":\n"
« Period = " « period « endl
« fullId = " « fullId « endl
« ID = «(uns16)ID« endl
« pCPU = " « (void *)pCPU « endl « endl;

)
#endif

CPU::CPU(char *cName): pSOSname(cName)
const char *fExtension=".output";
char *fName;

idleCycles=O;
dispatchCount=O;
timerIntCount=PCI_TICKS2SEC;
timeSliceCount=KC_TICKS2SLICE;
nTasks=O;
semValue=O;
freeSem=FALSE;
pendingInt=NULL;
if (ADD_OUTPUT) {

fName=new char[4+strlen(fExtension)+11;
strcpy(fName, getStrName();
strcat(fName, fExtension);
fOutput. open (fName, ios::out I ios::trunc);
if (! fOutput) {

cout « "Error opening file" « fName « "!\n";
exit(l);

}

delete fName;
}

if (SYSINFO_MODE) cout« "CPU object "« getStrName()«" created.\n";

CPU: :-CPU() {
Task *pTask;
uns32 totalSyncCount=O;
while(Running.size(») {

pTask=&Running.remove() ;
totalSyncCount += pTask->syncCount;
delete pTask;

}

while(Ready.size()) {
pTask=&ReadY.remove();
totalSyncCount += pTask->syncCount;
delete pTask;
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}
while(Blocked.size(» (

pTask=&Blocked.remove();
totalSyncCount += pTask->syncCount;
delete pTask;

}
if (ADD_OUTPUT) fOutput.close();
cout « "-> Percentage of time used for sync. on "

« getStrName() « ": "
« 100* (1- «float) (totalSyncCount*PCI_sca1e+idleCyc1es) I (pciTime-1)}) « "%\n"
« "Nwnber of cycles that the Idle task was running: " « idleCyc1es « endl
« "-> CPU usage: " « 100* (1- «float) id1eCyclesi (pciTime-1») « "%\n\n";

int CPU::wantsBus(} const {
if (Running.size()}

return Running.peek() .wantsBus();
else

return FALSE;

void CPU::run() {
if (ADD_OUTPUT) {

if (dispatchCount) fOutput « (int)-l « end1;
else if (Running.size()) fOutput « (int}Running.peek{) .ID « end1;
else fOutput « (int)O « end1;

}
II Simulate 1 cycle of the current task
if (dispatchCount) (

dispatchcount--;
if (!dispatchCount) (

timeSliceCount=KC_TICKS2SLICE;
if (VERBOSE_MODE)

cout « "Dispatch on CPU" « getStrName() « " finished at pci time" « pciTime « end1;

}
else

if (Running.size(}) Running.peek() .run();
else id1eCyc1es++;

int CPU::critica1Section() {
II Return TRUE if the CPU is currently executing a critical section, FALSE otherwise.
Task *pTask;

if (Running.size(» (
pTask=&Running.peek() ;
if (pTask->semAction==none I I pTask->pciAction==WaitUnblock I I

((pTask->pciAction==WriteSEMadm1 I I pTask->pciAction==WriteSEMnid) && pTask->pciCyc1es==PCI_Wr})
return FALSE;

else
return TRUE;

}
else return FALSE;

void CPU::checklnt(} {
II Check for external interrupts (indicating that a task should be unblocked):
if (pendinglnt!=NULL) {

if (pendinglnt->latCounter) pendinglnt->latCounter--;
if (pendinglnt->latCounter==O && !criticalSection() && !dispatchCount} {

unb1ock(pendinglnt->taskld};
delete pendinglnt;
pendinglnt=NULL;

II Simulate pSOS+ timer interrupts:
timerlntCount--;
if (!timerlntCount) {

if (timeS1iceCount) timeSliceCount--;
timerlntCount=PCI_TICKS2SEC;
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II Simulate pSOS+ timeslicing:
#if (KC_TICKS2SLICE > 0)

if (ltimeSliceCount && !criticalSection() && Ready.size() && ldispatchCount) {
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Task" « Running.peek() .getStrName() « "'s timeslice quantum has expired'
« " at pci time" « pciTime « endl;

}

dispatch(};
}

#endif

II Free SEM if necessary:
if (freeSem) {

semValue = 0;
freeSem = FALSE;

void CPU::dispatch(} {
if (Running.size(» Ready.add(Running.remove());
if (Ready.size()) Running.add(Ready.remove(»;
dispatchCount=pSOS_tstime;
if (VERBOSE_MODE) {

cout « "Starting ";
if (Running.size()) cout « "task" « Running.peek() .getStrName();
else cout « "Idle task";
cout « " on CPU" « getStrName(} « ", pci time: " « pciTime « endl;

void CPU::blockCurrent() {
Blocked.add(Running.remove() ;
dispatch () ;

void CPU::unblock(uns8 taskld) {
unsigned i;

for (i=l; i<=Blocked.size(); i++) {
if (Blocked.peek(i) .1D == taskld)

if (VERBOSE_MODE) {
cout « "Adding task" « Blocked.peek(i) .getStrName() « " to ready queue"

« " at pci time " « pciTime « endl;
}

Ready.addFront(Blocked.remove(i»;
dispatch() ;
return;

}

cout « "Error: task does not appear in the Blocked list!\n";
exit (1);

CPU& operator+(CPU& c, Task& t} {
if (!c.nTasks) c.Running.add(t};
else c.Ready.add(t);
if (c.nTasks == 127) {

cout « "Error: more than 128 tasks defined on CPU" « c .getStrName () « "! \n";
exit (1) ;

}

t.ID = ++c.nTasks;
LpCPU = &c;
II t.fullld must be set in System& operator+(System& s, CPU& c) because c.ID is not
II available yet!!!
return c;

void CPU::SEM(uns16 semVal} {
if (!semVal) freeSem = TRUE;
else if (!semValue) semValue

uns16 CPU::SEM() const {

semVal;
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return semValue;

#ifndef NDEBUG
void CPU::print() const {

unsigned i;

cout «" CPU"« getStrName() « ":\n"
«" Size of Running: " « Running. size () « endl
« Size of Ready: " « Ready.size() « endl
« Size of Blocked: " « Blocked.size() « endl
« Number of tasks: " « nTasks « endl
« Value in SEM: " « semValue « endl
« Value in freeSem: " « freeSem « endl
«" ID:"« (uns16)ID « endl
«" Pointer to this object: " « (void *)this « endl « endl;

if (Running.size(») Running.peek() .print();
for (i=l; i<=Ready.size(); i++) Ready.peek(i) .print();
for (i=l; i<=Blocked.size(); i++) Blocked.peek(i) .print();

}

#endif

int System::nSystems = 0;

static void usageErr(char *progName) {
cout « "Usage: " « progName « " [-I] [-V] [-A] [-F] [-O]\n"

« -I: print system information\n"
« -V: enable verbose mode\n"
« -A: use only SEM[adm]\n"
« -F: use fixed priority (default is roundrobin)\n"
« -0: output additional information to files\n";

exit (1);

static void cError(char *configVar, unsigned minValue) {
cout « "Error: " « configVar « " should be at least

« minValue « II! \n ll ;
exit (1);

static void checkConfig () {
if (PCI_Wr < 3) cError("PCI_Wr", 3);
if (PCI_Rd< 4) cError{"PCI_Rd", 4);
if (Retry < 1) cError("Retry" , 1);
if (INT_Latency < 1) cError("INT_Latency", 1);
if (PCI_scale < 1) cError("PCI_scale", 1);
if (MAX_ID_Q < 1) cError ("MAiCID_Q", 1);
if (KC_TICKS2SEC < 1) cError("KC_TICKS2SEC", 1);
if (KC_TICKS2SLICE < 0) cError ("KC_TICKS2SLICE", 0);
if (pSOS_sem < 1) cError ("pSOS_sem", 1);
if (pSOS_tstime < 1) cError("pSOS_tstime", 1);
if (SYSINFO_MODE) (

cout « endl
« "PCI_Wr: " « PCI_Wr « endl
« "PCI_Rd: " « PCI_Rd « endl
« "Retry: " « Retry « endl
« "INT_Latency: " « INT_Latency « endl
« "PCI scale: " « PCI_scale « endl
« "MAiCID_Q: " « MAX_ID_Q « endl
« "KC_TICKS2SEC: " « KC_TICKS2SEC « endl
« "KC_TICKS2SLICE: " « KC_TICKS2SLICE « endl
« "pSOS_sem: " « pSOS_sem « endl
« "pSOS_tstime: " « pSOS_tstime « endl
« endl;

System::System(char *sName, int numParams, char *params[]): pSOSname(sName) {
unsigned i;

nSystems++;
if (nSystems > 1)

cou t « "Error: more than 1 system def ined! \n" ;
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exit (1);
}
if (numParams > 6) usageErr(params[Oj);
for (i=l; i<numParams; i++) {

if «*(params[i]) != '-') II (*(params[i]+2) != 0» usageErr(params[O]);
switch(*(params[i]+l) {

case 'I': if (SYSINFO_MODE==TRUE) usageErr(params[O]);
SYSINFO_MODE=TRUE;
break;

case 'V': cout « "Verbose mode enab1ed\n";
if (VERBOSE_MODE==TRUE) usageErr(params[O]);
VERBOSE_MODE=TRUE;
break;

case 'A': cout « "Using only SEM[adm]\n";
if (ONLY_SEMadm==TRUE) usageErr(params[O]);
ONLY_SEMadm=TRUE;
break;

case 'F': cout « "Using fixed priority\n";
if (po1icy==fixed) usageErr(params[O]);
po1icy=fixed;
break;

case '0': cout « "Sending additional output to files\n";
if (ADD_OUTPUT==TRUE) usageErr(params[O]);
ADD_OUTPUT=TRUE;
break;

default: usageErr(params[O]);

}
checkConfig();
busOwner=O;
if (SYSINFO_MODE) cout « "System" « getStrName() « " created.\n";
pSystem=this;

System::-System() {
while(sema4s.size(» de1ete(&sema4s.remove(»;
while(CPUs.size()) delete(&CPUs.remove();
nSystems--;

void System::run() {
unsigned i;
fstream fArbiter;

if (ADD_OUTPUT) {
fArbiter. open ( "Arbiter.output", ios: :out I ios: :trunc);
if (lfArbiter) {

cout « "Error opening file Arbiter.output!\n";
exit(l);

}

numGloBlockings = numLocB1ockings = 0;
if (SYSINFO_MODE) cout « endl « endl;
for (pciTime=O; pciTime<=end_sim; pciTime++)

arbiter();
if (ADD_OUTPUT) fArbiter « busOwner « end1;
for (i=l; i<=CPUs.size(); i++) CPUs.peek(i}.run();
for (i=l; i<=CPUs.size(); i++) CPUs.peek(i) .checklnt();

}
if (ADD_OUTPUT) {

fArbiter.close();
}

cout « "Number of blockings on global semaphores: " « numGloBlockings « endl
« "Number of blockings on local semaphores: " « numLocBlockings « end1 « endl
« "Number of PCI cycles simulated: " « pciTime « endl
« "Number of PCI cycles that the bus was accessed: " « pciUsed « end1
« "Total number of PCI bus cycles spent on retries: " « numRetries*(PCI_Wr+PCI_Rd)
« end1 « endl
« "-> Bus usage: " « (float)lOO*pciUsed/pciTime « "%\n"
« "-> Percentage of bus cycles wasted on retries: "
« (pciUsed? (float)100*numRetries*(PCI_Wr+PCI_Rd)/pciUsed 0)« "%\n"
« endl;
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#ifndef NDEBUG
void System::print() const (

cout « "System" « getStrName() « ":\n"
« "Number of semaphores: " « sema4s.size() « end1
« "Size of CPUs: " « CPUs. size () « end1
« "Number of CPU's: " « CPUs. size () « end1
« "Number of Systems: " « nSystems « end1 « end1;

for (unsigned i=l; i<=CPUs.size(); i++) CPUs.peek(i) .print();
)
#endif

void System::arbiter()
int i;
static int 1astOwnerModN=O;

if (!busOwner) ( II Don't assign a new busmaster before the current one is finished!
switch(po1icy) {
case roundrobin:

for (i=O; i<CPUs.size(); i++)
if (CPUs.peek( (lastOwnerModN+i) % CPUs.size() + 1) .wantsBus() (

busOwner = «(lastOwnerModN+i) % CPUs.size() )+1;
if (VERBOSE_MODE) cout « "New bus owner: CPU" « busOwner « end1;
1astOwnerModN = busOwner % cPUs.size();
break;

)
break;

case fixed:
for (i=l; i<=CPUs.size(); i++)

if (CPUs.peek(i) .wantsBus(»
busOwner = i;
if (VERBOSE_MODE) cout « "New bus owner: CPU " « busOwner « end1;
break;

)

break;

void System::SEM(uns8 cpuld, uns16 semVa1){
CPUs.peek(cpuld) .SEM(semVa1);

uns16 System::SEM(uns8 cpuld) const
return CPUs.peek(cpuld) .SEM();

sema4 *System::findSema4(char sName[4]) const (
unsigned i;
uns32 numName;

numName=string2num(sName);
for (i=l; i<=sema4s.size(); i++) (

if (sema4s.peek(i) .getNumName()==numName) return &sema4s.peek(i);
)

cout « "Error: semaphore with name" « sName « " does not exist!\n";
exit(l) ;

System& operator+(System& s, sema4& sem) (
s.sema4s.add(sem);
return s;

System& operator+(System& s, CPU& c) (
Task *pTask;
unsigned i;

if (s.CPUs.size() == 31) (
cout« "Error: more than 31 CPU's defined!\n";
exit(l);

)

s.CPUs.add(c) ;
c.lD = s.CPUs.size();
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if (c.Running.size()) (
pTask=&c.Running.peek{);
pTask->fullld=Fullld{c.ID, pTask->ID);

}

for (i=l; i<=c.Ready.size(); i++) (
pTask=&c.Ready.peek(i);
pTask->fullld=Fullld(c.ID, pTask->ID);

return s;

B.3: mainl.cc

#include IIsim.h ll

Syncpoint SemVl [] {{"Sl_2", 15 }, {"Sl_3" , 24 }, {"Sl_4", 39 }, [NULL, a} } ;
SyncPoint SemV2 [] { { "S2_l" , 15 }, {"S2_3", 40 }, {"S2_4", 65 }, {NULL, a} } ;
SyncPoint Semv3 [] { { "S3_1" , 24 }, {"S3_2" , 40 }, {"S3_4" , 104} , {NULL, a} } ;
SyncPoint SemV4 [] {{ "S4_l", 39 }, {"S4_2", 65 }, {"S4_3", 104} , {NULL, a} } ;

syncPoint SemP1 [l {{" S2_1" , 15 }, {"S3_1", 24}, {"S4_l", 39 }, {NULL, a}};
SyncPoint SemP2 [] {{" Sl_2" , IS}, {" S3_2" , 40}, {"S4_2", 65 }, {NULL, a} } ;
SyncPoint SemP3 [] {{" Sl_3" , 24}, {" S2_3" , 40}, {"S4_3", 104} , {NULL, a} } ;
Syncpoint SemP4 [] {{" Sl_4" , 39 }, {"S2_4", 65 }, {"S3_4", 104} , {NULL, a} } ;

void main(int argc, char *argv[]) (
System Mu1tiTM( "M-TM", argc, argv);

Mu1tiTM
+ *new sema4("Sl_2", global)
+ *new sema4("Sl_3", global)
+ *new sema4("Sl_4", global)
+ *new sema4 ( "S2_1 ", global)
+ *new sema4 ( "S2_3 ", global)
+ *new sema4 ( "S2_4", global)
+ *new sema4 (" S3_l", global)
+ *new sema4 ( "S3_2", global)
+ *new sema4("S3_4", global)
+ *new sema4("S4_l", global)
+ *new sema4 (" S4_2", global)
+ *new sema4 ( "S4_3 ", global)

+ (*new CPU ("CPUl")
+ *new Task("tOOl", 3, SemVl, SemPl»

+ (*new CPU ("CPU2")
+ *new Task ( "t002", 5, SemV2, SemP2»

+ (*new CPU ("CPU3")
+ *new Task (" t003", 8, SemV3, SemP3»

+ (*new CPU ("CPU4")
+ *new Task (" t004", 13, SemV4, SemP4);

MultiTM.run() ;

B.4: main2.cc

#include "sim.h"

SyncPoint SemVl[]
SyncPoint SemV2[]
SyncPoint SemV3[]

{{"Sl_2", IS}, {"Sl_3", 24}, {"Sl_4", 39}, {NULL, a}};
{{"S2_l", IS}, {"S2_3", 40}, {"S2_4", 65}, {NULL, a}};
{{"S3_1", 24}, {"S3_2", 40}, {"S3_4", 104}, {NULL, a}};
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SyncPoint SemV4 [] {{"S4_1", 39}. {" S4_2" , 65}. {" S4_3" , 104} , {NULL, O} } ;

SyncPoint SemPl [1 {{"S2_1", 15 }. {"S3_1", 24 }. {" S4_1" , 39}. {NULL, a} } ;

SyncPoint SemP2 [J {{"Sl_2", 15 }. {"S3_2" , 40}. {"S4_2" , 65 }. {NULL, a}} ;

SyncPoint SemP3 [J {{" Sl_3" , 24 }. {"S2_3" , 40}. {" S4_3" , 104} , {NULL, a} } ;

SyncPoint SemP4 [] {{"Sl_4", 39}. {"S2_4" , 65}. {"S3_4" , 104} , {NULL, a} } ;

void main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
System Mu1tiTM( "M-TM", argc, argv);

MultiTM
+ *new sema4 ( "Sl_2 ", local}
+ *new sema4 (" Sl_3", global)
+ *new sema4 ( "Sl_4", global)
+ *new sema4 ( "S2_1 ", local)
+ ~new sema4 ( "S2_3", global)
+ *new sema4 ( "S2_4 ", global)
+ *new sema4 ( "S3_1", global)
+ *new sema4 ( "S3_2", global)
+ *new sema4 ( "S3_4", local)
+ *new sema4 ( "S4_1 ", global)
+ *new sema4 ("S4_2", global)
+ *new sema4 (" S4_3", local)

+ (*new CPU("CPU1"}
+ *new Task("t001", 3, SemVl, SemP1)
+ *new Task (" t002", 5, SemV2, SemP2l)

+ (*new CPU ( "CPU2 " )
+ *new Task("t003", 8, SemV3, SemP3)
+ *new Task (" t004", 13, SemV4, SemP4»;

MultiTM.run();
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APPENDIX C: THE TIPC PROGRAM

#include <windows.h>
#include <winioctl.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

1* for _kbhit(), etc *1

#define TEST_LENGTH (100000)

II TriMedia Manager specific includes
#include " .. \include\tmman32.h"

#define MESSAGE_QUEUE_SIZE Ox20

#define
#define

PGM_MAJOR_VERSION (1)
PGM_MINOR_VERSION (1)

1* for the RPCServer *1
#include "fcntl.h"
#include "io.h"
#include "time.h"
#include "sys\stat.h"

/**************************************************************/

int _cdecl
main(int argc, char *argv[]}
{

STATUS Status;
TMSTD_VERSION_INFO Version;
TMMAN_DSP_CAPS DSPCaps;

DWORD DSPHandleO, DSPHandlel;
DWORD DSPNum;

int
char

testing;
dspCodeO[80j, dspCodel[801;

1* this makes the TM console windows stay away *1
TMCons.fIgnoreTMCons = TRUE;
TMCons.fUseWindowSize = FALSE;
TMCons.fUseTMMonWindow = TRUE;
TMCons.fRedirectedStdin = FALSE;
TMCons.fRedirectedStdout FALSE;
TMCons.fRedirectedStderr = FALSE;

strcpy(dspCodeO, "tipcO.out");
strcpy(dspCode1, "tipcl.out"};

1* identify yourself! *1
printf("\nIPC test, polled: Program to test multi TriMedia IPC interface: \n"};
printf(" (c) 1996, Philips Semiconductors.\n");
printf(" Program version %d.%d. \n", PGM_MAJOR_VERSION, PGM_MINOR_VERSION);

1* check for compatible driver version *1
Version.dwMajor = TMMAN_DEFAULT_VERSION_MAJ;
Version.dwMinor = TMMAN_DEFAULT_VERSION_MIN;
if «Status = tmNegotiateVersion(TMMAN_DEFAULT, &Version)} != TMOK} {

printf("tipc: tmNegotiateVersion: FAILED: Ox%x\n", Status);
return (Status);

1* report the version of the interface *1
printf("tipc: tmNegotiateVersion: %d.%d.%d\n",

version.dwMajor, Version.dwMinor, Version.dwBuild};
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/* get the number of boards in the system */
if «Status = tmDSPGetNum(&DSPNum» != TMOK) {

printf("tipc: tmDSPGetNum failed with Ox%x\n", Status);
return {Status);

}
printf ("Number of boards detected: %u\n", DSPNum);

/* open the DSP interfaces */
if «Status = tmDSPOpen(O, &DSPHandleO» != TMOK) {

printf ("tipc: tmDSPOpen[O] failed with Ox%x\n", Status);
return (Status);

}
if «Status = tmDSPOpen(l, &DSPHandlel» != TMOK) {

printf("tipc: tmDSPOpen[ll failed with Ox%x\n", Status);
return (Status);

/* get DSP caps structure */
if ({Status = tmDSPGetCaps(DSPHandleO, &DSPCaps» != TMOK)

printf("tipc: tmDSPGetCaps failed with Ox%x\n", Status);
tmDSPClose(DSPHandleO);
Sleep(lOOO); /* give all the threads a chance to die. */
return (Status);

}
/* display addresses */
printf("Board 0 name: %s\n", DSPCaps.szPCIName);
printf ("Hardware version: Ox%08x, CPU version: Ox%08x, ROM version: Ox%08x\n",

DSPCaps.dwHWVersion, DSPCaps.dwCPUVersion, DSPCaps.dwROMVersion);
printf("tipc: SDRAM Physical: Ox%08x. Length: Ox%08x. Linear: Ox%08x\n",

DSPCaps.SDRAM.dwPhysical, DSPCaps.SDRAM.dwSize,
DSPCaps.SDRAM.dwLinear) ;

printf("tipc: MMIO Physical: Ox%08x. Length: Ox%08x. Linear: Ox%08x\n",
DSPCaps.MMIO.dwPhysical, DSPCaps.MMIO.dwSize, DSPcaps.MMIO.dwLinear);

printf("tipc: User Physical: Ox%08x. Length: Ox%08x. Linear: Ox%08x\n",
DSPCaps.User.dwPhysical, DSPCaps.user.dwSize, DSPCaps.User.dwLinear);

printf("DSP Number: %u\n", DSPCaps.DSPNumber);

/* get DSP caps structure */
if «Status = tmDSPGetCaps{DSPHandlel, &DSPCaps» != TMOK)

printf("tipc: tmDSPGetCaps failed with Ox%x\n", Status);
tmDSPClose(DSPHandlel);
Sleep(lOOO); /* give all the threads a chance to die. */
return (Status);

}

/* display addresses */
printf("Board 1 name: %s\n", DSPCaps.szPCIName);
printf("Hardware version: Ox%08x, CPU version: Ox%08x, ROM version: Ox%08x\n",

DSPcaps.dwHWVersion, DSPCaps.dwCPUVersion, DSPCaps.dwROMVersion);

printf("tipc: SDRAM Physical: Ox%08x. Length: Ox%08x. Linear: Ox%08x\n",
DSPCaps.SDRAM.dwPhysical, DSPCaps.SDRAM.dwSize,
DSPCaps.SDRAM.dwLinear) ;

printf ("tipc: MMIO Physical: Ox%08x. Length: Ox%08x. Linear: Ox%08x\n",
DSPCaps.MMIO.dwPhysical, DSPCaps.MMIO.dwSize, Dspcaps.MMIO.dwLinear);

printf("tipc: User Physical: Ox%08x. Length: Ox%08x. Linear: Ox%08x\n",
DSPCaps.User.dwPhysical, DSPCaps.User.dwSize, DSPCaps.User.dwLinear);

printf("DSP Number: %u\n", DSPCaps.DSPNumber);

/* load the DSP code */
printf("loading %s onto TriMedia board O \n", dspCodeO);
printf("loading %s onto TriMedia board l \n", dspCodel);

/*
* default mapping for DSP, default load address, file name, argc,
* argv
*/

/*
* 970325 Tilakraj Roy FIXME if tmDSPExecutableLoad is called with
* argc =0 and argv=NULL then the target immediately exits out with a
* return code of (-1). this may be due to the C Run Time startup
* validating argc and argv before calling main(). This needs to be
* investigated. For now I am passing argc=l and argv=tmipc.exe"
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tmDSPExecutableLoad ( DSPHandle, TMMAN_DEFAULT,
) )

Status) ;

die. * /

(Status
0, NULL

(Status = tmDSPExecutableLoad(DSPHandleO,
dspCodeO, argc, argv)}) (

printf("tmDSPExecutableLoad[O] failed with Ox%x\n",
tmDSPClose(DSPHandleO) ;
Sleep(lOOO); /* give all the threads a chance to
return (Status);

* if (TMOK !=
* dspCode,
*/

if (TMOK l=

}
if (TMOK != (Status = tmDSPExecutableLoad(DSPHandlel, TMMAN_DEFAULT,

dspCodel, argc, argv») (
printf("tmDSPExecutableLoad[ll failed with Ox%x\n", Status);
tmDSPClose(DSPHandlel};
Sleep(lOOO); /* give all the threads a chance to die. */
return (Status);

printf("press a key to start\n");
_getch() ;

/* start the DSP code */
if (TMOK != (Status = tmDSPExecutableRun(DSPHandleO,

TMMAN_DEFAULT, &TMCons») (
printf ("tmDSPExecutableRun[O] failed with Ox%x\n", Status);
tmDSPClose(DSPHandleO) ;
Sleep(lOOO); /* give all the threads a chance to die. */
return (Status);

}

if (TMOK != (Status = tmDSPExecutableRun(DSPHandlel,
TMMAN_DEFAULT, &TMCons») (

printf("tmDSPExecutableRun[lj failed with Ox%x\n", Status);
tmDSPClose(DSPHandlel);
Sleep(lOOO); /* give all the threads a chance to die. */
return (Status);

printf("Press q to quit.»\n");

testing=l;
while (testing)

if (_kbhit (» (
char gc = _getch();

switch (gc) (
case 'q':
case 'Q': testing=O;

}
printf ("stopping\n");
tmDSPExecutableStop(DSPHandleO};
tmDSPExecutableStop(DSPHandlel};
printf("closing\n");
tmDSPClose(DSPHandleO) ;
tmDSPClose(DSPHandlel);
return (0);

/*
* Copyright (c) 1995,1996,1997 by Philips Semiconductors.

* Author: Patrick Meuwissen
*/
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/* TriMedia standard shared includes */
#include "tmman.h"

#define BOARD 0
#define BPP 3
#define XSIZE 800
#define YSIZE 600
#define SCREENBUFFER

/* The board number; set to 0 or 1 */
/* Bytes per pixel; depends on mode */

OxEOOOOOOO+BOARD*(YSIZE/2 * BPP * XSIZE)

typedef unsigned char UInt8;

/***********************************************************/

/*
main

*/

void main()
{

STATUS Status;
DWORD dwDSPNumber
DWORD DSPHandle;

BOARD;

UInt8
unsigned

*screenptr
x,y;

(UInt8 *)SCREENBUFFER;

/* open the DSP interface */
if ((Status = tmDSPOpen(dwDSPNumber, &DSPHandle» != TMOK) {

return (Status);

while (1) {
for (y=O; y < YSIZE/2; y++) {

for (x=O; x < BPP*XSIZE; x++) {
* (screenPtr+y*Bpp*XSIZE+x)=0/*(UInt8)rand()*/;
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